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'I. Introduction and Results


The aim of this project was to build and make use of


liquid helium cooled telescope borne to high altitudes by means


of a balloon, in order to survey the sky at far infrared wave­

lengths. We undertook this task jointly with Prof. W. F. Hoffmann's


group at the University of Arizona.


The aims of the project were successfully completed. We


were able to construct a 0.4 m telescope cooled with liquid


helium and to obtain survey observations through its use.


On the telescope's first flight in August 1976, difficulties


were experience with the balloon pointing control. Nevertheless


a small portion of the sky was surveyed with a 12' instantaneous


field of view as the gondola drifted and sources rose and set in


the sky. Observations were obtained primarily at 100v during


that flight, since difficulties were also encountered with some


of the detectors at other wavelengths. The following are key


points:


1. Nine new infrared sources were discovered. One of them was


subsequently observed also from NASA's Kuiper obervatory and the


flux obtained was verified in this way.


2. All the sources fell within 10o of the galactic equator-­

although this region constituted only one third of the area
 

covered in the sky. Eight of the nine fell within 4' of the plane.


3. All sources can be identified with objects listed in the


Sharpless catalogue, the AFCRL infrared sky survey carried out at


shorter wavelengths, or in the Westerhout catalogue of radio sources.


Once the instrument had been successfully flown and the data
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analyzed, the Cornell University-University of Arizona collaboration


was dissolved after consultation with NASA and by mutual consent.


Collaboration at this distance no longer appeared to provide the


best way to procede on a program that was well established; and


the University of Arizona was well equipped to carry out the


program on its own.


During the past two months, in fact, a further successful


flight seems to have been carried out by the University of


Arizona group working on its own.


2. Publications


1. A cooled telescope for infrared balloon astronomy. C.


Frederick, M. R. Jacobson, and M. Harwit, NASA Symposium on Balloon


Astronomy, Moffett Field, California, February 1974, Page 81.


2. Discovery of far infrared sources with a new balloon-borne


helium-cooled .4 meter telescope, M. F. Campbell, P. M. Harvey,


W. F. Hoffmann, M. R. Jacobson, D. B. Ward, M. 0. Harwit, P. A.
 

Aannestad. Proc. NASA Symposium on "Recent Results in Infrared


Astrophysics" Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California,


January 1977.


3. Far-infrared photometry with an 0.4 meter liquid helium cooled


balloon-borne telescope, M. R. Jacobson, Cornell University PhD.


thesis and Center for Radiophysics and Space Research Report,


CRSR 673 (1977).
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An 0.4-meter aperture, liquid helium cooled multichannel far-infra­

red balloon-borne telescope has been constructed to survey the galactic


plane by a team from Cornell University and the University of Arizona. On


its first flight in August, 1976, we achieved sky background limited per­

.
formance at 100 microns with a sensitivity of 210 Jy/Hz Nine new sour­

ces, above a 3-a confidence level of 1300 Jy, were identified. Although


two-thirds of the scanned area was more than 10 degrees from the galactic


plane, no sources were detected in that region; all nine fell within 10


degrees and eight of those within 4 degrees of the galactic equator. Cor­

relations with visible, compact HII regions associated with radio con­

tinuum and with sources displaying spectra steeply rising between 11 and


20 microns were noted, while stellar ob3ects were not detected.


Along with data analysis, this thesis consists of an exhaustive de­

scription of the instrument, followed by an outline of testing and flight
 

staging procedures. The gondola's performance and improvements since


flight are discussed at the end. A short chapter on ballooning and appen­

dices on strategies for infrared observations through or above the atmo­

sphere and on infrared emission mechanisms are included.
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PREFACE ON UNITS AND TERMINOLOGY


A few words on format and units will be helpful to the reader. Be-,­

cause this thesis is partially devoted to the technical aspects of bal­

loon astronomy and of our instrument, some cross-referencing is made.


Cross-references follow the outline format of the Table of Contents,


where the Roman numerals are Chapters, the upper case letters are Parts,


and the lower case letters are Sections. For example, the Cornell Uni­

versity photoconductors are discussed in III. G. 2.- References are made


by author and year of publication; they refer to a single bibliography


at the end of the thesis. Depending on context, the author is either in­

cluded with the year of publication in parentheses or precedes the paren­

theses. For example, I may write either ... the HII regions observed 
by Hoffmann, et a! (1971b) ... " or " ... HII regions were observed 
(Hoffmann, et al, 1971b) .. -. Figures, Tables, and Equations are num­

bered sequentially within each Chapter.


Spelling and usage follow Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, Mer­

riam-Webster, 1976.


The metric system is used, except in descriptions of most telescope


components, which were designed in the English system. "Ml", "in", "ft",


"oz", and "lb" denote one-thousandth of an inch, inch, foot, ounce, and


pound, respectively. Infrared astronomers used the micron, abbreviated "j'",


-
as the basic wavelength unit, and cm 1 as the basic frequency unit. For


radio astronomy observations, millimeters and centimeters are employed.


Frequency units are standard - "Hz, kHz, MHz, and GHz" for "l, 10', 
106, and 109 cycles per second. Time and right ascension units are "s", 
"IM", "h", "dy", and "yr" where abbreviated. 
X11


- II 'l II lI II II 
Coordinates are numerous. First of all, , , and refer 
to arc degree, arc minute, and arc second. Feet and inches are spelled 
out: Square degrees are called "deg2 T';steradians are "sr". Telescope 
and gondola coordinates are defihed in Figure 111-2. Celestial coordi­
nates are reduced to Epoch 1950.0. Elevation and azimuth are abbreviated 
"el" and "az". Strictly, the telescope's azimuth coordinate is cross­

elevation, but we did not distinguish the two in analyzing the first


flight. Galactic coordinates are in the IAU system (1 and b I I ) and


are denoted as "1" and "b" for longitude and latitude.


Apparent magnitudes are abbreviated by "", with an appropriate


upper case subscript for the spectral band. Fluxes are usually reduced


to Janskys, or "Jy", which are equivalent to 10- W/m2-Hz.


Temperatures are given in degrees Kelvin, " 0K ", or degrees Centi­

grade, " C ". Effective, brightness, and color temperatures are "Te'


Tb, and Tc " respectively.


Frequently used abbreviations include:


"CABBAGE" - Cornell-Arizona Balloon-Borne Astronomy Group Experiment,


"IR" - infrared; "near-IR" covers 1 to 40 microns, and "far-IR" covers


40-1000 microns,

"pc" - parsec, or 3 x 10 cm, 
"PC" - photoconductor, and "BOt" - bolometer, 
"Ge:Ga" - the former elemental symbol is the host crystal and the lat­

ter is the dopant,


"LN2" - liquid nitrogen, and "LHe" - liquid helium, 
"NSBF" - National Scientific Balloon Facility, which is operated by 
"NCAR", the National Center for Atmospheric Research. 
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CHAPTER I


Introduction


A. 	 The FarInfrarcd Fran:iejf Thi7 Need for-a Surfvey . ...... 
Only ten years ago, Hoffmann, et al (1967) carried out the first

sky 	surveys at far-infrared wavelengths with a one-inch balloon~borne


telescope. Astronomy's relatively recent development between 40 and


1000 	microns is due to the atmosphere's extreme opacity- Farmer and


Key 	(1965) observed no solar emission from a 5200 meter peak in Boli­

via 	between 40 and 300 microns. The rotational spectrum of water vapor


(Figure I-l) is the primary absorber; telescopes aboard aircraft, bal­

loons, and rockets overcome this limitation when lifted above the tro­

popause, beneath which most of the water vapor is concentrated. Bal­

loons remain the best vehicles for surveys, since they float for hours


at altitudes with nearly complete transmission and low emissivity in


the far-IR (Figure II-l). Lower-flying aircraft must contend with higher


backgrounds, while rockets must deal with very short observation periods.


Hoffmann's efforts bore fruit with the discovery of an intense


100 micron source at the galactic center in 1968 (Hoffmann and Fre­

derick, 1969). He' then replaced Gondola A, the one-inch, with Gondola


B, a twelve-inch telescope, and made the ma3or contribution to our


knowledge of the galactic plane at 100 microns (Hoffmann, et al, 1971b).


The 	sixteen-inch telescope we designed and constructed at Cornell Uni­

versity and the University of Arizona represents Gondola C, the next


step toward greater sensitivity and more complete sky surveys in the


far-IR. Figures 1-2 and 1-3 and Appendix A trace other landmarks in


the development of infrared astronomy.
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At present, no systematic surveys of the sky exist between the Air


Force Geophysics Laboratory's rocket survey (Walker and Price, l.97,6) at


4, 11, 20, and 27 microns and radio continuum surveys near 21 cm. Even­

the gal-actic pland is not well mapped shortwards of 6 cm (Altenhoff, et


al, 1970; Goss and Shaver, 1970). Because of the different emission pro­

cesses that dominate in the wide gap between the surveys, interpolation


helps little in identifying dominant far-IR sources. Evidence accumulated


thus far indicates that stellar photospheres and circumstellar envelopes


are too hot to be prominent at 100 microns, and free-free continuum ra­

diation, emitted by hot, ionized gas in HII regions, is similarly feeble


in the far-IR. (See Figure 1-4 and Appendix B.) Lower temperature pheno­

mena engender the strongest sources in this spectral region. A survey is


needed to classify such objects, including new types of sources, to per­

mit statistical analysis, and to flag interesting examples for detailed


study.


Chapter I proceeds with brief introductory material on far-IR ob­

jects, their impact on astronomical questions, and other balloon-borne


surveys. A more comprehensive review on the emergence of IR astronomy


comprises Appendix A. Chapter II relates general infrared techniques and


the more specialized concerns of balloon astronomers, while Chapter III


exhaustively covers the instrument, including the heretofore undocumented


electronics, pointing, and suspension systems of Gondola B, which were
 

only slightly modified for use in Gondola C. Chapter IV describes the


ground support equipment, testing procedures, and flight staging. The


results of Flight C-I are contained in Chapter V, and Chapter VI notes


technical improvements planned or made since the flight and observational


goals-for future flights.
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Figure 1-4: Characteristic spectra for three emission processes in the far-infrared.


See Appendix B for references.
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B. Far-Infrared Sources


At present, five broad categories of objects with peak emission in


the far-infrared have been distinguished: HII regions, molecular clouds,


diffuse galactic plane emission, the center of the Galaxy, and other


galactic nuclei. For all but some external galaxies, dust reradiation


of absorbed stellar photons is the probable emission process. Roughly


two-thirds of the objects tabulated by Hoffmann,et al (1971b) are iden­

tified with HII regions, with flux densities ranging from the survey


limit of 1 04 Jy to 6.4 x l0s Jy for Sgr B2, the most luminous known


HII region at 100 microns. In these objects, dust captures both Lya


photons scattered within the region and Lyman continuum photons direct­

ly from the hot stars and emits thermally in the infrared at a tem­

perature that depends on its emissivity. This has been demonstrated by


the rough correlation of radio continuum and far-IR fluxes, related
 

to gas and dust components, respectively, for several HiI regions


(Harper and Low, 1971; Furniss, et al, 1974). As additional surveys


have extended sensitivities to 103 Jy, HII regions continue to comprise


at least half of the new sources. This indicates that dusty HIT regions


are common, and that the very luminous stars responsible for the ioni­
zation of the gas heat large volumes of dust as well, giving HII re­

gions their far-IR prominence.


Most of the remaining objects are associated with dark, dusty


clouds, which are often rich in molecules detectable by radio-wave­

length spectroscopy. Dickman (1977) distinguishes between molecular


iNearby solar system objects are prominent in the infrared; the outer


planets emit strongly in the far-IR and are useful for calibration and


beam profile determination.
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clouds, which are large, rather dense, and very massive (often embracing
 

several thousand solar masses), and dark clouds, which are smaller, less


dense, and less massive. The former are usually associated with HII re­

gions and are bright far-IR objects. Such molecular clouds do not al­

ways exhibit radi6 continuum, indicating that cooler, non-ionizing stars


or proto-stars lie within, heating the dust. The brightest at 100 11is


the Kleinmann-Low Nebula in the Orion Nebula complex with a flux density


of l05 Jy (Low, 1977b). Dust temperatures are typically cooler in mole­

cular clouds than in HiI regions. A 350 micron study by Righli (1975)


illustrates a strong spatial correlation between cooler dust and mole­

cular emission.


Diffuse emission along the galactic plane between 40 and 200 mi­

crons has been detected by a number of observers (Ricker, et al, 1973;


Pipher, 1973; Rouan, et al, 1977; Serra, et al, 1977; Low, et al, 1977a).


A narrow band of emission underlies individual sources and widens from


less than a degree to at least four degrees at the galactic nucleus.


Apparently, a dusty disk heated by numerous, cooler stars in addition


to more isolated, hot stars is responsible.


The galactic center produces the greatest apparent brightness at


100 P -1.5 x l0' Jy (Hoffmann, et al, 1971a) - of any source outside of
 

the solar system and represents a rich array of IR phenomena. Gatley,


et al (1977) have presented a model, based on detailed maps, explaining


the far-IR flux that requires only thermal emission from dust heated


by the dense, late-type star concentration seen at 2.2 p and the hot


stars which ionize HII regions in the same volume. Only three external


galaxies have been seen at 100 p as of mid-1976: M82, NGC 253, andNGC


1068. About 200 have been observed in the near-IR, and most fluxes can
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be attributed to dust-mediated'stellar emission. The brightest IR emit­

ting galaxies may require dust reradiation of non-thermal radiation


(Rowan-Robinson, 1977). 
Other classes of far-IR objects are likely to be discovered as sen­

sitivity increases and sky coverage becomes more complete. Low (1977b)


speculates that very cold clouds of dust, heated only by diffuse star­

light and peaked at 300 11,are probable, and that dust-laden galaxies,


detectable only in the far-IR, are possible. Somewhat better resolution


may isolate smaller dark clouds and dark globules - very dense, cold,


and compact dust clouds - which may be sites, along with molecular


clouds, of star formation (Sok, 1977; Dickman, 1977).


C. Impact on Basic Astronomical Questions


Far-IR surveys, by tying together optical, near-IR, and radio ob­

servations of known sources and revealing otherwise unobservable sources,


promise-to clarify several basic problems, including the loci and rate


of star formation in the Galaxy, the nature of the interstellar medium,


the overall structure of the Galaxy, and the activity in some classes


of external galaxies.
 

Recently, phenomena related to star formation have been discerned


through detailed studies of a few complexes of molecular clouds, HII


regions,, and young stars. For example, the Orion Nebula and W3 complexes


have been probed in papers by Werner, et al (1976) and Mezger (1976).


Typically, large, dense molecular clouds contain smaller, hotter knots
 

made up of proto-stars or young stars with attendant HII regions. Radio


continuum surveys, by detecting the free-free emission from ionized


regions, identify hot stars in spite of heavy obscuration by dust, while
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IR maps point out areas of reradiation by dust and indicate the pre­

sence of both early- and later-type stars. A far-IR survey, in tandem


with radio maps, will assemble a larger sample and permit us to judge


whether luminous, nearby complexes like the Orion Nebula are typical


and to estimate the level of star formation activity over much of the


Galaxy. Other questions concern the scale on which molecular clouds


collapse and the types of stars presently being formed. In what pro­

portions do large clouds collapse as a whole, breeding populous star


clusters, or contract piecemeal, engendering smaller groups or indi­

viduals? What is the distribution, among young stars, of mass and lu­

minosity? Can the additional information from multi-band photometry


improve our ability to identify regions of star formation through spa­

tial and spectral relationships? A complete survey will contribute


to large scale statistical analysis and will flag interesting com­

plexes for higher resolution mapping on smaller scales.


The interstellar medium can be probed by a variety of direct and


indirect means; one of the most direct is thermal emission by dust.


Its color temperature, intensity, and relationship with sources of


heating and with emission from the more abundant interstellar gas


all carry important information. A survey may show how uniformly dust


is distributed on various scales and how well visual obscuration cor­

relates with IR observations. The effects of young, main-sequence, and


evolved stars on the interstellar medium are also of interest.


Recent research on the morphology of the Galaxy, as evidenced by


neutral atomic hydrogen in opposition to ionized hydrogen, molecular


hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and other tracers, has been reviewed by


Burton (1976). The distribution of dust, as a function of galactic


longitude and latitude, will add important data in tying down the Gala­

xy's basic structure and how it compares to external galaxies. Moreover,
 

cataloging the contents of the Galaxy - masses of obscured stars and


cold dust, and the infrared luminosities of the dust, and by inference,


hidden stars - will allow refinement of galactic models. Lastly, the


preceding questions must be applied with special vigor to the galactic


nucleus, where a rich variety of phenomena, apparently distinct from the


rest of the Galaxy, must be explained. Likewise, the diffuse galactic


emission, which broadens abruptly as the nucleus is approached, must


be probed as well.


An unbiased survey at high galactic latitudes will be necessary


to determine whether far-infrared emission is typical of external gala­

xies. The three galaxies that have been seen, as of mid-1976, at 100 p,


were suspected of IR activity on other grounds. The steeply rising spectra


toward the far-IR of certain external galaxies and quasi-stellar ob3ects


is another cogent reason for a far-IR survey, since reliable statistics


on such phenomena may help solve problems of cosmological relevance.


To summarize, the impact of a multi-channel, large beam survey in


the far-IR should be greatest in areas concerning source properties on


a large scale, such as total extent and luminosity, source statistics,


and spatial relationships with optical and radio data. The untangling


of smaller structure, such as the problem of whether the dust in evenly


mixed with or depleted in compact HII regions2 ,must rely on lower through­

put mapping instruments. Similarly, the small angular extent and rela­

2For a preliminary verdict on this question, obtained with the help of


a balloon-borne mapping instrument, see Rodriguez and Chaisson, (1977).


For nine galactic HII regions, they limit the radius of dust depletion


to 25% of the Stromgren radius.
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tively high temperatures of IR stars and circumstellar shells make these


objects inconspicuous to large throughput, far-IR survey telescopes


(Hoffmann, et al, 1971b).


D. Balloon-borne Surveys


To survey effectively, the gondola must be stable and fully steer­

able, the bean rather large (,10-45 arcminutes half-power beamwidth) - in


order to sense extended sources and to cover the sky in a reasonable


amount of time, the background from telescope and sky low, and the posi­

tions reliably computable. Many experiments have been built along these


lines and dedicated to survey work, while several others with somewhat


higher resolution, for mapping, and lower resolution, for diffuse emis­

sion, have performed survey work as a secondary objective. Table I-1


lists these projects. The columns contain parent institutions, primary


investigators, gondola edition if more than one, aperture, beamwidth,


sensitivity, detectors (PC=photoconductor and BOL=bolometer), bandpasses,


flights to date, a reference, and comments. Information unavailable to


me is simply left out; I apologize here to any group inadvertently omit­

ted.


Of the dedicated survey instruments, Washington University's pre­

dated Hoffmann's. Scanning in full azimuthal circles, it covered about


7% of the sky and detected four'sources in 1970. Their second gondola,


flown in 1973, scanned similarly and revealed twelve more sources. Nei­

ther set was correlated to the galactic plane, and none have been con­

firmed, but succeeding surveys have stayed near the plane. An approach


involving an uncooled Herschellian telescope with very low emissivity


was pioneered by the MIT/University of Arizona group. Gold-plated sur­

INSTITUTIONS TABLE I-i. BALLOON-BORNE SURVEY INSTRUMENTSINVESTI-
 £DI- APER- BEAM- SENSI- DETEC- BAND-
 FLTS REFERENCES 
 
GATORS COMMENTSTO11- TURE WIDTH--TIVITY TORS PASSES 
cm 1 J 
Goddard Insti­
tute 
Hoffmann A 2.5 138 SOL 300-360 
80-120 
3 (Hoffmann and Frederick, 1969) Galactic center 
Goddard Insti­
tute 
foffmann B 30 12 1 BOL 80-120 9* (Hoffmann, et al, 1971b) 
observation 
Galactic plane 
Univ. of Arl­
zona/Cornell 
Hoffmann/ 
Harwit 
C 40 12 0114 PC 
PC 
75-130 
45-70 
1 (Campbell, et al, 1977; 
Jacobson, this thesis, 1977) 
survey 
Cryogenically 
cooled 
PC 18-24 
Washington U. Friedlander A 20 34 1 
DOL 
BOL 
75-120 
45-250 
telescope 
1" (Friedlander and Joseph, 1970) High galactic 
Washington U. 
MIT/ Univ. of 
Arizona 
Friedlander 
Rlicker/Low 
B 40 
20 
40 
45 
55 BOL 
SOL 
50-500 
50-350 
2* (Friedlander, et al, 1974) 
1* (Ricker, et al, 1973) 
sources 
latitude 
Galactic planesurvey 
Univ. of Ari­
zona 
Univ. of Gro­
ningen 
Low 
Olthof A 
20 
20 
15 
30 
0.1 
2 
BOL 60-300 150-300 
BOL(2) 71-95 
115-196 
13 (Low, et al, 19 77a) 
12" (Olthof, 1974) 
Galactic plane
survey 
HII region 
Univ. of Gro­
ningen 
von Duinen B 60 Four 1 (Hoffmann, 1977) 
study 
Higher resolution 
bands 
University Col- Jennings 
lege, London 
A 40 7.5 3 BOL 40-350 16" (Furniss, et al, 1975) HIl region study 
University Col­
lege, London 
Jennings B 60 
1 (Furniss, et al, 1976) 
and survey 
Higher resolution 
Max Plack-
Heidelberg 
Lemke 20 BOL 50-250 1 (Lemke and Haussecker, 1976) 
and spectrometry 
Choppin4 primary 1 
Meudon Obs.-
Paris 
Serra 42 BOL 75-95 1 (Serra, et al, 1977) Diffuse emission 
D 
115-196 
Project completed. Also 30-38, 84-130, and 111-15415. 
study 
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faces and a minimum of structure were employed. Their instrument flew


in 1973 and surveyed the plane between 1 = 348 and the galactic center.


The University of Arizona group continued the pro3ect through 1976 and


covered the plane from 1 = 348 to 32.5 ; more flights are planned. A


team from the University of Groningen first launched in 1969; a number


of successful flights in 1971 and 1973 revealed about 20 HII regions in


the region 3500 < 1 < 350. Finally, Hoffmann's Gondola B covered the


plane in the intervals 2600 < 1 < 3100 and 350 < 1 < 880.


Telescopes not completely dedicated to surveys include an instru­

ment from University College, London which observed known sources and


surveyed for new objects at moderate resolution. Between 1971 and 1974,


about 50 HII regions were investigated; nearly all were within a few


degrees of the plane and many were in a surveyed interval between 1 = 
327 and 353 . The new University of Groningen gondola is also meant for


moderate resolution, multi-band photometry, while the next University


College, London, telescope is designed for spectrometry as well. Two


groups with lower resolution are from the Meudon Observatory in Paris


and the Max Planck Institute in Heidelberg. The former covered the


plane in 1976 between 1 = 380 and 550 and observed diffuse emission


underlying brighter sources. A liquid helium cooled rocket experiment


dedicated to measuring the far-infrared cosmic background radiation also


contributed by observing three HII regions; on two of these Cornell Uni­

versity flights, two regions near the galactic center and one near 1 =


160 were detected (Soifer, et al, 1972). A number of groups are building


survey instruments; the most ambitious being from the University of


California at Berkeley, involving a lmeter, low emissivity telescope
 

with seven channels between 10 and 1000 microns for a full sky survey.
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Therefore, we find that far-IR surveyors have covered most of the


galactic plane to a flux level of roughly 104 Jy between 1 = 2600 and


1 = 900 and within about 3 degrees of the galactic equator. This amounts'


to about 1000 square degrees or 2.5% of the celestial sphere. On the order


of 250 square degrees have been examined at higher galactic latitudes.


Thus, nearly half of the galactic plane and nearly all of the rest of


the sky await investigation.
 

Such an investigation is the goal of Gondola C, or CABBAGE, the


Cornell-Arizona Balloon-Borne Astronomy Group Experiment. Our 16 inch


telescope projects a 12 beam on the sky; with corrections for the under­

3 2
sized secondary, a high throughput of 7.9 x 10- cm -sr results. Not one


but four IR detectors reside on the focal plane; on Flight C-l, this capa­
bility was deployed on bands centered at 20, 50, and 100 microns for the 
photoconductors and at 100 microns for the bolometer. A sky coverage rate 
of '75 square degrees/hour is required for overlapping, well-calibrated 
scans. For the % 3600 square degrees in the zone b < 1501, 48 hours of 
observing are needed; with six good hours of data per flight, eight


flights would be needed. Of course, two or three of these would have to


take place in the Southern Hemisphere. With overlapping scans, source


positions should be determined to 3 of arc. A survey limit of between


500 and 1000 Jy is expected, depending on scanning mode, balloon alti­

tude, and effective system efficiency for the flight. Such a program


would complete the survey of the galactic plane and should catalog sever­

al thousand sources, provide color temperature information, map the


extended diffuse emission from the galactic plane, and overlap with


near-IR and radio observations.


Coverage of the entire celestial sphere to the same standards would
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require an order of magnitude more effort (Hoffmann and Aannestad, 1974).


Long duration balloon flights would be needed. The role of short duration


flights would be two-fold: the observation of suspected extended IR ob­

jects and the surveying of randomly selected areas for far-IR emission.
 

The first flight of Gondola C in August, 1976 proved the technique


by discovering nine new sources of far-IR emission at relatively low flux


densities. With certain improvements made in the subsequent year, the


experiment promises to meet the goal of efficient, productive reconnais­

sance in the far-infrared.


CHAPTER II


Balloon Infrared Astronomy


A. Basic Infrared Techniques


A number of fundamental considerations and techniques are involved


in broad-band IR photometry, quite apart from ballooning. This part deals


cursorily with these topics and is meant to be helpful to the reader of
 

this thesis uninitiated in infrared astronomy. An excellent, concise re­

view on IR photometry has been written by Low and Rieke (1974).


1. Chopping


Chopping is the comparison of a signal input containing a potential


source with a reference input (or, in terms of the orthodox scientific


method, with a control) at frequencies between a few and a few thousand


hertz. In radiometers the signal is compared to a blackbody of known,


controlled temperature, providing an absolute calibration. Most IR photo­
meters used in astronomy are calibrated in two stages; the input beam is 
wobbled one to ten times its own width to an adjacent patch of sky for 
a relative measurement, which is ultimately compared to the signal found 
by similarly chopping a known source. Since weak IR signals, which are 
on the order of 10- 13 to 10- 14 W, must compete with backgrounds of about 
10- 7 W in an uncooled instrument and 5 x 10- 9 W, at i00 V, in our cooled 
telescope, chopping is essential; it cancels the sky background to expose 
IR signals. The chopping frequency should exceed the frequencies of 
changes in the sky background and of drift in the detector response. Also, 
AC amplifiers are generally more stable than DC-coupled devices; the more 
17
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faithfully amplified signal can be rectified-withthe aid of the reference


frequency provided by the chopper. Background cancellation is typically


l0s 
near for a chopping system.


How does one chop? Any part of the optical train is a candidate, The


size and mass of the primary mirror discourages modulation, but at least


one group (Lemke and Haussecker, 1976).does so with a 20 cm mirror. Wob­

bling the smaller secondary is the most widely used approach. Solenoids


pull and/or push alternate sides of the mirror, which is mounted on a


flexible hinge or spring. The third general method employs a rotating sec­

tor wheel with polished surfaces near the focal plane; a stationary mir­

ror behind the wheel and the wheel itself are alternately teen by the


detector. A somewhat better technique, which avoids temperature differ­

ences between mirrors and edge effects, exploits a vibrating mirror at


450 to the optical axis near the focal plane. Attesting to the present


stature of IR astronomy is the provision for wobbling secondaries in most


new observatory telescopes.


Nodding is a refinement of chopping, aimed at cancelling any assym­

metry, or offset, between signal and reference beams, in which the beams


switch roles. The resulting differences are subtracted, doubling the sig­

nal and nulling the offset. Offset can be caused by a gradient in the


sky background or unequal emission from opposite sides of the telescope


structure. Typical nods are made every 20-30 seconds.


Chopping is an inherently differential technique. Therefore, sources


with small flux gradients, such as extended, rather uniform'objects, are


difficult to detect when chopped. On the other hand, modest sources with


sharp gradients, like compact HII regions with dust at different temper­

atures within and without, are conspicuous. Also, chopping leads to con­

fusion when discrete sources are densely distributed, with separations •


on the order of a beamwidth or chopper throw. Both of these subtle'


selection effects must be kept in mind when assessing surveys performed


tedlinique.

-with the choppri 
 
2. Cryogenics and Background Reduction


To reduce the background over the bulk of the detector's solid angle


not exposed to the sky, its mounting cavity must be drastically cooled,


by either LN2 for very near-IR work or by LHe for the far-IR. Cooling the


telescope as well, an innovation of some cosmic background radiation ex­

periments and of the instrument described in this thesis, cuts the back­

ground further. (See Muehlner and Weiss, 1973 and III. E., respectively.)


To hold LN2 or LHe, a dewar is employed. Made of two nested vessels


with an intervening vacuum space, the dewar isolates cryogen in the in­

ner vessel from the outside world. A neck of small cross-section and


thermal conductivity holds the vessels together, while the vacuum space


is often filled with or bounded by reflective material to impede radia­

tive transfer. Generally, the detectors and associated optics are bolted


to the inner vessel's underside-in the vacuum space; variations occur
 

in large dewars which enclose the entire instrument.


Besides cooling, telescope background can be diminished through


careful structural design. In optical instruments, large secondaries


and spiders, for example, do no more than obscure incoming light; in IR


telescopes, they are actually incandescent. Minimizing these structures,


tight baffling to exclude all but the sky from the field of view, and


blackening the interior to absorb stray light are some strategies. Low


and Rieke (1974) go into telescope design in some detail.
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3. Detectors


Generally speaking, the IR spectal region lies between two detection


technologies. Optical photons are energetic enough to induce chemical or


photoelectric effects on a detector, such as a photographic plate or pho­

toelectric photometer. Radio photons have low enough frequencies for de­

tection by conventional superheterodyne techniques. Broad-band IR photo­

metry relies on incoherent detectors of two types: thermal detectors,
 

which heat up measurablyas photons are absorbed by their nearly black


surfaces, and quantum detectors, which contain holes and electrons that


IR photons excite into conduction bands (photoconductive detectors) or 
have p-n 3unctions that separate holes and electrons generated by 1R pho­
tons (photovoltaic detectors). Thermal detectors have rather uniform 
spectral response and '1 millisecond time constants; quantum detectors 
have threshold energies and more rapid response times. Both require cry­
ogenic cooling for far-IR observations. More on detectors can be found 
in Appendix A and in III. G. 2., 3., and 4. Reviews on holometers and 
photoconductors have been written by Low (1963) and Putley (1964), re­
spectively. 
4. Field Optics, Field Stops, Filters, and Windows


Field optics image the entire telescope exit pupil on the detector,


removing fine spatial information in favor of a stronger signal. In ad­

dition, problems arising from variations over the face of the detector


are avoided. Lenses, off-axis mirrors, and waveguides or light pipes are


used, depending on the wavelength. Losses, whether due to absorption or


diffraction, can be turned to advantage for filtering.


Field stops are employed to limit the field of view. Multiple
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field stops are often mounted on a wheel for easy interchange. They enable


the observer to determine, in the absence of direct imaging, the concen­

tration in angle of an IR source.


Filters are used to define the detector's bandpass. Several types 
are effective in the IR; many commercial enterprises produce filters to 
detailed specifications. Properties that filter include selective absorp­
tion and reflection, refraction, scattering, interference, and diffrac­
tion. The work of Armstrong and Low (1973) on diamond powder deposition­
for high frequency blocking filters, of Wijnbergen (1972) on restrahlen 
reflection filters, and of Ulrich (1967) on metal mesh interference fil­
ters have been particularly useful for far-Ir applications. Most far-
IR photometry has been in rather broad bands, with 1 < X/AX < 3. Narrow­
band photometry and spectrometry with grating spectrometers and Fourier 
interferometers has begun in the past three years. 
Windows are necessary for all but rocket-borne platforms to keep the


atmosphere out of the cryogenic area, lest it condense on the optics.


Here, durability is a requirement beyond acceptable transmission proper­

ties. Normally, windows are mounted to a flange on the outer wall of a


small dewar; in large dewar systems, the window must be positioned in


front of the optical train in the incoming beam.


5. Preamplification


In cryogenic systems, the bulk of the electronics is usually some


distance from the detector. To preserve an intelligible signal, a pre­

amplifier is placed as close to the detector as possible; the detector's


load resistor and often, an impedance transforming FET, are placed in the
 

dewar with the detector. Gains on the order of one thousand are typical.
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The preamp output is sent to another amplifier for phase-sensitive detec­

tion based on the chopper's reference signal.


B. Ballooning


Because balloon techniques are likely to be less familiar to the ma­
jority of modern astronomers than those of optical, radio, or even space

astronomy, the remainder of this chapter surveys scientific ballooning

and presents some of the considerations that constrain the design of a

balloon-borne experiment. I proceed here with the basic modes of bal­
loon flight feasible today and the advances that made them possible. 
In Part C, the environmental problems that confront the stratospheric 
platforms are discussed; the operational constraints involved in zero­
pressure ballooning follow in Part D. 
Around 240 B. C. E., Archimedes correctly conceived the principle


of buoyancy in water; in 1250, Bacon hypothetically extended the notion


to flotation in air, pending discovery of a lighter-than-air fluid. de


Lana, c. 1670, suggested a vacuum balloon; Cavendish, in 1766, discovered


hydrogen. Real, vigorous progress, however, appeared in France, begin­

ning in 1782, when the Montgolfier brothers used hot air to launch small


paper balloons. By 1785, in France, England, and the American colonies,


ballooning engaged leading scientists who developed the hydrogen balloon


(with many basic features still in use today), crossed the English Chan­

nel and climbed to 2.7 km, initiated atmospheric observations, and deter­

mined that gas expands when heated. Over the ensuing century the hydro­

gen balloon continued to set distance and altitude records, and even


emerged on the battlefield. However, the seeds of modern ballooning were


sown in the decades straddling 1900: Hermite and Besancon, in 1892, inn
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vented instruments for unmanned flight, Ramsay, in 1895, and Cady and


McFarland, in 1903, discovered helium in the earth's atmosphere and in


natural gas, respectively, and Assnann, in 1901, devised rubber sounding


balloons, commencing the quest for better fabrics.


Today, advances in solid state electronics and polymer chemistry


pace progress in ballooning by increasing performance while reducing


weight. Compact instrumentation facilitates the taking and handling


of data and uses less power in the process, thereby reducing the num­

ber of bulky batteries. Better balloon fabrics are more resistant to


cold and stress and are lighter, which is vital, since the weight of


the fabric itself eventually limits balloon performance. In fact, such,


developments have led to small super-pressure balloons, which are disr


tinguished from standard zero-pressure balloons by containing the small


positive pressures caused by diurnal heating. In the zero-pressure case,


the spilling of helium through the appendix, the tube at the balloon's


bottom, relieves excess pressure. Super-pressure balloons, by retaining


the original charge of float gas, permit long-duration flights, on the


order of months. However, the majority of scientific packages are car­

ried aloft by single or tandem zero-pressure balloons; for many experi­

ments flight duration is limited in any case by other factors, such as


telemetry range and cryogenics. More on ballooning can be found in the


Scientific Ballooning Handbook edited by Morris (1975).


To conclude, two types of balloons, zero- and super-pressure, are


used for basic research from the stratosphere. Two other categories are


worth mentioning for completeness: the disposable super-pressure type,


represented by the weather balloon which never stabilizes in altitude,


but maintains a growing differential pressure as it rises, until it bursts,
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and the hot-air types, used mostly for sport. Research naturally divides


into two basic areas, atmospheric and astronomical. Of flights from the


National Scientific Balloon Facility in Palestine, Texas, the latter has


predominated of late, as cosmic particles, gamma, X-, ultraviolet, and


infrared radiation have been observed from platforms borne by zero-pres­
sure balloons.


C. The Stratospheric Environment


In the stratosphere, the °strange layer that separates the familiar


trophosphere from the alien environment beyond, sail scientific balloons. 
The survey of this unique environment strongly motivated ballooning in 
the first place and does so today; ozone destruction and global-circula­
tion research, to mention just two "active" areas, rely heavily on bal­
loon-borne platforms. Stratospheric conditions determine many aspects


of any experiment carried out aloft. The effects of low pressure and


density, frigid temperatures, float winds, and residual atmospheric emis­

sion are discussed below.


The low pressure in the statosphere largely determines the cryo­

genic and convective characteristics of our experiment. Above 67,000


feet, or 3.83 cm of Hg, liquid helium is in Phase iI; at 100,000 feet,


o 
LHe attains a temperature of 1.7 K. Such cold, which degrades photo­

conductor performance slightly, improves bolometer operation. Moreover,


the extremely high thermal conductivity of LHe in Phase II prevents tur­

bulent boiling, a source of microphonic noise, so the availability of


a large-volume "environmental pump" - the stratosphere - is quite for­

tunate. Thirdly, the low ambient density at float altitudes greatly di­

minishes the efficiency of convective heat transport, which represents
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a cryogenic problem at sea level densities (see IV. B.).


Actually, stratospheric temperatures rise with altitude, due fnainly


1


to the direct absorption of solar energy by ozone. This "temperature in­

version produces the strong, stable strattfi ation that gave the layer its


name. At the nominal altitude of 30 kcm, however, the air is still cold


enough - 220 OK - to warrant special precautions for electronic and


electromechanical devices. Fortunately, the waste heat from the power


module in our main electronics box keeps the other modules warm; other­

wise, components meeting military specifications or special heating ar­

rangements would be needed. Our two preamplifier units, necessarily loca-"


ted outside the electronics box, are insulated and heated to keep certain'


components in range. To prevent freezing, bearings and DC motor planetary


gear trains are thoroughly cleaned and either run dry or lubricated with


inst3ument oil (MIL-L-6085A). All adhesives and tapes used in the experi­

ment have been tested in liquid nitrogen to ensure their adhesion in stra­

tospheric conditions; the choice of Teflon- over PVC-coated wire was made


on the basis of flexibility at low temperatures.


Float winds refer to the mean stratospheric flows at the balloon's


float altitude. Unlike the cloudy, turbulent trophosphere or the auroral


ionosphere, the stratosphere rarely displays visible phenomena. Thus, the


winds and 3ets that concern the balloonist were not known until this cen­

tury; even today, the number of stations obtaining high altitude wind in­

formation is'small.2 Fortunately, the stratospheric wind field is rather


1The inversion was first measured independently by Assmann and de Bort in


1901, but had been inferred earlier from meteor trail heights and audi­

bility of explosions at great distances. Both phenomena stem from the


positive temperature gradient.
 

2Routine sounding rockets fly only from Wallops Island, Va., 
 Cape Kennedy,


Fla., Ft. Churchill, Canada, and White Sands, N. M. Special stratospheric


radiosondes (weather balloons) can be flown from the NSBF, if required.
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smooth, since global variations of surface and terrain have much less in­

fluence than in the troposphere. Forecasters at the NSBF, using current


observations and known tendencies, can give the experimenter float tra­

jectories more reliably than surface prognoses. Stratospheric circulation


is highly seasonal: strong westerly winds (normally 25 m/s, but occasion­

ally as high as 50 m/s, at 30 km) prevail in the winter; persistent east­

3


erly winds (20 m/s at 30 km) dominate in the summer. In May and October


come the "turn-around times", the best periods for long duration flights,


as the unsteady, light winds may not push the balloon out of telemetry


range. A fascinating variation on the above pattern is the "sudden warm­

ing", a winter polar effect that can suddenly reverse the vigorous winter
 

westerlies in January, February, and March.


Float winds, of course, completely control the flight path. Since


overflights of Mexico are generally forbidden, and recovery of a package


in rough terrain is difficult and over water in nearly impossible, the


projected wind field may severly restrict favorable launch periods from


the Texas facility. Moreover, the telemetry range nominally extends only1"

,­

350 miles. A scientist requiring long flights must either wait for-ideal j­

float winds or use "down-range" telemetry or both. If wind vectors-devi­

ate from predictions, a flight may be terminated early. A result of the


"free-floating" nature of balloon astronomy is the need for adaptibility 
in flight planning and control.


Finally, aspects of the stratosphere relevant to infrared astronomy


are the residual atmospheric absorption and emission. The work of Traub


and Stier (1976) gives emissivities, fluxes, and transmission coefficients
 

for four altitudes: 4.2, 14, 28, and 41 km. Figure 11-1 shows the relative


31 meter/second, or m/s, equals 2.24 miles/hour.
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values of transmission and emissivity at the four altitudes,,and demon­

strates the advantages of balloon-borne (28 and 41 km)"'bver §r6lid-based


(4.2 km) and airborne (14 km) platforms. Ultimately, the'background flux


at a given float level limits the system's sensitivity by'loading-the


detectors and overwhelming faint or diffuse sources,. The following table,.


based on Traub and Stier (1976) but adjusted to an altitude of 30 km and


an elevation angle of 50°, gives the mean emissivities, fluxes? and flux


densities in our four channels with our throughput.


TABLE II-i: SKY BACKGROUND


Ch. No. Half-Power Mean Total Total Flux


Points Emissivity Flux Density


W cm-2sr-1  Jy


1 75-130p 1.7 x 10 -2 1.1 x 10 - 6 5.6 X 106 
2 45-701 1.0 x 10-2 2.6 x 10- 6 9.4 x 106

3 18.4-24p 3.0 x 10 - 4 2.8 x 10 - 7
 6.3 x l0'


-

4 75-120V 1.7 x 10-2 1.0 x 10 6 5.7 X 106 
The benefit to be gained from floating at 41 km - a five-fold reduc­

tion in sky background - is outweighed, in our case, by the need for


much larger balloons and the increase in wind speed, which would shorten


the length of the flight. The flux densities tabulated above illustrate


that chopping is required to achieve a survey limit of around 103 Jy,


a reasonable survey goal. Summing up, our float level represents a


compromise between reducing sky background and cooling below the A­

point, or phase transition, of LHe, and the expense and limitations


of very high altitude flights.
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D. Operational Constraints


Designing a gondola for zero-pressure ballooning and planning a


flight involve several considerations not discussed in the preceding


part. These include weight limitations, launch and recovery weather,


pointing and tracking techniques, and mechanical shock on launch and


impact. Savings in weight increase float altitudes for a given balloon


or decrease balloon and parachute size. Smaller balloons are easier


to launch and are more reliable. In addition, lighter packages improve


the safety margins of universal joints, bearings, motors, and other


devices in the gondola's suspension and pointing systems. Finally,


the rigors of recovery are eased, since more crash protection per


momentum can be arranged. For these reasons, the gondola designer


should employ strong, light materials whenever possible.


Wind is the main weather concern during balloon launch, assuming


fog or precipitation are not present. When inflation of the balloon be­

gins, a strong gust for even a few seconds can move the small bubble


across the ground, exposing the film to damage. However, steady winds


of up to 5 m/s are not dangerous. Once the balloon is sufficiently in­

flated to lift itself up, this problem passes. In standard upwind dyna­

mic launches, the balloon is restrained and paid out by a large spool


on a special vehicle; to initiate the launch, the spool swings open and


releases the bubble, which floats over the package, held by the launch


vehicle. Release of the package is a tricky procedure. In a proper launch,


the launch vehicle maneuvers until it moves in the same direction but


more slowly than the wind-driven balloon, so that the gondola is lifted


up and away without violent shock or swinging. Anticipation of the right


moment drops the package on the launch pad; undue delay exhausts the
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available launch pad area. This crucial, irreversible act demands the


greatest judgment and skill of the launch crew chief. Other weather


conditions that can postpone launch are cloudiness above 50% at any
 

level, conditions that impede visual tracking, and poor visibility


at the recovery site or enroute, since an aircraft is normally dis­

patched to relay telemetry commands and otherwise manage the impact
 

sequence. As balloons get larger, many of these constraints, especial­

ly the highest acceptable wind velocity, become more stringent. Addi­

tional limitations arise from the need to avoid aircraft; the FAA


prohibits launches or recoveries that might interfere with airport


operations.


At float, problems of stabilization and tracking must be over­

come. Most important is altitude control, achieved largely by the


release of ballast. A balloon deviates from its assigned altitude


because float gas changes its temperature and/or escapes. Cooling


or escape permits descent, while heating of the float gas by radia­

tion absorbed by and transferred from the balloon film causes ascent.


Venting of gas and release of ballast prevent upward and downward


excursions, respectively. In overnight flights, only ballast release


is necessary to maintain a constant altitude. Another effect that


concerns the experimenter is balloon rotation (up to 6 /minute oc­

curs half of the time) about its axis of symmetry. Turbulence or


second order effects of small vertical oscillations cause the rota­

tion, requiring swivels in the suspension to reduce the coupling with


the gondola. Finally, the gondola itself pendulates in response to


wind shear, turbulence, or wind acceleration; many gondolas actively


point at different celestial positions, introducing transient motions.
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To stabilize, many different pointing systems have been developed,- m6st


use gravity and the earth's magnetic field for vertical and azimuthal


orientation. More precise pointing is possible with offset guiding. Slew­

-ing in azimuth is accomplished by- spinning-an-inertia wheel-;-conser­

vation of angular momentum forces the rest of the gondola to rotate in


the opposite sense. In some systems, gyro stabilization permits finer


pointing.


The gondola is tracked simultaneously by several means to insure


against its loss and consequent hazard to aviation. During clear, day­

light ascents, visual tracking with a theodolite is possible. Radar,


at the NSBF, is also used; a radar target is provided on the flight


train. A radiosonde device accompanies the balloon and transmits at


1680 MHz; this radio "beacon" is followed by an antenna at the NSBF.


The resulting azimuth and elevation of the balloon, combined with the


pressure altitude telemetered from the gondola, provide good positions


out to 250 km. A tracking aircraft, if used, can be positioned under


the balloon by eye or by tuning its direction finding gear to the


carrier frequency of the telemetry, after which the pilot uses his own


avionics. Finally, the Omega system, developed by the Navy, uses eight 
low-frequency transmitters, at least three of which are detectable 
anywhere on earth. Phase comparisons of any three stations determine


location; these computations are carried out at the ground station.


With corrections for ionospheric variations, an accuracy of two to


four kilometers is typical. Accurate tracking provides balloon astro­

nomers with reliable terrestrial coordinates which are needed to cal­

culate correct celestial positions; it also enables the flight control­

lers at the balloon facility to update the tra3ectory and to terminate
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the flight in a safe, reasonable manner.


The final major consideration is shock. While most launches are gen­

tle, most landings are not. Experimenters commonly build a flat bed under


their packages, to which large cardboard slabs are attached. In an ideal


vertical impact, these slabs crush, absorbing energy and reducing forces.


However, if the system is swinging at the moment of impact, or if the


parachute becomes an inflated sail, the package can flip over and roll,


exposing it to lateral forces that are more difficult to soften. Stranger


circumstances occur (see V. A.). Whatever happens, the recovery crew


brings the payload back to the balloon facility, where it is often re­

paired if necessary, retested, and reflown.


Most American and many foreign experiments are staged at and launched
 

from the National Scientific Balloon Facility in Palestine, Texas, between


Dallas and Houston (see Figure V-1). When the central location of Texas


militates against long-duration, overland flights due to strong winds,


the NSBF crew can launch from bases in Arizona or the Southeast. Many


foreign countries, including Canada, France, Italy, Argentina, India,


and Australia, operate scientific balloon facilities as well. Despite the


advent of space vehicles, balloon-borne experiments still offer astrono­

mers a quick, cost-effective means of obtaining observations.


CHAPTER III


Instrumentation


A. Introduction


Today, the typical astronomer acquires his or her data by utilizing


existing observatories, which currently cover a great deal of the electro­

magnetic spectrum from ground, airborne, and orbiting platforms. In some


cases, one can concentrate entirely on the astrophysics, leaving the re­

sporsibility for and detailed understanding of the data-taking system to


a highly specialized group of scientists at the operating institution.


Many other workers rely on a system's infrastructure but add novel in­

struments for gathering and analyzing the data, such as spectrometers and


photometers in optical and IR work and amplifier/filter arrangements in


radio research. In our case, we had to build an entire unmanned observa­

tory, with structural, pointing, optical, cryogenic, detection, power,
 

and communication systems. Therefore, Chapter III, the description of


the experiment, is by far the longest in this thesis. As the only de­

tailed documentation on the gondola in the literature, it is meant to


explain what the instrument does, how it works, and why it was designed
 

that way.


The aim of the CABBAGE (Cornell-Arizona Balloon-Borne Astronomy


Group Experiment) is to survey the sky at several far-infrared wavelengths 
to a level set by the sky background rather than the telescope. To per­
form this experiment,-sixint&rrelated systems - two support and four 
telescopic are required: 
33
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1) To provide communications, power, and control for the rest of the


gondola, an electronics system is required. A veteran of Gondola B


(Hoffmann, et al, 1971b), this system is outlined in Part B.


2) To stabilize and direct the telescope and to suspend the gondola


from the parachute and balloon above, a pointing and suspension system


is needed. Basically unchanged from Gondola B as well, this system is


explained in Part C.


3) To carry the telescope and mate with the rest of the gondola, a


structural system is required. Provisions for mounting subsystems and


for protecting thL entire gondola on impact are included. This area


is covered in Part D.


4) To achieve low background from the telescope, a cryogenic system


is employed. Thi is discussed in Part E.


5) To gather infrared radiation, while excluding unwanted off-axis


radiation, is the task of the optical system. The chopper, calibrator,


and visible star telescope are subsystems and are included in Part F.


6) To detect, transmit, and preamplify, a sensitive infrared detec­

tion system is demanded. This area is reviewed in Part G.


This chaptei reflects the gondola as of Flight C-1 in August, 1976;


as I write, we render the description partially obsolete through im­

provements suggested by that flight. The first three Figures were drawn


or photographed In mid-1976 and are frequently cited in this thesis.


Figure Ill-1 provides a cutaway view of the telescope alone as it would


operate at float,,with the lid open, the thin membrane exposed, and


helium gas flowing through the telescope. Figure II-2 contains a photo­

graph of the gondola during staging at the NSBF. The sketch on the right
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corresponds to the photograph and defines both the telescope and gondola


axes, which differ since the telescope moves with respect to the rest of


the gondola about the elevation axis. Figure 111-3 was taken a few min­

utes before the launch of Flight -- i and affords an excellent overview


of the package. The small table in the lower right conveniently list


dimensions and weights.


A few general statements are in order before proceeding. In the ear­

ly planning stages of Gondolas B and C, a decision was made to build most


of the systems in-house, for simplicity, flexibility, and considerable


savings in cost. :However, the gondola is heavier and larger than state


of the art techndlogy could manage. For example, much of the electronics


is "off-the-shelg" and most of the structure is made of aluminum angles


and channels, bolted together. Even so, the scientific payload weighs


about three-quarters of a ton, a load that can be lifted to a 30 km


float level by a balloon of modest size. Secondly, because our pointing
 

system uses magnetometers for orientation, magnetic materials must be 
avoided whenever possible. Fasteners are made of stainless steel unless 
otherwise indicated; aluminum is the primary structural material. Last­
ly, the detection system has six channels in all: four IR channels and 
two optical channels. All four IR detectors are located at the focal 
plane of the main telescope; their characteristics are summarized in 
Figure 111-4 and Table VI-l. One optical detector sits at the focus


of the visible star telescope, shown in Figures III-1 and 111-2. The


second resides at the center of the main telescope's focal plane, among


the IR detectors, and is referred to as the "focal plane monitor".
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B. Electronics Systems


1. Electronics Box


Power, control, and communication systems are concentrated and car­
ried in the electronics box (see Figures 111-3 and 111-5). A much-flown 
veteran of Gondola B, the box consists of a framework of 2-1/2 inch by 
1/8 inch aluminum angle, joined at the corners by eight welded corner 
brackets with captive nuts. Polyurethane foam panels two inches thick 
comprise the sides, which are pressed into the outer framework by an 
inner structure made of four horizontal and six vertical jacks. The hor­
izontal jacks are 3/4 inch rods with an internal thread on a bolt at one 
end; the ends bear on aluminum angles that force the foam into place. The 
vertical jacks, two at each end of the electronics box and two in the 
middle, press the top and bottom panels against the outer framework 
through baseplates that run from front to back. Split clamps join the 
horizontal jacks to the pair of vertical jacks in the middle. The back 
foam panel is located by the ends of the internal angles; the front ac­

cess panel mounts before flight by external corner brackets and lateral


braces that squeeze the foam against the inner structure. Two 3 inch


channels, fastened vertically to the outer framework, mate with bracket


flanges from the elevation system's bearing box, so that the electronics


and pointing/suspension systems are rigidly connected and do not share


the telescope's motion in elevation. Coarse balance of the electronics


box is attained by bolting lead weights to the top of the outer frame­

work. The overall dimensions of the box are 48 by 24 by 28 inches; al­

lowing for the foam thickness, the interior provides about 12 cubic feet


of useful volume. This approach of outer and inner frame structures sep­

arated by rigid foam insulation isolates the electronics thermally, me­

ELECTRONICS BOX 
SInner Strue WTERfPA­
() od and Fight Cable ) NAR CP MODULE CIP 
Baoy Box CONTROL ­
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Figure III-5: Electronics Box: In the right-hand key diagram, CIP stands for "Consolidated Instrument 
Package", which represents the telemetry, telecommand, and navigation electronics supplied by NCAR.
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radiation fins and a hole in the bottom foam panel.
 

An explanation of the MS series multipin military connectors used


throughout the gondola is appropriate- These plugs and sockets use


crimp pins which are pressed into and out of the connector inserts with


special tools; the result is convenience and versatility combined with


reliability. A convention, involving six connector configurations, has


been followed with few exceptions. Large currents, such as those from the


main battery, are carried by heavy pins in eight-pin connectors. Power


cables transmitting smaller currents to individual modules feature ten­

pin connectors. Signal cables to and from the modules end with 19-,


26-, or rotated insert 10-pan connectors, depending on the required num­

ber of channels. All but the 19-pin connectors use female pins in the


bulkheads. A sixth configuration with five heavy pins terminates a cable


running directly from the digital to the signal module. Exceptions con­

cern the connectors in the telescope collar: four unrotated 10-pin her­

metic bulkheads from Deutsch communicate with the dewar interiorLast­

ly, the same conventions are followed, whenever possible, on ground sup­

port equipment, such as the circuit board testers.


Nine modules participate in telescope control; they are listed in


Table III-1, along with their functions and where to look for a descrip­

tion. Four modules involving several systems are covered in the follow­

ing part.


2. Interface, Signal, Digital, and Power Modules


The most diverse of the nine modules is the interface box, which


concentrates the complexity of connecting the eight other modules with


power, telemetry, and each other. The box's top panel swings open for
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TABLE III-1: GONDOLA C-I ELECTRONICS MODULES 
MODULE FUNCTION 
Interface Links NCAR telemetry to other modules; 
Mediates delivery of power to modules; 
Holds circuitry inappropriate elsewhere. 
Signal Processes signals from preamp. 
Chopper Energizes and controls secondary chopper. 
Balance Operates moving weight on telescope. 
Engineering Prepares thermometric outputs. 
Digital Contains reference oscillator, time mark 
generator, bleep generator, and ramp 
calibrator. 
Azimuth Points telescope in azimuth; 
Oscillates active bearing. 
Elevation Controls telescope in elevation; 
Stows telescope. 
Power Receives battery power via interface and 
delivers regulated voltages via interface 
to modules. 
SECTION, PAGE'


III. B. 2., 43


III. B. 2., 48 
III. F. 2., 124 
III. C. 3., 86 
III. E., 3., 103 
III. B. 2., 51 
III. C. 1., 70


III. C. 2., 82


III. B. 2., 54
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access and bears the outputs to the NCAR equipment: 13 FM.channels on BNC


coaxial connectors and four 56-pin Elco connectors for everything else.


Completely covered with our standard MS bulkhead connectors, the front


panel links the other modules and the main batteries. For all but the sig­

nal and power modules, one power and and one signal cable are provided.


The signal module requires two input/output signal leads, while the power


module needs three connectors: one receives battery power, another sends


it to the power module, and a third returns regulated power to the inter­

face. A "test plug" connector can substitute for the telemetry cables in 
laboratory tests. Direct connections to the telescope occur in two in­
stances: the signal bulkhead for the eighth module mates with a cable for


miscellaneous telescope functions (lid mechanism, thermometers, heaters,


and the like), and one of three other available bulkheads services the


visible star telescope. Figure 111-6 displays these interconnections.


Inside the box, power distribution is handled by a set of buss lines


that run lengthwise along the bottom of the box near the front panel's


power connectors. The different supplies are discussed in the power mod­

ule subsection below. The central volume of the box is occupied by a


"rats' nest" of multicolored wire. In the back, two narrow boards extend


the length of the box, one above the other, and perform a variety of


functions.


Beginning at one end of the lower board (PC Board 10.1), we find an


array of level shifter/attenuators for eight of the thirteen FM channels;


five of these inputs run through two pole relays that can inject a cali­

bration ramp from the digital module. To the right, seven of eight inter­

face opamps condition signals from the telemetry. Two of these have unity


gain and carry the ramp calibrate and IR channel #4/focal plane monitor
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latch sense to the FM inputs. The other opamps produce various DC gains


for the elevation true and scan pots, the magnetometer coarse and vernier


pots, the visible star telescope signal, and the battery current monitor.


Moving on, voltage dividers for the 26 PCM (pulse code modulation) chan­

nels generally change ±10 volt outputs to a 0-5 volt span. Another 14


dividers attenuate various power supply voltages on the gondola to NCAR's


0-5 volt range as well, so that they can be monitored at the ground sta­

tion. Next, 11 diodes isolate the test plug from internal logic circuitry.


A pressure switch set for 16,000 feet appears a bit further to the right;


the switch automatically initiates the stow sequence for the telescope


during descent, should telemetry commands fail. The remainder of the board


contains a portion of the lid circuitry (the lid motor relay and status


indicators), the interface reference voltage supply (3.33 volts) for


shifting the PCM levels, and the preamp and cryogenic heater status moni­

tors.


The upper deck of circuit boards complements the functions of the


lower. Starting on the left (PC 10.2 and 10.3) we discover the remaining


FM level shifter/attenuators, the eighth interface opamp, and the lid's


open/close command circuitry. On the next board (PC 10.4) are found the


cryogenic and preamp heater command latches and relays, plus the lid


motor current limiter and tamer, set at 125 seconds. The same board car­

ries the command and timer for the calibrator's solenoid and a timer for


the LED on the calibrator arm; an output for biasing the bleep in the


digital module is included to invalidate data taken while the arm is ex­

tended. Also, the up/down command, which modifies other commands, making


them "double-throw", drives a status circuit, and another latching com­

mand selects whether IR channel #4 or the focal plane monitor will be
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amplified at the signal module. The succeeding board (PC 10.5) is dedi­

cated to the calibrator's solenoid drive, which must start the action


with a 30 volt, 0.2 second pulse and drop to a 15 volt level when holding


the arm out. Finally (PC 10.6), an array of 28 command buffers, which


adapt out TTL logic to that of the NCAR electronics, relays a command


only when the command pulse itself grounds the desired channel and a 24
 

volt switch is momentarily closed. The latter occurs whenever any command
 

is received and provides a means of confirming the process at the ground


station.


The outputs to the telemetry embrace 9 of 13 available FM channels


and numerous PCM outputs. Included in the former are the four IR channels,


the visible star telescope, the elevation and azimuth scan outputs, the


time signal (bleep), and the chopper sensor. Four of these are also car­

ried on PCM channels. The four Elco connectors transmit PCM information.


One 56-pin cable handles analog and one moves digital data; inputs from


the telecommand section are carried on the other two 56-pin cables. More


on the telemetry and telecommand subsystem is found in III. B. 3.
 

The detection and preamplification of IR and visible radiation by


the gondola's two telescopes is discussed in III. C. Further amplifica­

tion of the visible star telescope's signal is handled in the interface
 

module; phase-sensitive amplification of the main telescope's channels
 

is the topic of this subsection. A block diagram of the signal module


appears as Figure 111-7. Note that four virtually identical channels are


available; the addition of the focal plane monitor led to the latter's


sharing of IR chAnnel #4. Essentially, we have a variable gain ampli­

fier (VGA), a lock-in amplifier, and a two-pole active filter in series,
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Figure 111-7: Signal Module Block Diagram. The square wave is shown for graphical purposes; the


chopper in our instrument is a resonant, sine-wave device.
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with auxiliary units for gain and phase shift control, plus a direct volt­

age amplifier. More detail follows.
 

The VGA uses a noninverting opamp with a feedback network controlled


by commands to an Analog Devices multiplexer. Eight gains are provided:


1, 4, 16, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. The feedback network is referenced'


to the common input ground through another opamp which presents a low


impedance to the circuit. For one channel on Flight C-1, the AC output


at this stage was telemetered for diagnostic purposes. Finally, transient


suppression pulses, generated by the module's control card, ground the


output momentarily during gain and phase shift changes.


Next, the signals encounter the lock-in amplifier, where a double


throw IC switch, timed by the phase-shifted chopper reference, alternate­

ly relays the noninverted positive and inverted negative parts of the AC


signal to the active filter. Unity gain opamps send the signal and its


inversion to the switch; the result is an essentially recitified output.


The subsequent active filter has two ,stages: a high-pass filter with a


gain of 3.15 followed by a bandpass filter with a gain of 5. The combined


response is level between 0.008 and 4 Hz, a property of Butterworth type


active filters; above this band, a steep 80 db/decade attenuation appears,


while below, a more gentle 20 db/decade rolloff occurs. Again, transient


suppression pulses keep the output clear.-The signals then emerge and


head for the telemetry, via the interface.


Controlling the variable gain and lock-in amps is the job of the


control board (not pictured in Figure 111-7), which accepts gain commands,


phase shift commands, and digital module timing pulses. Produced here are


the bits that operate the multiplexer in the VGA, the sequence that turns


on the transient suppression FET's in the VGA-and active filter, and the
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pulses that are counted in the phase shifter. The chopper reference also.


enters the board, where it is inverted; both are sent on to the phase:


shifter, along with a "toggle pulse" at double the reference frequency,


which is done by detecting both state changes during one cycle. Finally,


one section of the control board receives the DC and AC signals before


and after the VGA and feeds them into a voltage limiter based on pairs


of zener diodes, which activates the overload diagnostic when levels


above ±10 volts appear. incidentally, unlike the phase shifter, all


four channels share the same gain.


The phase shifter uses the up/down and phase shift commands in a


counter that emits bits for a multiplexer. The latter determines what


resistance appears in an RC circuit, in order to define a time delay.


At the heart of the shifter is a flip-flop, whose state is set by the


normal and inverted reference outputs from the control board. Armed by


the toggle pulse, the flip-flop reverses after the appropriate time


delay, resulting in a phase-shifted reference for the lock-in. Shifts


of 1, 56, 74, 93, 112, 130, 148, and 166 degrees are provided; they are


needed to compensate for delays elsewhere in the system. 
 
-

The last board contains DC voltage amplifiers that use the inputs


from-the preamp. These voltage outputs are actually diagnostic, as they


imply detector resistances which indicate background levels. It differs


from the other boards, in that it has a fifth channel available.


The module with the most interplay with the others, except for the


interface, is the digital module, which is home for the reference oscil-

Y 
lator and the derived timing pulses. Four boards are involved here: the


reference oscillator, the time mark and bleep generators, and the ramp
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calibrator. Outputs from the module not only clock the IR observations,


but they pace the step commands to the azimuth, elevation, and signal


modules, and indicate through logic culminating here whether data is


valid. A block diagram (Figure 111-8) sketches the flow through the


module.


The first board has three circuits: the 6 MHz oscillator with a


divider sequence that emits 20.kHz, the logic start command that resets


the network, and the ramp calibrate command. An array of dividers com­

prises the second board, with outputs ranging from 10, 5, and 4 kHz,
 

800, 80, 16, and 1 Hz, 2 and 6 seconds, and 1, 5, 15, 30, and 60 min­
utes. Next, the third board generates the "bleep". Named fcr'the bleep­

like sound heard when modulated for the lab loudspeaker, the unmodulated


bleep appears on the strip chart records of IR and visible star telescope


data as a series of 1 Hz pulses. Every minute, the pulse in doubled in


height, every fifteen minutes, tripled, and every hour, quadrupled. When


the scan sense, a status indicator derived from elevation and azimuth


module logic when steps or scan turnarounds are in progress, is low,


or when the solenoid or ramp calibrate commands are being executed, the


bleep is strongly biased in a negative sense. This level shift clearly


marks any invalid data. One other subtlety of the board is the direct


supply of 1 Hz pulses to the signal module; similar pulses to the azi­

muth, elevation, and solenoid circuitry go through the interface. Last­

ly, the ramp calibrator uses the two second pulse from the time mark


generator to drive a pulse counter and digital switch which in3ects a


sequence of eight voltages into the azimuth and elevation scan and three


signal FM outputs at the interface. Used periodically during flights,


this procedure checks the total system performance.


DIGITAL MODULE 
Logic Start Command 
6MHz Divider 0k1Hz DividerOscillator Network Network 
10kHz 
kHz >To Signal, Azimuth, Elevation, Interface 
5kHz Modules


4 >z Calibrate
t>CabRamp To FM/FM -Channels 
800Hz>Romp Calibrate 
80Hz8OzCommarnd Scan Sense Lu" 
16 Hz _4


IHBleep 
 
->To FM/FM Mixer 
2 sec 
6 sec 
I min Amp Loudspeaker 
5 min 
15 min 
30 min Figure TX-8; Digital Module Block Diagram. 
60 min 
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The power module contains one board and switches several Technipower


DC/DC converters. Incoming battery power flows through a Magnecraft latch­

ing relay to the Technipower units, arrayed in parallel. One produces +5


volts for logic (Vcc), a pair generates a clean ±15 volts for circuitry


(VB), and a similar pair creates ±15 volts for motors (Vc), which engender


noise and transients throughout the supply. A sixth supply emits +28 volts


(E+) for the magnetometers. The relay latches up by telecommand or by the


opening of a pressure switch at 16,000 feet. In each case, a charged ca­

pacitor drives a transistor switch which allows current to flow through


a relay coil. A similar process shuts the power off on descent below


14,000 feet.


Our balloon-borne observatory's powerhouse consists of 22 Yardney


silver cadmium "Silcad" cells connected in series. Each battery averages


1.08 volts under load, so the pack voltage is around 24 volts. Moreover,


they are rated at 100 ampere-hours capacity, so 2.4 kilowatt-hours can


be stored for flight. The cells are extremely rugged, which is fortunate,


since the electrolyte and cadmium electrodes are quite toxic and balloon


landings are rather rough. Each cell weighs about 3.3 pounds; the bat­

teries plus housing add up to about 90 pounds. The batteries will operate


as low as -650 F, but they are conveniently heated by the adjacent and


somewhat inefficient DC/DC converters in the power module. Easily


charged, the cells last up to three years on the shelf and can withstand


at least 200 cycles of 95% discharge. The battery case contains a "warm"


thermistor to monitor temperatures (see III. E. 3.). Figure 111-9 shows


the battery box.


MAIN BATTERY BOX


LA 
power 
bulkhead 
connector B


Figure 111-9: Main Battery Box.
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conform to IRIG1 subcarrier frequencies, with widths of 6, 11, 20, 35,


45, 59, 81, 110, 160, 220, 900, and 2100 Hz, while the standard carrier,


is in the L band, between 1435 and 1535 MHz. To remind the astronomers


reading this, the carrier band lies between the 21 cm line of hydrogen


and the quartet of hydroxyl lines! Since we require a 10 Hz bandwidth


for most of our FM signals and 100 Hz for the chopper sensor and bleep,


the first NCARchannel was assigned to the command confirm, an NCAR


function; bleep and sensor were deployed at the broadest subcarriers.


After broadcast and reception by the ground station, the signal is de­

modulated from the carrier and imposed on a bank of discriminators, or


bandpasss input plus low-pass output filters. These recover the origi­

nal analog outputs for recording on tape, chart recorders, or display


on meters and oscilloscopes.


PCM is a bit more involved. Signals from the interface enter a


multiplexer, or commutator, that runs through a sequence stored in a


programmable read only memory (PROM). The versatility inherent in such
 

a controllable system enables one to supercommutate, or sample the same


signal more than once per cycle, and subcommutate, or inspect a signal
 

less than once per cycle. Even sub-subcommutators can be arranged. Our


PROM featured a loop of 32 steps divided into four similar frames. Fig­

ure III-l contains a graphic representation. The first six steps of


each frame were identical and were thereby supercommutated (128/sec).


The seventh step in the first two frames held a 32 step suboommutator


with identical 16 step subframes (4/sec), and the seventh step in the


1 IRIG, the Inter -Range Instrumentation Group, represents the Range Com­

manders Council &t the White Sands Missile Range. They publish standards


for telemetry, such as frequencies, time codes, and pulse configurations.
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Figure III-li: PROM for Flight C-i


FRAME SUBFRAMES


1 A A2 3A31'A4 5A5 6A6 7S3 8A54 	 S3 S4


2 -9A1 OA2 IIA3 1A4 13A5 '_A6 ]S 3 16A55 	 l A7 
 A17 
3 17AI SA2 A3 2A4 21A5 2A6 s4 tA56 	 2 A8 A18
3 AS AI9 
4 Al 'A2 'Ab3 2A4 2A5 OA6 31SY 	 '4 A10 A20 
5 All A216 AK12 A22 
A stands for analog input 7 A13 A23 
D stands for digital word input 8 A14 A24


AD stands for differential input 9 Al_5 A25


SY stands for synchronization subframe 1 A16 A26


1 1 AD26 A27


12 A53 A28


third frame contained another 32 step subcommuta- 1 D1 A29


14D2 J__A30


tor (1/sec). The fourth frame's seventh step held 
 1s D3 A31 
16 T4 A32 
a synchronization subframe, and the eighth step 
 17 A33 
18 A34
of all four frames were singly commutated pulses 	 19 A35


2D A36


(32/sec), which l.e didn't use. The 128/sec rate 	 Z A37


2 A38


was reserved for the azimuth magnetometer and 	 23 A39


2. A40


vernier pot, the bleep, chopper sensor, and IR 25 -A41


2A42


channel #1 outputs, both AC and lock-in. The mid- AD22


A45


dle rate (4/sec) took in elevation and other azi-
- A46 
AD24 
muth information, plus cryo heater and chopper 31 A49 
__ AS0J 
circuit data. Outkut concerning phases, detector 
voltages, temperatures, power supplies, chopper


amplitude, and preamp heater were checked at the 	 1/sec rate. The digital


words, which relate current command conditions of the azimuth and eleva­

tion scan widths, signal gains and phase shifts, 	 chopper modes, and others


also commutated at the slowest pace.


At this point, we have a pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) signal,


the height corresponding to the analog signal strength. The encoder is
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next, consisting of an amplifier, a sample-and-hold circuit, and an ana­

log-to-digital converter, which emits PCM data. A signal mixer in3ects


digital words from other sources, such as the synch generator. The bit


stream from the mixer modulates a 4950 Hz bandwidth FM channel; from


here, the FM/FM section's transmitter and antenna take over. The bit


rate for Flight C-I was 10.24 kalobits/sec.


On the ground, the reverse procedure takes place. A receiver feeds


a tape recorder and a bank of discriminators, described above, one of
 

which extracts the PCM channel and subjects it to a demultiplexer, pro­

grammed to recognize the format we use. Some signals are converted back


to analog, while the rest flow into a PDP-11 computer, which controls,


which controls the PCM recovery system, along with an IRIG B time code


generator. The outputs are both taped and typed for real-time monitoring.


Commands are made with a PCM system, except for four NCAR tone com­

mands, used for balloon control and termination. All command systems must


be extremely reliable, so that transients or noise are not recognized as


signals and vice versa. The ground system starts with a command encoder.


Thumbwheel switches are set at the proper octal address by the operator,


after which the control and timing unit converts the settings into 16


bits, which are coded and frequency-shift-keyed to modulate a VHF trans­

mitter. Each command is sent twice for redundancy. On board the gondola,


a command decoder does a bit-by-bit comparison before sending the 6-bit


address on for decoding. If valid, the rest of the bats are released and


a strobe pulse emerges to drive the proper command relay. The telecommand


system is shown in Figure 111-12. We used 28 of 50 available PCM commands


for the scientific gondola functions. A few more PCM channels, along with


TELECOMMAND 
GONDOLA GROUND


Command Verify (Io Telemet.'y) 
Enc[
Shift Key J" itming Unit oderDeOoder FreComqmnnc1 Cotrol Commandc 
B lo.TnrmAmp tier H 
H
I To~ : " "'---JTone 
MdulorDemodlaleJ" 
Figure ITl-12! Telecommand Block Diagram,
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the tone commands, were used by NCAR for dropping the beacon antenna and


turning it on and off, transmitter control, ballasting, switching the


Rosemounts, release of the telescope at float, separation of the para­

chute from the balloon and destruction of the latter at termination,


and gondola separation and clamshell opening before impact. The tone


command system is straightforward, in that audio oscillators simply


modulate the RF carrier, and resonant reeds or active filters separate


the tones in the balloon-borne receiver. Table 111-2 lists the commands.


The Rosemount 830A altitude sensor is best described by direct


quotation from Smith (1974),


"To cover the entire pressure range, three pressure sensors are used,


covering ranges from the surface to 70 mb, from 70 to 7 mb, and from 7


to 0 mb. An automatic switching circuit was developed so that data from


the three sensors need to occupy only one data channel. Pressure measure­

ments are made with a variable capacitance in an oscillator circuit. One


plate of the capacitor is held at a vacuum reference while the other is


varied with pressure. The oscillator frequency varies around 200 kHz,


which is converted to an output ot 0-5 volts. The oscillator will respond


to a pressure variation in 1 msec and can easily measure a pressure change


that would be equal to an altitude of less than 30 meters."


Our system used the low and medium altitude Rosemounts which fed both


an FM/FM and a PCM/FM channel. A radar reflector below the parachute


enables tracking from the base, and the beacon, 1.679 MHz transmitter,


provides the tracking aircraft with a reference. Finally, the balloon­

borne Omega system, based on phase comparisons among any three of eight


world-wide transmitters, consists of an amplifier and an antenna. The


13.6 kHz Omega carrier, 200 Hz wide, is mixed into another FM/FM band


for ground analydis. Completing the NCAR package are batteries and the


light beacon, a rather large, pulsed flashlight, plus flight timers,


which terminate float at some predetermined maximum period. A list of


all NCAR equipment appears in Table 111-3.
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TABLE 111-2: FLIGHT C-1 COMMANDS


SCIENTIFIC 
 
Momentary 
 
Elevation Step 
 
Elevation Scan 
 
Ramp Calibrate 
 
Logic Start 
 
Signal Gain 
 
Chopper Mode 
 
Manual Balance


Auto Balance


Azimuth Step


Azimuth Scan


Stow Bolt


Phase #1


Phase #2


Phase #3


Phase #4


Solenoid


1. Transmitter 
 
2. Omega 
 
3. Beacon 
 
4. FM/FM 
 
Latching 
 
Up/Down 
 
Cryogenic Heater 
 
IR Channel #4/ 
 
Monitor


Preamp Heaters 
 
Lid open/Close 
Power


NCAR 
Momentary Latching 
Parachute Release Transmitter 
Telescope Release Ballast 
Rosemount Low Beacon 
Rosemount Medium 
Gondola Squib 
(Clamshel) 
TABLE 111-3: NCAR FLIGHT ITEMS


5. Command Receiver 
 
6. Command Decoder 
 
7. PCM Encoder 
 
8. Low and Medium Rosemounts 
 
9, Rosemoufl Switch 
 
10. Relay Command and Junction Box 
 
11. GMD Radiosonde 
 
12. Command Batteries


13. Telemetry Batteries


14. GMD Batteries


15. Receiver Antenna


16. Transmitter Antenna


17. Omega Antenna


18. GMD Antenna


19. Beacon Antenna


20. Light Beacon


21. Telemetry Battery Extension


22. Clamshell Squib Assembly


23. Telescope Squib Assembly
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Also managed by NCAR are the provision and installation of squibs,
 

powder-actuated cable cutters that execute various mechanical functions.


Fired by telecommand from the base or tracking aircraft, the squibs can


cut the cable tying the clamshell (see III. C. 4.) together, for example.


Usually, two squibs slice each fastener, in case one should fail. This


in one of many tasks we gladly leave in the competent and steady hands


of the NSBF personnel.


C. Gondola Pointing and Suspension Systems


1. Azimuth System


Azimuth, an Arabic word (as-sumut, the way) from the era of navi­

gation by astrolabe, refers to directions in the plane perpendicular to


the gravitational vertical, defined for our purposes by the main post


suspended from the balloon. To point and stabilize our telescope in this


plane, we use a magnetometer to identify the nulls in the earth's mag­

netic field and a servomechanism to slew, scan, and stabilize the gondola.


Several components, shown in a block diagram, Figure 111-13, and in a


pair of photographs, Figures 111-14 and 111-15, are involved.


A magnetometer table incrementally rotates the magnetometer post


relative to the gondola by ground command, thereby generating an error


signal used by the servomechanism electronics in the azimuth module. The


electronics can also generate artificial error signals to induce a set


scan pattern in azimuth. To slew the gondola, the electronics drive an
 

inertia wheel by means of a torque motor; the gondola reacts to conserve


angular momentum by rotating in the opposite direction. A tachometer re­

ports on the inertia wheel's angular velocity to ground and to the active


bearing, which can minimize coupling with or slowly transfer excess angu­
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long and 5/8 inches in diameter, containing the coils described, above,


and an electronics unit, embracing the regulated oscillator, signal -, 
oscillator, and phase-sensitive recitifier. A cable with four leads


fdf each fi-netometer'(two for each winding) is taped to the main post


and runs from the sensing elements, mounted in a solid lucite cylinder


atop the magnetometer post, to the electonics units, housed in'the elec­

tronics box (see Figure 111-3). Their output, in turn, is cabled to the


azimuth module. Fortunately, the magnetometers are small, light-weight,


and rugged; they are specifically designed to survive the shock, accel­

eration, and vibration encountered in rocket flights.


The lucite cylinder rests on a four-foot tall, two-inch aluminum
 

tube well above the elevation system's bearing box for isolation from


magnetic disturbances originating in DC motors and other devices. Addi­

tional mechanical protection is afforded by a large, inverted magnesium­

aluminum roasting pan, suitably sculpted and clamped to the main post


so that it shelters the magnetometers. -Moving down the magnetometer


post, we encountr a guide ring (see Figure 111-3) for support should


the post sustain a strong lateral force, and an adjustable setting


circle. Below this, the post ends with a one-inch tip that is retained


by a split clamp socket at the top of the magnetometer table mainshaft.


An overall photograph of the table appears as Figure I1-14. Still


moving from top to bottom, the upper saddle plate, clamped to the main


post, carries a,bracket for the setting circle's lucite pointer and a


stainless steel anti-backlash coil spring, with appropriate restraints.


The spring torques the mainshaft toward decreasing azimuth. Between the


upper and lower saddle plates, the mainshaft runs six inches between two


Conrad bearings within a bone-shaped bearing block and is retained in
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thrust by two truarc spring washers and loaded by a wave washer below the


lower bearing. Felt seals keep the bearing block's interior clear of de­

bris. Under the lower saddle plate, also the top of and mounting surface


for the magnetometer table, the mainshaft terminates with a worm gear,


and further down, a potentiometer. The Boston worm gear mates with a worm'


on a shaft driven by a Curtiss-Wright 28 volt bidirectional stepper motor.


Initiated by ground command, each step is 360. An Oldham delrin coupling
 

links the motor to the worm, which drives the 72 tooth worm gear. Since


each step in one tenth of a motor revolution, and each tooth of the gear


is 50, each step rotates the mainshaft o! Two pots participate: a 10K,


3-turn Bourns "coarse" pot runs directly off the mainshaft via another
 

Oldham delrin coupling, and a 10K, continuous "vernier" pot is activated


by a shaft parallel and linked to the worm shaft by identical spur gears
 

(see Figure 111-15). A Rembrandt wafer spring coupling absorbs msalxgn­
ment on the vernier shaft. A spring on the worm shaft loads it to mini­
mize backlash. The pot elements' ends are connected to a resistor/diode 
network on a small circuit board which also serves as a terminal strip ­
for the bulkhead connector; both board and connector mount to the table's


upper plate.


Attention now shifts to the azimuth module. There, a circuit board


drives the stepper motor usihg the ground station's up/down and step


commands and the digital module's one Hz pulses to produce stepper pulses


and corresponding signals for telemetry back down, plus a reset pulse


for the azimuth scan oscillator. Returning to the magnetometer signals,


which we followed up to the azimuth module, we find both entering the


preamplifier circuit card. They are first respectively amplified by


5.7 and 4.6 for low and high gain, producing sensitivities of 0.1 and
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2 V/degree. Beyond these points, whose voltages are telemetered, the-two


preamps differ in one respect. The high gain preamp receives an artrficial


error signal from the azimuth scan oscillator, a ramp generator that in­

scans of several widths 
 - 1.5, 2.5, 3.75, 5, 7.5, andddes azimuthal 

that can be requested from the ground. A mixer superposes
10 degrees ­
the high gain magnetometer and scan oscillator outputs and sends the


result to the automatic gain switch, which it controls, as well as to


the remaining stages of the preamp, which is similar to the low gain unit.


Both signals are differentiated and compared to the undifferentiated slg­

nals in the succeeding opamps. The results go to the gain switch, .whidh


t
s
chooses between magnetometers on the basis of the high gain magnetometer
 
second.stage output. Dial pots on a panel adjacent to the azimuth module-::­

adjus-the differentiator and comparator gains for both preamps. In this


way, we can adjust the damping of the gondola oscillations through the


derivative gain and the overall response via the comparator gain. The


purpose of the two gain azimuth servo is to provide a low gain, high


range linear loop for initial acquisition when the pervo is first turne&,


on..Thereafter, it operates in high gain mode.


The gain switch employs a two-pole Teledyne relay that normally keeps


the high gain magnetometer connected to the power amplifier. However, if


the second stage output from the high gain magnetometer - henceforth,


the control voltage - exceeds +10 volts, equivalent to 50 from null,


one of the two parallel opamps is turned on and saturated by positive


feedback, thereby acting as a bipolar switch. This delivers a positive


voltage to a transistor base at their mutual output, which turns it on


and switches the relay, allowing it to carry the low gain magnetometer


signal. The inverting opamp, when switched, feeds its output to the non­
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inverting opamp, preventing both opamps from switching. Should the control
 

voltage drop below ±5 V or ±2.50, the switched opamp turns off, returning


the relay to the high gain magnetometer side. The hysteresis is accom­

plished by biasing both positive opamp inputs with feedback fiom a pair


of resistors at both outputs leading to a common dial pot, whose setting


determines the magnetometer crossover points. Thereby, jitter at a single


critical voltage is avoided. A few other biasing arrangements enable the


opamps to run symmetrically about the magnetometer null. The other relay


pole tells the ground station the switch's status. Finally, 
the selected


signal enters the power amplifier, where twin opamps, inverting and non­

inverting, feed the magnetometer signal to dual banks of power transistors


and provide a high impedance current source. A gain of 0.6 A/V sends up


to ±3.75 A at up to ±25 V to the torque motor.


Produced by Inland Motors (#T-5134C), the DC device delivers torque
 

in response to current with high linearity. The entire assembly is 6-1/8


inches in diameter and 1-5/16 inches thick; it can produce 2.7 ft-lb of


torque and rotate as much as 22 rad/sec. Built without a frame, the motor


has three parts: a brush ring, which carries four brushes, a permanent


magnet assembly, to which the former is mounted, and a rotor assembly


consisting of a commutator and armature and surrounded by the brush ring


and field magnet assembly. A similarly constructed tachometer generator


is located about 2-1/2 inches above the torque motor. Both permanent


magnets and brush rings slip into and fasten to the upper housing section,


a 6-1/2 inch outer diameter aluminum cyiinder which bolts to the bearing


box's bottom plate and contains internal steps for a bearing and the
 

motor parts. A hollow upper spindle fits through the 2-3/8 inch torque
 

motor inner diameter and mates with a hollow lower spindle, clamping
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the rotor in between. The upper and lower spindles are borne by 4-3/8 and


6-1/4 inch 0. D. radial bearings in the upper and lower housings, respec­

tively. The lower spindle carries the inertia wheel's 14 inch diameter, 3


inch thick stainless bottom plate, whose outer rim bears a 1-1/2 inch


thick, 2-1/2 inch wide aluminum annulus, which supports, in turn, eight
 

7-pound brass weights. Altogether, the inertia wheel weighs about 140 ibs,


equivalent to 1.6 ft-lb-sec2 of rotational inertia. At the maximum veloci­

ty of 22 rad/sec, 33 ft-lb-sec of angular momentum is available; since the


gondola represents about 80 ft-lb-sec2 of inertia, the wheel, at maximum


output, can rotate the gondola at the adequate rate of .42 radians, or


230 per second. Bolted to the bearing box above and protruding through


the centers of the spindles, a 1-13/16 stainless rod supports the teleme­

try and ballast hanger on a universal joint (see Figure 111-3).


Should the inertia wheel reach its maximum spin rate and need to dump


angular momentum, the active bearing can transfer the excess to the bal­

loon. This unit, mounted atop the main post, consists of three concentric


parts, rather than two parts as in normal bearings. The cuter housing holds


two large bearings to align the middle part and carries a Globe DC motor


in a side enclosure, which is geared to the middle part as well. The mid­

dle part, in turn, embraces two more bearings that retain the inner part,


a stainless rod that emerges from the top of the assembly and mates with


a swivel. The purpose of this arrangement is to avoid sticking friction


in the balloon coupling by keeping the middle part, the race of the inner


part, constantly in motion. By changing the duty cycle of the DC motor, a


net angular momentum goes into the balloon, via sliding friction.
 

To control the process, a tachometer (Inland TG-2801D), bolted to the


torque motor's hub, is employed. Its output emerges from the brush ring and
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is telemetered and sent to the active bearing drive;-' 9er6-it shifts the


DC level of the triangular wave produced by an oscil-latoirun at a fre­

quency, nominally 0.6 Hz, controlled by a dial pot at the azimuth module.


Then a comparator produces a square wave with the proper duty cycle. A


power amplification stage supplies 500 mA of current at ±10 V at maximum


to the active bearing motor; a trim pot eliminates motor hysteresis and


capacitors round the corners of the square wave so the motor reverses


gently. The power amplifier uses EMF feedback to develop a stable, con­

trolled motor speed for a given input voltage.


The last unit in the electronics is the scan sense circuitry, which


tells us when the scan data are valid. The conditions that inhibit this


sense circuit.are turnarounds in the azimuth scan, scanning in azimuth


and elevation concurrently, and stepping in azimuth.


Overall, the azimuth system is controlled by just three commands:


the-stepper, scan, and up/down switches. Up/down sets the sense of'the


azimuth steps and selects the direction in which the sequence of scan


commands,.including servo and off, are cycled. For instance, if we are


on the 1.5 scan width (command one of eight) and wish to widen to a 50


scan width (command four of eight), we would set up/down to up and ac­

tivate the scan command three times. Diagnostic readouts are numerous:


magnetometer readings, gain switch status, azimuth coarse and vernier


pots, azimuth scan command in use, and tachometer voltage. The ground


computer calculates an accurate azimuth by extracting an integral degree


value from the difference between coarse and vernier pots by rounding off


and then adding in the vernier pot result. In Flight C-l, this variety of


telemetered data saved the flight when the torque motor failed. The low


gain magnetometer provided the fundamental azimuth information, with the
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computed azimuth readout calibrating the system and the sense of the azi­

muth steps reported before data-taking giving the sense of rotation.


2. Elevation System


Since the gondola, hanging well below the balloon, represents a


reasonably good plumb bob, the elevation system relies on the main post


for definition of the vertical. The entire system, excepting the active


balance weight on the telescope framework, resides at the bottom of the


main post in the bearing box (see Figure 111-3). One wall of the box,


referred to below as the "elevation baseplate", carries both drive and


sense gear trains, while the end of the bearing box far from the tele­

scope, henceforth the "electronics end", supports the stow bolt system.
 

The elevation shaft, running through the bearing box, meshes with the


gear trains through two hubless gears. Another module in the electronics


box handles the command and servo circuitry. A block diagram and photo­

graphs of the heart of the system appear in Figures 111-16, 111-17, and


111-18; the following description moves from structural to electromechan­

ical to electronic considerations.


The elevation shaft, a 2-3/8 inch 0. D., h inch wall stainless tube,


runs for two feet from the telescope mounting plate through the bearing


box. On the telescope end, a 3/4 inch thick, 5-5/8 inch diameter stain­

less flange backed with a thinner, 1-1/4 inch long step is both shrink


fitted and welded to the shaft. Next, an elevation setting circle, re­

tained by a set screw and indexed by a pointer arching over the coil


sbrings, permits manual slewing. Further down, a 3-1/4 inch wide split


clamp holds three stainless anti-backlash coil springs and intermediate


separator sheets; their free ends are bent over and torque against a
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stainless rod extending from the bearing box end plate. At this point, the


shaft enters the box through a 4-1/4 inch radial bearing held by a step in


the end plate and a square retainer bolted to the end plate's outer sur­

face. Inside, a 4.000 inch pitch diameter, 1/8 inch thick, 80 pitch spur


gear backed by a set screw mounted ring provides angular information on


shaft position; an ad3acent brass ring impinges on an elevation baseplate


bearing to define the spring loading of the gear. Further down, a 4.000


inch pitch diameter, 3/8 inch thick, 24 pitch spur gear, also backed by a


mounting ring, transfers drive torque to the elevation shaft. At the far,


electronics end plate, a cam on the shaft trips a mcroswitch on the ele­

vation baseplate to indicate the telescope's approach to a vertical atti­

tude for stowing. The bearing arrangement in the electronics end plate is


identical to that on the other side. Outside the bearing box again, an


anodized split clamp on the shaft contains a socket which receives the


stow pin.


The rest of the bearing box is just that. The end plates bear the


shaft, the bottom plate supports the torque motor and ballast hanger,


the respective side plates carry the gear assemblies and provide access


to the shaft's other side through adjacent rectangular windows, and the


top plate hangs from the main post. Twin, h inch thick bracket plates,


continuations of'the side plates outside the box, extend and fasten to
 

the inner flanges of two vertical channels on the inboard side of the


electronics box. These brackets also position the stow bolt motor mount,
 

guide, and.microswitch plate; one bracket includes a shelf for placing


a mechanic's level during balancing.
 

Considering the gear assembly in more detail, we divide it into two


mechanically independent sections, linked only by their mutual meshing
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with the two gears on the elevation shaft (see Figure 111-17). The sec­

tion on the left is the drive section; that on the right is the sense


section. Starting on the left, a B-3A-671 Globe DC motor, bolted to the


left shaft support - the elevation drive motor - activates a series
 

of Pic spur gears on three shafts, which reducethe motor speed by a


factor of about 300 in four stages. On the middle shaft to the right


of the right shaft support, a 2 inch slip clutch, lined with 1/16 inch


cork gasket material, permits the assembly to slip when the torque on


the telescope exceed roughly 10 ft-lbs. Otherwise, breakage of gear


teeth would be possible. On the same shaft, a brass adjustment assembly


permits the spring to load the clutch properly. The output spur gear


or drive gear mates with the large gear on the elevation shaft. Suitable


bearings, treated for low temperature operation, retaining rings, and


spacers are provided. The shaft supports are bolted together at the


bottom and ride on the clamped upper edges of 1 inch wide, .032 inch


thick stainless steel flexure hinges; the lower edges are clamped to the


elevation baseplate. Used with a linear variable differential trans­

former (LVDT) outside the baseplate (see III. C. 3.), the hinges allow


us to sense telescope imbalance due to vaporizing liquid helium.


The sense section on the right is a bit more complicated. A North­

rop bidirectional stepper motor starts the action by driving one end


of a precision differential; the other end rotates a Spectrol 10-turn,


10K "scan" pot on the opposite side of an idler anti-backlash gear.


2


The differential output emerges from a bearing in the gear that meshes


with the stepper motor; it rides the sensing gear on the elevation shaft.


2In this description and in Figure 111-17, the differential inputs and


output are named by the convention that the bevel gears meshing with the


spider are the inputs; the shaft attached to the spider is the output.


Functionally, th6 nulling device, the Spectrol pot, is the output.
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A coil spring on the anti-backlash shaft loads the scan pot toward the


middle of its range, while the entire sensing section rests on a hinged


baseplate, which three coil springs press onto the elevation shaft. A


bearing ad3acent to the stepper motor defines the resulting mesh. The


additional, "true" pot, identicaL to the scan pot, provides an indepen­

dent readout of the elevation shaft's position.


Let us follow a step command through the system. A 30 step from


the motor drives its end of the differential with the output locked by


the mesh with the elevation shaft. Therefore, the pot end of the differen­

tial is driven about 180 in the same direction, an overall reduction of


about 1.7. This offset enters the electronics as an error signal for a


servomechanism and exits as a voltage to the drive motor. The latter can


reduce the error signal from the scan pot by turning the shaft in the
 

opposite sense, which drives the differential output, magnified ten times


by the gear ratio. With the stepper motor end of the differential locked,


the.output motion propagates directly to the scan pot, magnified by a fac­

tor of about 1.8. Qualitatively, the stepper motor induces an error signal


in the pot, which the servo constantly tries to keep centered. As in azlP


muth, the electronics produce error signals as well when scanning is com­

manded; more on that below.


Other features of the assembly include a small circuit board that re­

groups cables from the bulkhead connectors and a microswitch that senses


the elevation stow cam. A connector for charging the batteries with the


electronics box sealed and a maximum value accelerometer for measuring


landing shock are provided on the baseplate's outer face (Figure 111-18).


The stow system consists of a Globe DC motor, a spring loaded bolt,


and a socket on the elevation shaft. The bolt is hardened and is attached
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to a writ pin that slides on an arm offset from the motor shaft. When


we wish to unstow the telescope, a command energizes the DC motor, which


lifts the bolt out of its socket and continues until a pair of micro­

switches is encountered by a disk around the bolt; one opens the stow


bolt motor circuit while the other closes an indicator loop. ,Dropping


the pin can be initiated by either commanding the lid to close or by a


Precision Sensors pressure switch that closes when the gondola descends


below 12,000 feet. In either case, the logic circuitry slews the tele­

scope into the vertical stow position ahd reverses the stow motor. The


former stops when a cam on the elevation shaft trips a third microswitch;


the latter halts when a cam on the stow motor shaft touches a fourth one.


If the latter occurs first, the stow bolt rides the socket clamp until


the telescope is vertical, when the compressed spring forces the bolt


home; otherwise, the telescope is already in position when the stow mo­

tor stops and the bolt falls in place immediately. As the bolt drops, a


fifth microswitch stops the elevation drive motor if not previously turned


off by the third switch, while a sixth one closes an indicator circuit.


Lastly, a manual toggle switch behind the motor allows us to unstow di­

rectly, bypassing the electronics. Another toggle switch on the eleva­

tion baseplate sets up the automatic stow sequence, triggered by the


pressure switch.


Because the elevation drive and sensing systems are linked indirectly


by gear trains, rather than tightly as in the azimuth system, the elec­

tronics are not designed as a strict servo system. Qualitatively, dead


reckoning is used. When the scan pot is offset by a step or simulated by


a scan command, the elevation module powers the drive motor at a constant
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speed in order to rezero the scan pot. The drive motor slows down at a


predetermined point near the null such that the telescope winds up by


stopping at zero. The motors constant slew rate is set at degree per


second, which matches the digitally controlled pace of one half-degree


step pre second. When the system finds the null, the drive motor is


turned off to prevent a creeping, stalling motion.


In more detail, we turn our attention to the elevation sweep board.


Figure 111-19 shows the situation schematically. The scan pot's input
 

enters the inverting input of an opamp, whose output is wired to the in­

verting input of a second opamp. Between the two, a digital switch con­

trols the first opamp's feedback. In the servo mode, the switch feeds the


second opamp's feedback to the noninverting input of the first, producing,


a linear amplifier with a gain of about six. The second stage features its


own capacitative feedback, which integrates and smoothes the output, pre­

venting mechanical transients. The combination contains a clipping cir­

cuit so that they saturate easily at a level that defines the maximum


motor speed and telescope slew rate. Therefore, unless near a null, the


output is constant. In the scan mode, the elevation scan pot and input


opamp, acting as a comparator, behave as a set of reversing limit switches


which produce a triangular scan motion. The digital switch acts as an in­

cremental pot; it controls the limit voltage and feeds the first opamp's


output back to the noninverting input, thus isolating the second stage and


saturating the first with positive feedback. The digital switch is set by


the elevation scan commands, which include widths of 1.5, 2.5, 3.75, 5,


7.5, and 10 degrees. Higher voltages are picked off the resistor chain for


greater widths. In this configuration, the second stage eases the scan


turnarounds, while the first stage becomes a comparator which flips at
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Figure III-19: Elevation Sweep Block Diagram. 
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the scan extremes. Finally, the first stage output runs to a bipolar


voltage sensing circuit on the drive board that turns the motor off when
 

close to a null.


- The output of the sweep board flows into the elevation drive board, 
essentially a current-limited, push-pull amplifier with EMF feedback for


stabilizing DC motor speed. It is capable of 20 V at 0.55 A and nominally


11.7 V at 0.2 A. Another eight position digital switch is used as a three


position switch to control the gain of an opamp right before the power


transistors. The device can either turn off the motor when the system is


nulled, run it at low gain for the 1.50 scan, or drive it normally. A


trim pot ensures scan symmetry. Lastly, a double throw relay in front of


the motor can be switched directly to the main battery to drive the tele­

,scope to vertical when the stow procedure is activated.


The stepper motor board takes timing pulses and elevation step plus


up/down commands to generate stepper motor pulses. The same board'contains


the logic circuitry that takes scan mode and scan extreme (turnaround) in­

formation to produce the "scan sense" indicator, which advises the digital


module and ground station when data is acceptable. In addition, a reset


pulse for the scan mode's digital switch and the stow circuitry emerges


from the stepper board. The fourth circuit board embraces the scan extreme


sensor, a means of lengthening the scan sense pulse, and the stow bolt


system, which is a complicated array of switches, transistors, and relays


whose effect is described above.


Operation of the elevation system from the ground station corresponds


closely to the azimuth system. A sequence of eight scan states, selected


by up/down and elevation scan pulses, includes off, servo, and six scan


widths. Slewing is accomplished by elevation step commands. Diagnostics
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are numerous: scan and true pot voltages, elevation scan sense, scan mode,


and stow bolt position. The ground ,station computer also calculates a


"computed elevation" by subtract~ng scan pot from true- pot readings, al­
ready converted to degrees. This gives the servo or scan-center position. 
In practice, elevation angles are limited to a range between 50 and 70 
degrees, due to cryogenic inefficiency for low elevations and the presence 
of the balloon at high elevations. The latter is an absolute limit, while 
the former can be pushed as low at 20 degrees at a price of higher LHe 
boiloff caused by a change in the telescope's temperature profile. In 
Flight C-1, the elevation system performed without ma3or problems. 
3. Active Balance System


To maintain balance as liquid helium boils and leaves the telescope,


replacement of the lost moment, fully 7 lbs at 18 inches, or 10.5 ft-lbs,


becomes vital. We accomplish this with a moving weight that is mounted so


that one motion - outboard and toward the helium vessel - adequately


compensates. Figure 111-2 shows how two square split clamps with brackets


on the frame's downside locate the ends of an anodized 1-1/4 inch square


aluminum tube with 1/8 inch walls. This 30 inch long bar carries an 18


inch Pic rack, along which a C5A-1106 Globe DC motor drives a pinion. The


motor, in turn, bolts to a bifurcated aluminum block, whose inner faces


hold bearings that roll along the anodized tube; four long bolts loaded
 

with stiff springs hold the halves together. A block of lead is fastened


to the upper aluminum block to furnish the required total weight of 20


pounds. In addition, a 10-turn pot fitted with a small gear to the motor's


pinion senses the weight position; microswitches at either end of the
 

carrier bar limit weight travel to 15-1/2 incies.
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As explained in the previous section, a pair of flexurd hinges con­

nect the elevation gear assembly's drive section to the baseplat6. A lin­

ear variable differential transformer (LVDT) from Schaevitz (050-HR)


senses displacements between the core and the coil, mounted to the base­

plate and LVDT housing, respectively. See Figure 111-20. Normally, the


anti-backlash springs are set at 4 ft-lbs to increase elevation. The


flexure hinges are set a 1 ft-lb in the opposite sense so that a net


torque of 3 ft-lbs holds an adjustable stop, part of the gear assembly,
 

against the housing and tends to raise the telescope. Eventually, enough


helium boils away to make the telescope top-heavy; when the resultant


torque exceed 3 ft-lbs, the flexure hinges lift the stop from the housing


and the telescope begins to drop in elevation. The balance electronics


react to the derivative of the LVDT output, which changes abruptly when


movement begins.


When 4 ft-lbs of torque are applied to decrease elevation, the base­

plate itself is stopped by the housing. The range of the LVDT output


swings from +2 volts at the adjustable stop to -8 volts at the fixed
 

stop in a distance of .016 inch, providing a sensitivity of 600 V/inch.


The automatic balance cycle intentionally unbalances the telescope by


driving the weight upwards. When the LVDT senses motion, its steep nega­

tive ramp output reverses the weight for a set time (12.5 seconds on
 

Flight C-1) which restores balance and loading on the ad3ustable stop.


Also, a manual command moves the weight either up or down for a fixed


time (also 12.5 seconds on C-1). With the weight in motion, the elec­

tronics ignore all additional balance commands. Both LVDT and balance


pot can be monitored on the ground. Since the clutch is set a 10 ft-lbs,


the automatic balance system, operating properly, prevents unwanted slip­
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page in the gear assembly during flight.


4. Suspension System


The main post, connecting the bearing box to the balloon rigging,


has several functions in flight and at landing. I will discuss these


features in linear rather than topical order,. beginning from the bot­

tom (see Figure III3). Starting at the bearing box, we find 'a damper


for wobbling in the plane of the elevation shaft and the main post,


about the roll axis (see Figure 111-2), constructed something like a


ski binding. This wobble is equivalent to a double pendulum, where the


whole gondola and the flight train is the primary pendulum, swinging


about a point in the balloon. We prevent this by providing a lossy coup­

ling between the mass of the gondola and the main post at the wobble


frequency (1-2 Hz) and a rigid coupling at zero frequency. A 3-3/4


.inch aluminum cylinder, bolted to the bearing box, contains an internal


well of 1-7/8 inch square cross-section to accommodate a 5-1/2 inch


long, 1-1/2 inch square aluminum peg with its own 3-3/4 inch flange.


With its flange up, the peg pivots in the well on an 11/16 inch shaft


centered 1-1/2 inches from the flange and borne by bearings in the


surrounding cylinder. At the bottom of the peg, a hole at right angles


to the wobble plane holds another pin that runs outside the cylinder


through oversize holes, where the ends of the pin are clamped between
 

the halves of a spring-loaded split ring. Between the clamping points,
 

the split ring carries an adjustable spring and an adjustable stop that


butt against opposite sides of the cylinder in the wobble plane. Motion


in one direction is damped when the pin in the internal peg separates


the split ring, compressing the lqad springs, while motion in the other
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direction is damped by the adjustable spring. Two other adjustable stops


limit the displacement on each side.


Further up, the aluminum peg mates with the lower clam flange. The


"clamshell" assembly is meant to mechanically separate the main post from


the bearing box before landing, so that torque from the parachute, if


filled by wind after impact, cannot roll the package. The "clams" are


matching conical flanges, whose bases meet and are held together by the


"clamshell", three sectors of an annular clamp made of heat-treated,

strain-relieved stainless. A steel cable wound around the clamshell edge

can be cut by squibs fired by telemetry command; the clams then separate,
 
dropping the package onto four steel cable slings shackled from the top of

the bearing box to a collar mounted on the main post above the upper clam. 
This connects the post to the gondola in a flexible manner. For location 
during assembly, the lower clam has an extension that runs into the hollow 
center of the upper clam, which is retained in the main post proper by 
three radial bolts. Above and below the steel cable collar, the magneto­
meter table saddle plate clamps are attached. 
The main post itself is a 2-3/8 inch diameter, 3/16 inch wall alu­

minum tube, rising 88 inches from the upper clam to the active bearing.
 

The only other features in this interval are the two ring clamps for


the inverted pan and post guide that protect the magnetometer assembly.


Above the active bearing, which is described in III. C. 2., a univer­

sal mates with a sample swivel and fitting for the launch vehicle, both


supplied by the NSBF. For lab assembly, a rope can be threaded through


the main post and clamshell to the wobble damper peg. For lab operation,


a "balloon simulator", capable of slow rotation, replaces the swivel and


presents the gondola with a situation requiring azimuth stabilization.
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C. Telescope Structural System


1. Frame and Passive Balance


The IR telescope, contained in the large Cryogeiic'Associates dewar,


depends-oh-an exferial 
-frame­ for s-upport and brotecton. For- ground­
based telescopes, such a framework evenly conveys the weight'6 
 the op­

tical components to the mounting; 
 a balloon-borne telescope requires


shielding against the shocks of launch and landing as well. These two con­

siderations guided the design of the mounting plate, frame, dewar brackets


and balance mechanisms. Figure I1-2 shows the components described below.


The mounting plate accepts the flange on the elevation shaft from the


gondola; eight 5/16 inch bolts hold them together. To achieve strength and


stiffness, the 5/16 inch thick plate is composed of 7075-T6 aluminum 
-­

a high strength "aircraft" alloy 
­
 and is gusseted by 3 by 1-1/2 inch


aluminum channel welded to one side. The mounting plate, in turn, mates


with the load-bearing channel squares in the framework. An array of holes


in the.mounting plate permits the telescope to be coarsely balanced along


the optical and roll axes. 
- Shifti-ng our attention to the frame itself, we can identify four com­
ponents: the channel squares, the angle square and tent foundation rect­

angle, the 
 tubular columns, and the dewar brackets. Four lengths of 3 by 

1-3/g inch 
-6061-T6 aluminum channel are 3oined by 3/16 inch thick 7079-T6 

corner plates to form 30-3/4 inch squares. The angle square below is made 

of 1-1/4 inch angle; the rectangle above is made of both angle and chan­

nel. High strength corner plates are employed here, too. Aluminum split 

clamps are attached to each corner-Plate tb accommodate the columns 

-

1-1/2 inch outer diameter stainless steel tubes 58 inches long 
­
 which


connect the upper rectangle and the lower squares together. The resulting
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rigid framework supports eight pairs of brackets, at each corner of the


channel squares. Four of these pairs extend above and below each of the


two mounting rings welded to the dewar; a,long 5/16 inch bolt'clamps each


assembly together. The brackets are made in two parts with slots, rather


than holes, provided for the bolts. Should excessive force be encountered


on landing, the bracket pieces can slip, sparing the dewar. Finally, the


fasteners going through the channel flanges, wfich have the tapered "Amer­

ican Standard" cross-section, are leveled with bevel washers, cut from an


extra section of channel.
 

A receptacle for a 1 inch tube, serving as a boom for a trim weight,


is provided on the side of the mounting plate; this enables us to balance


the instrument along the telescope's roll axis. Along the optical axis,


balance is achieved by heavy brass split clamps on two of the tubular


columns. To balance along the gondola's elevation axis, we deploy small


weights on the crush structure. Accessories, such as the active balance
 

weight and visible star telescope, are mounted on plates attached to addi­

tional split clamps on the columns. Casters slip into the bottoms of the


columns for laboratory handling. After one flight, the frame suffered


some bending below the lower channel square, but the dewar was unharmed


and the columns were easily straightened.
 

2. Tent and Mechanism


Condensation of air on cryogenic baffle and optical surfaces repre­

sents a crucial difficulty in low background, far-infrared astronomy. Our


hopes that boiled off helium leaving the system coupled with the inherent


thermal stability of the general gas flow would be adequate proved naive


during testing in our lab and at Hughes (see IV. B.): tilting the tele­
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scope induced violent convection and entrainment of air into the dewar. 
Therefore, we introduced a 4.6 micron polyethylene membrane int the sys­

tem atop a "tent" structure. This space frame of 3/4 -by, 3/4 by 1/16 inch 
-aluminum architectural angle mounts-on a- rectangle- of- similar angle-and 
2 by 1 by 1/8 inch channel that is part of the telescope framework ­
the tent foundation rectangle (see Figures 111-1, 111-2, and 111-3). Big


enough to accommodate the lid as it swings open, the tent and the space


between the-foundation rectangle and the upper part of the dewar is en­

closed by a layer of .005 inch Stratofilm polyethylene, except for a
 

duct that -runs down the downside of the dewar to a simple valve made of


a length of spring-loaded cord girdling the dewar.


A plastic.container of dessicant is clamped to one side of the tent
 

and is open to the region between the thin membrane and the membrane cover


to prevent icing of the membrane during ascent.- This membrane cover pro­

tects the thin membrane during assembly, cooldown, and ascent. Two Globe


DC motorsare used to drive and clamp the square membrane cover frame in


concert with the flight lid. The motors are operated from a small junction


box. which-also contains a pair of switches for manually bypassing the


gondola electronics. Lastly, holes for hoses that hook up to the flight


lid's plumbing are located in the foundation rectangle.


3. Lid and Mechanism


The Cryogenic Associates dewar, unlike most dewars, is cylindrical,


with a cross-section at the neck no smaller than anywhere else. To insu­

late the dewar interior during fill, testing, and ascent, a lid is re­

quired; to open and reclose the lid at float, a reliable mechanism is


needed. Lid weight must be minimized since any increment must be counter­
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balanced; moreover, a tight seal must be realized. We discovered during


preparations for Flight C-I that a lid capable of sustaining an internal


vacuum would have been desirable, so the system described below is being


upgraded to bear atmospheric pressure. A photograph of the closed lid


appears as Figure 111-21.


The lid itself consists of .030 inch stainless steel; a 1 inch long


cylinder with triangular tabs bent inward from its upper edge is spot


welded to a 19 inch disk. A rigid polyurethane foam plug 9 inches thick,


constructed of nine layers of 1 inch foam, interleaved sheets of alumi­

num foil as radiation shields, and copious amounts of Elmer's Glue, fits


into the short stainless cylinder at the top. A sheet of .030 inch alum­

inum, painted with Nextel - a "black" paint - and carrying LED's for


alignment and monitoring ice buildup plus diode thermometers, is attached


to the plug's bottom. The sandwich of stainless lid top, foam plug, and


aluminum bottom is held together by three lengths of nylon threaded rod.


Radial tunnels through the foam channel cold helium gas rising along the


circumference of the dewar toward the center, where a vertical passage


vents the gas to a system of valves and diffusers soldered to the stain­

less lid top. A.slot on one side of the plug permits the calibrator arm


to extend into the beam. Finally, a hole through the lid provides access


to the dewar interior for cryogen transfer lines. Overall, the lid weighs


only twelve pounds.


Twin, parallel lengths of 2 by 2 by 1/8 inch aluminum angle run


across the lid top to a pair of partially split clamps on the lid shaft.


Another pair of split clamps on the ends of the lid shaft - a 36 inch


piece of 1 inch 0. D. by 1/8 inch wall stainless - hold the sections of


thinwall aluminum tubing that carry the lead and aluminum counterweights.
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the grease will not freeze. DC motor gear heads throughout the gondola


undergo ultrasonic cleaning and lubrication with instrument oil;-small


foam blocks insulate them and their mounts are thermally isolated from


the cold collar by either stainless or Teflon. The gasket, a strip of


flexible polyethylene foam painted with RTV, remains tough, if not so
 

flexible, at low temperatures. Happily, the lid minimized boilff, and


the mechanism, tested in the Hughes chamber (see IV. B.), proved itself


dependable in the flight.


4. Octagonal Collar and Junction Box


Bolted to the top of the dewar is a 1-7/16 inch thick aluminum collar


with an octagonal perimeter - 20 inches between opposite edges - and an


inner diameter equal to that of the dewar - 18 inches. An O-ring between


the dewar and the collar, compressed by eight flat-head bolts, produces


a tight seal. Another O-ring groove on the top of the collar is available


for lab testing with a vacuum lid; for Flight C-1, a polyethylene foam


gasket, coated and glued to the same surface with RTV, provided the seal.


Four 1-1/8 inch holes, on both inboard and outboard sides of the dewar,


hold hermetic connectors for the signal, bias, chopper, and thermometer


cables, as well as feedthroughs for the fiberoptics and calibrator; two


plugged holes serve as spares. Lastly, the collar furnishes tapped mount­

ing holes for the lid shaft's pillow blocks, the lid mechanism's DC motors


and microswitches, the preamplifier box, and the junction box. The junc­

tion box gathers leads from the thermometer cable, the lid and tent mecha­

nisms, the ambient thermistor, and the calibrator into one 26-pin gondola


cable. It also carries a test connector for preflight checkout and joins


the chopper's hermetic collar connector to a 10-pin gondola cable.
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5. Crush Structure


The most traumatic moments of the experiment - and the experiment­

er - occur at launch and landing..Once in a great while, the two moments


are only seconds apart! However, extremely rough treatment upon "pulling


the pin" at launch is unusual. The same cannot be said about landing. If


scientist wish to reuse their instrument, they must expend substantial


effort on cushioning terminal velocities of about 6 m/sec and preventing


swinging and rolling of the package upon impact. These are the challenges


a protective crush structure must face:


1) Shock must be absorbed in the structure.


2) Tipping over should be made less likely-.


3) Extremeties must be protected.


4) Potentially large bending moments should be identified and paralleled


in the structure.


5) Access to the instument should remain clear, while interference with


moving components must be avoided.


6) Materials should be light and neither overly flimsy nor too strong.


7) Overall weight, balance, and moment of inertia must be considered.


We evolved a crush structure, shown best in Figure 111-3, which ade­

quately meets the above requirements. The framework consists largely of


aluminum angle (6063-T52) held together by at least two bolts at each


intersection. Welding was avoided to permit quick replacement of damaged


members. The four, main girders parallel the edges of the electronics box,
 

to which they are attached by four pillars. Four more members surround the


main girders, defining an eight by nine foot rectangle which extends at


least one foot beyond the payload in 'all directions. Another X-shaped


pattern, oriented at 450, strengthens the structure against horizontal
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shearing forces. Vertical forces impinging on the framework are guided -to
 

the electronics box by the pillars mentioned above and by sloping members


from the perimeter, except on the telescope side, where they extend as far


as -telescopemotron per-i'ts. For the elevation shaft and telescope, em­

bodying a large, cantilevered load, support on landing is provided by a


pyramidal framework, attached to the structure by a sturdy T-beam and two


thinner girders. This pyramid supports a plate at its apex; an oversize


hole in the plate accommodates a thick aluminum pin, firmly attached to


the main telescope frame by a inch thick aluminum channel.


Cardboard blocks, made of hexagonal cells arrayed vertically, are


the standard means of absorbing kinetic energy and limiting accelerations


on impact. For our requirements, less than 15 g's, four blocks, each about


two feet square and a foot thick, are taped to the corners of the struc­

ture where a few pieces of aluminum Dexion angle are added to retain their


upper edges. Each block, however, is not solid cardboard, as 16 ft2 would


be far too strong to crush easily.3 Rather, they are built with some empty
 

volume in the middle, so that each presents about 1 ft 2 to the structure.


Overall, the structure provides a low center of gravity without over­

ly exposing the instrument to impact damage from below. This goal is abet­

ted by bolting nearly all of the extra lead for counterbalancing the tele­

scope to the sturdiest main member, a box beam under the electronics box.


The added rotational inertia remains within the limits of the stabiliza­

tion system. The framework helps us to balance and handle the entire pack­

age and weighs only 150 pounds. Its successful performance in an unusual


landing involving a tree encourages us to rebuild it without ma3or changes.


3I 2


3NSBF cardboard yields at about 11,000 lb/ft ; 16 ft2 
 require 176,000 lbs.


The 1500 pound load would require aboitt i20 g's to begin crushing the


blocks.
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E. Cryogenic System


1. Cryogenic Associates Dewar


The large dewar in which our telescope resides, to permit cryogenic


cooling for background reduction, makes our experiment quite sensitive and


unique among far-infrared survey instruments. Commonly, detectors, fil-'


ters, and apertures are mounted in a small dewar at the focal plane; such


a dewar, typified by the ubiquitous "Low" dewar, from Infrared Labora­

tories, is about 12 inches tall and 7 inches in diameter. Hoffmann's 12­

inch telescope (Hoffmann, et al, 1971b), our predecessor, used just that


approach. In contrast, our dewar has an outer diameter of 22 inches,


stands 52 inches from base to neck flange, and weighs around 100 pounds.


Manufactured by Cryogenic Associates of Indianapolis, Indiana, the dewar


has proven rugged and reliable since its purchase in 1973.


A few details of technique and construction are of interest. In es­
sence, the dewar is a vacuum cavity between nested, beaker-shaped vessels; 
no liquid nitrogen jacket is involved. The bottom is dished to support 
loading from atmospheric pressure. A cylindrical skirt attached to the 
outside at the base enables us to stand the dewar upright. The entire 
outer wall and the lower section of the inner wall consist of 1/16 inch 
thick 6061 alloy aluminum; the various sections are assembled with heli­
arc welds. The upper section of the inner wall, subject to most of the 
temperature gradient, is comprised of alternating fiberglass cylinders 
and thicker aluminum hoops; tongue-in-groove fabrication, with the fiber­
glass epoxied into channels in the aluminum, seals the joints tightly. 
The inner and outer walls are epoxied and welded, respectively, to the 
neck flange, a 3/4 inch thick and 1/2 inch wide aluminum annulus with 
tapped holes and an O-ring groove for mounting and sealing the octagonal 
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collar or vacuum lid (see IV. A.)


Along the outer wall, a 1/2 inch Veeco bellows-sealed valve 1ermits
 

evacuation, and a burst disk enables explosive pressures to escape non­

destructively, should liquid gases accumulate in the vacuum casing. With­
in the vacuum casing, sheets of superinsulation - aluminized Mylar ­

and a charcoal getter to trap air molecules minimize heat transfer into


the dewar. Greater detail on the internal arrangement is a proprietary


secret. Finally, the mirror mounting plate, which carries the entire
 

telescope, fastens to the dewar by eight ring segments with tapped, heli­

coiled, -20 holes which are welded to the inner wall, 36-1/2 inches from


the top, while the dewar bolts to the outer framework via two 3/4 inch


thick, 1 inch wide aluminum rings welded to the outer wall.


All Cryogenic Associates dewars are built to withstand 5 g's. By


placing bumpers in the vacuum space which bear the internal load when the


inner wall deflects an amount safely within its elastic limit, that con­

straint can be eased. Our dewar is engineered to take 11 g's in a verti­

cal attitude; it apparently survived its first, rather rough, landing.
 

2. Helium Vessel 

- As the ultimate heat sink for the entire optical system as well as 
the detector block, the liquid helium vessel plays a crucial role in the

experiment. The present vessel represents the third attempt at optimizing

helium confinement and heat transfer. The first can, made of copper,

failed due to inadequate solder and epoxy seals. Although the second can,

of welded stainless, held helium well, it shared the doughnut design of


its predecessor, where the detector block resided in the central hole and


dispersed heat through overly long copper fingers which bolted to the
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doughnut-shaped can in the following way: copper plugs with studs were


soldered into the vessel bottom at four points and the copper fingers were


drawn onto the plugs by nuts with large washers. Indium coils between the


surfaces improved thermal contact. Unfortunately, fairly rapid changes in


heat load on the block overwhelmed the conductive capacity of the fingers


and plugs, causing unacceptable temperature changes. The third can, a sim­

ple vessel which immerses the block in cryogen, solves the problem.


The entire vessel is made of .030 inch stainless steel and is welded


together. A cylindrical wall, 8.60 inches high and 16.875 inches in dia­

meter, holds a flat bottom, with a turned-down edge to avoid a butt joint,


and a stainless mounting ring of inch square stock at the top. On the


outside wall, a channel is welded vertically to receive the transfer line;


the channel encloses a ; inch hole in the wall that allows the cryogen to


enter the can. A semicircular top panel is welded into a groove in the


mounting ring on the downside and contains captive Rivnuts for attaching


the overlapping, removable top panel on the upside. Twelve 6-32 flat-head


bolts run through the mirror mounting plate and fiberglass standoffs to


tapped holes in the mounting ring on a 16.438 inch bolt circle to mount


the vessel.


The vessel's bulk capacity for LHe is about 29 liters, and when the


volume of detector block, filter block, and other internal components is


subtracted, this falls to 28 liters. Stainless steel wool, which inhibits


sloshing and displaces another liter of cryogen, without being susceptible


to corrosion, is packed into the can before final assembly. Of course, the


capacity of the can drops as the dewar is tilted, since liquid can pour


over the permanent upside panel. The available volume declines from about


22 liters at 700 to 10 liters at 20 elevation. Since about 8 liters are
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lost during the time interval before launch and the further cooldown


during ascent, the reduction in capacity when the telescope is tilted


is important mainly in lab testing. We slow convection between the top


of the vessel and the mirror mounting plate-with absorbent cotton, packed


right before integrating the components (see Figure 111-22). A fiber­

glass cylinder attached to the filter block flange keeps the cotton from


covering the detectors. Three cables and the fiberoptics bundle emerge


from the helium can via slots, protected with grommets, at the edge of


the removable top panel; all are heat sunk to the filter block cooling


fin. The helium boiloff escapes mainly from the gap between the filter


block cylinder and the detector block and from the space between the


can's top panels and the filter block flange. In both cases, most of


the gas moves upwards through the Cassegrain baffle. More on the cryo­

genic performance follows in III. E. 4.


3. Temperature Sensors, Cryogenic Heater, and Level Sensor


Monitoring and controlling the cryogenic performance of the dewar


during cooldown, testing, and flight requires remote sensing, since the


telescope, once cooled in the closed dewar, is beyond direct observation.


Three different thermometers, sensitive at different temperature ranges,


are deployed in the telescope. A ceramic heater resistor for increasing


the boiloff rate if extra purge gas is needed, along with a deceptively


simple cryogenic level sensor, sit in the helium vessel. I will discuss


these devices in that order.


For high temperatures, between -70 °C and +100 °C, we use two types


of Yellow Springs Instruments Precision Thermistors: a "warm" version


(-26 to +100 °C, 10K at 25 °C, YSI #44006) which monitors the power mod­
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ule, batteries, and telemetry, and a "cool" version (-70 to 50 0C, IK at


25 °C, YSI #44003) which checks on the ambient temperature and the pre­

amplifier. The latter also serves in the thermostatic heater circuit for


the pream and bias battery unit. They possess a steep negative tempera­

ture coefficient of resistance, running at around the inverse tenth power


of temperature and permitting them to resolve fractions of a °C, easily


meeting our requirements.


Forward biased diodes are excellent thermometers for the range from


LN2 's boiling point to ambient. We station IN4002 silicon diodes, in


series with 1.5M resistors and biased with 15 V, on the octagonal collar


and at two adjacent locations on the calibrator arm, where the gradient


is extremely high. The lid bottom also has a diode, but the reading is not


telemetered. As temperatures fall, the voltage drop rises linearly from


.35 V at 300 0K to .98 V at 77 0K, about 2.75 mV/0 K. At around 30 0K,


a knee in the curve occurs; below this point, a larger slope, about


50 mv/ K, characterizes the diodes.


At extremely low temperatures, from 2 to 77 0 K, Allen-Bradley 1K


(at 25 C) carbon resistors take over. Resistance climbs exponentially as


temperatures fall: at 77 OK, they average 1.4K, at 4.2 0K - 34K, at


2.2 OK - 340K, and when pumped to 1.8 0K - iM. Actually, carbon resis­

tors can be exploited as bolometers (Kimmitt, 1970, p. 71). In our sys­

tem, these resistors are found in the secondary yoke and baffle, the


Cassegrain baffle, and the detector block.


All of the telemetered temperature measurements are routed to the


engineering module, where different circuitry for each type of thermo­

meter, involving a voltage regulator, biasing network, and Zeltex opamp,


produces a voltage swinging between 0 and 5 volts. These voltages are


"Page missing from available version" 
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vity, supports the chain and anchors to the superstructure,.a channel made


of flat pieces of fiberglass circuit board and assembled with,Armstrong.,


A-12 epoxy. Nylon lacing cord winds around the channel to protect its open


- side; the-entire piece- is-tied to a v.030-inch thick -stainTess stael -1i­
verted "L", whose base bolts to the removable top panel.


We operate the sensor with a circuit card mounted in a.patch panel


designed for testing circuit boards (see IV. A.). For LN2 monitoring,


15 volts is supplied to the heater, whose parallel elements present about


78 ohms. A 100K resistor is put in series with the 8K sensor chain and


5.V biasthe circuit (see Figure 111-23). The voltage drop across the,-­

wholechain runs from .418 V on the verge of covering the first resistor7


to 
 .522 volts when all eight are covered and the can is full, correspond­
ing to a resistance climb from 8.62K to 11.09K, or a 3% effect per resis­
tor. To work for LHe, 8 V power the heater circuit, and a 5M resistor in 
series with the sensor chain produces a 1 1A current from the same 5 V 
supply. The resulting voltage drop has the same numerical value in mV as 
the total resistance in Kohm; the chain begins at 42K and grows to 95K 
when totally immersed. The 8K jump in resistance per element has a 20% 
effect on the total chain resistance for the first resistor which declines, 
to a 9% effect for the eighth, making the steps extremely clear-cut. jZ 
Since the system returns faithfully to the same value moments after the 
heater Circuit, which dissipates about W, is turned on, LHe can be con­
served by running the system intermittently. A separate circuit board 
carrying a five minute timer with an 11% duty cycle can be interposed in 
the heater circuit at the patch panel.-A Varian strip chart recorder, run 
from the patch panel as well, writes a permanent cryogenic record. The 
chain can be checked during fill operations by simply tilting the entire 
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dewar; as resistors are immersed and emersed, steps can be observed.


Summarizing, after a great deal of experimentation, we have evolved


a straightforward, reliable level sensor, without which our cooldown, re­

aff1,
qurrifg--rtru I carge -Thounts -f' t~ifff and- drWyo-eh7 would B difficul't 
wasteful.


4. Cryogenic Performance


Having described the dewar, helium can, and monitoring devices in


the last three 9ctions, a look at the cryogenic performance is in order.


Of course, one must ask the fundamental question: what temperatures did


the structure assume at float? Other considerations include temperature


variations and air condensation. The short discussion here focuses on


the situation in the dewar during flight; the lengthy procedure of cool­
down and flight preparation is covered in Chapter IV. 
The detector block, immersed in environmentally pumped helium ­
- stayed at 1.62 K4 
the ambient pressure was 11.6 mb or 8.7 mm of Hg 
 
throughout the critical half hour of data taking (see V. A. and B.) when


we maintained constant elevation; until tilt tests began 2 hours later,


the block temperature stayed between 1.59 and 1.65 0 K. During those tilt


tests, which went down to 250 elevation, the block again equilibrated


around 1.62 OK less than a minute after slewing. Thus, the recorded data


strongly confirm that the-detector cooling met expectations right up to


the end of the flight, with a partial charge of cryogen. The lack of large


variations is vital due to detector sensitivity to temperature changes.


4The atmospheric pressure given indicates an LHe temperature of 1.7 °K.


A systematic error of about 0.1 0K may be present, either in the thermo­

meter or barometer calibration. Clearly, the thermal consistency is


more relevant.
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Nearby, the Cassegrain baffle stayed around 5.8 OK during data


I0


taking; less tightly coupled to the helium bath, it rose to 6.1 OK at


the end of the flight during tilt testing. Above this, .at the secondary,


wider excursions took place. The yoke and baffle began the half hour of


observations at 22 K and ended at 27 OK. Till the end of the flight,


they remained between 20 and 30 OK; they then warmed up to about 40 OK


when the dewar was tilted to low elevations. The lower and upper diodes


on the calibrator arm-reported 116 and 136 0K, respectively, during


data taking; tilting caused each to heat about 10 K for slewing to 25


elevation and proportionately less for intermediate elevations. The


dewar collar remained at about -80 oC, or 30 °C colder than ambient,


throughout 'the flight.


These numbers show that the cryogenic system behaves as desired.


At or below the secondary, the gradient is small,'and with the cold


source below, stable (see Figure 111-24). In the 20 inches between the


Cassegrain baffle and the secondary resistors, a 20 0K rise takes place,


about one degree per inch. On the other hand, along the calibrator arm,


the temperature 3umps 19 oK in 7/8 inch, or about 22 0 K/inch. This high


gradient holds from the diodes to the collar. The gradient drops rapid­

ly as the secondary is approached. Therefore, the goal of keeping the


Cassegrain and secondary baffles, and the primary and secondary optics,


n 
cold - below 30 oK-- is achieved.


Gas flow with the lid open at float is directed from the Cassegrain


baffle. As long as the boiloff remains.gentle, we expect the emerging,


frigid gas to settle out around the baffle and push the surrounding,


lighter and warmer helium upward. At low temperatures, such density


variations from even tiny temperature differences are significant, as
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we discovered during chamber testing (see IV. B.). Presumably, helium


smoothly departs from the dewar at roughly constant temperatures along


a given horizontal dewar plane, fills the tent, and escapes through the


downside duct. With the lid closed, gas forced to the dewar circumference


by the lid's plug is gathered by radial tunnels in the foam and streams


out of a central tube, making the overall flow similar.


Apparently, condensation, a disappointing phenomenon on the ground,


did not occur at float; in fact the calibrator's extended/retracted ice


ratio (see III. F. 4.) improved marginally during the flight, indicating
 

slight sublimation. The frost deposition on the ground will be dealt


with by installing a vacuum lid, enabling us actively to pump out resid­

ual nitrogen gas from LN2 precooling and to seal the dewar more effective­

ly. Otherwise, the cryogenic arrangement solved the intertwined problems


of detector cooling and background reduction.


F. Optical System


1. Primary and Secondary, Beam Profiles, and Membrane


To cool not only a detector block, but an entire telescope, with Le,


the entire assembly must fit into a dewar of modest size, with the de­

tectors at the coldest point. Thus minimum physical length with xeasona­

ble magnification and axial symmetry are desirable. On the other hand, we


can tolerate limited aberration as the survey employs photometry with non­

imaging Fabry optics. Therefore, a compact Cassegrain system, with spher­

ical optics, was selected. We obtained the primary and secondary mirrors
 

5Since P - PT, for small pressure gradients CAP - 0), 
 we can set AT/T =


-Ap/p. For helium boiling off, this quantity can be on the order of 1/10,


driving convection at higher efficiencies that our 300 OK experience


indicates. If densities are high, the process leads to overwhelming heat


transfer due to high velocity convective flow, as we discovered during


an early test at Hughes Aircraft in Tucson (see IV. B.)
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from the Muffoletto Optical Company of Baltimore, Maryland. Both'iiirrors


are made of 6061 aluminum coated with electroless nickel, over wh'ici'a


layer of silicon monoxide is deposited; they are spherical to within two


waves at 5461 Angstroms, or about 1 micron.


The optical configuration appears in Figure 111-25. The primary is


mounted on a .438 inch thick aluminum plate by eight flat-head,, -20


bolts; the plate, in turn, is bolted to eight tapped ring segments which


are welded to the lower inner wall of the dewar. Mounting of the second­

ary is discussed in the following section. Sixteen inches in diameter,


the primary's specified radius of curvature - 55.12 inches - implies a­

focal length for center, paraxial rays of 27.56 inches and a focal ratio


of 1.72. The spherical secondary, placed between the primary and its fo­

cus, increases the focal length and the magnification by retarding the


convergence of the rays. Because we adjust the focus and collimation of


the telescope by moving the secondary, it is instructive to compute S,


the vertex-to-vertex distance between the mirrors, given the focal plane


position and the mirror radii. Then, illumination of the oscillating sec­

ondary by the primary can be checked and useful quantities, such as effec­

tive focal length (E. F. L.), focal plane scale, and field of view can be


calculated.


The distance T in Figure 111-25 equals both the secondary's object


(A) plus image (B) distances and the primary's vertex to focal plane (D)


plus vertex to image (Fp) distances. Since D is specified - 2.68 inches,


and Fp can be found for a given distance from the mirror vertex (spher­

ical aberration is important!), T provides one constraint on A and B. The


other is furnished by the classical thin lens formula for mirrors:
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I/A - I/B = I/Fs . (III.1)


Again, F. depends on the radial distance from the secondary's vertex.


When we solve the equations for a center ray, we find that A = 7.53 in­

ches, B = 22.71 inches, and S = B - D = 20.03 inches. However, in a


Cassegrain system, no center ray exists; as we move radially outward, the


aberrations of the primary tend to shorten B, while those of the secondary


have the opposite effect. The former effect dominates; to keep D constant,


then, we must diminish S slightly. To divide the primary mirror into anul­

li of roughly equal areas, we move six inches from the vertex and compute


Fp. W7here-that ray meets the secondary, FS is figured. Again, we exploit


the above equations, correcting for mirror curvature, and find that A = 
7.45 inches, B = 22.61 inches, and S = 19.95 inches. In practice, the


optimum focus for Polaris, the only convenient star for alt-azimuth


mounts, lies at 20.00 ± 0.05 inches, adequate agreement for a non-Imaging


system.


Were chopping, diffraction, total field, and background not involved
 

in our system, the secondary mirror could intercept edge rays from the


primary with a diameter of 4.4 inches at S = 19.95 inches. Conversely, our


4 inch secondary uses only 14.71 inches of the 16 inch primary. However,
 

chopping swings the beam about the optical axis; for an 0.30 throw on the
 

sky, the beam must move 0.43 inch at the focal plane and 0.39 inch on the


primary. Diffraction from both edges of the secondary, the defining stop


of the system, at 100 microns amounts to 8.3 arcminutes, or .05 inches


when projected on the primary. Moreover, the total field, represented


by a 1.08 inch circle circumscribing the four detectors on the plane, is


equivalent to an 0.95 inch circle on the primary. Together, 16.09 inches
 

is needed in cross-elevation, the chopping direction, and 15.71 inches in
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elevation. This is an excellent match to the 16 inch primary mirror. A


very slight spillover for the 20 micron photoconductor and bolcmeter,


aligned in cross-elevation, is suggested. In general, the undersized


secondary used here efficiently reduces background and offsets from the


perimeter of the field of view by just covering the primary in cross­

elevation at the extremes of the chopper throw.


The ratio B/A represents the magnification factor of the secondary,


which multiplies the primary's focal length to provide the effective focal


length. Using our canonical figures at a radius of 6 inches on the pri­

mary, we find that F" (B/A) = 27.40 inches • 3.03 = 83.16 inches. Thus,


the system has an effective focal ratio of 5.65 (we use 14.71 inches of 
0! 
the primary), while the scale at the focal plane is .689 /inch or 1.63 / 
mm. Our detectors' Fabry optics, with clear apertures of about 7 mm,


intercept 11.4 beams. Since each detector is offset from the optical


axis by about 10.2 mm on the focal plane, an offset of about 16.5 rela­

tive to the focal plane monitor in the center of the plane must be in­

cluded in the data reduction; moreover, the sign of the offset is nega­

tive, as the Cassegrain optics invert the image. The total field of view,


embracing all four detectors, amounts to about 45


Image quality matters less in a non-imaging telescope than in a true


Cassegrain with a concave paraboloid primary and a convex hyperboloid sec­

ondary, where the constraint of matching the two mirrors' foci to remove


aberrations determines the focal plane position. In a spherical system,


a "circle of least confusion" (c. 1. c.) describes the smallest circle


perpendicular to the optical axis that contains the converging rays. Muf­
foletto specified a c. 1. c. of 2.4 ; our observations of Polaris essen­
tially confirm that value with a somewhat asymmetrical 3 image. I should 
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note, for comparison, that the Airy disk diameter for a 16 inch mirro 'at


100 microns is 2.06'. Since all of these numbers are a quarter-of the beam


sie or less, the optical performance is more than adequate. Finally, the


throughput, also known as etendu, of the system is equal to the exploited


area of the primary times the beam solid angle; using a 14.71 inch dia­

- 3


meter for the primary and an 11.4 beam, the throughput becomes 7.9 x 10


cm2-sr.


Beam profiles for the four detectors' Fabry optics (see Figure III­

26) indicate the following full widths at half-power:


IR Channel #1 - 100) photoconductor, 12.90,


0
IR-Channel #2 - 50p photoconductor, 11.9° ,


"1R Channel #3 - 20p photoconductor, 10.30, and


0
IR Channel #4 - 100p bolometer, 12.4 
Since the secondary subtends 10.130 at the focal plane, the filter disk 
apertures are designed to limit the Fabry optics' fields of view to a 
beam slightly larger than the secondary mirror, thereby providing good


throughput while minimizing the background. Aside from beam widths, the


beam centers of the optics i in an ideal situation, would all point at


the center of the secondary to maximize signal power on the detectors.


To achieve this for the 20 micron photoconductor and bolometer, the for­

mer lens is intentionally tilted toward the optical axis twice the neces­

sary amount, and the entire block is tilted in the opposite sense to aim


both lenses properly. The efficiency of the Cornell photoconductors might


be improved somewhat by a similar procedure.


Finally, the overall efficiency of the system deserves mentioning.


The .00018 inch, or 4.6 micron, membrane, mounted above the telescope,


transmits virtually 100% of the incident infrared radiation; the small
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amount that is absorbed and reradiated will be dealt with in Chapter VI


when detector performance is summarized. Aluminum mirrors, coated with


silicon monoxide, characteristically reflect about 98% at far-infrared


wavelengths. For two mirrors, a telescope'efficiency of 96% results, ig­

noring the losses due to filters and Fabry optics. These are discussed


for each detector in the description of the detection system.


2. Chopper


As mentioned in Chapter One, chopping is a fundamental technique


of infrared astronomy. Wobbling the secondary modulates all channels in


the most straightforward way consistent with our cryogenic, low back­

ground instrument; these requirements induced the evolution of a reso­

nant, rather than a hard stop or linear servo chopper. The former gener­

ates sinusoidal motion about a spring's equilibrium point; the latter in­

volves square-wave motion due to stops at extremes of the throw. Hard


stop choppers are driven by solenoids, alternately energized; our reso­

nant chopper, unique in infrared astronomy, is similarly driven. Our


desire for low power dissipation, to avoid dumping excessive heat above


the secondary, and minimum vibration, to limit microphonics, led to the


resonant design. For a scanning system the resonant chopper is about 95%


as efficient as a square-wave or hard stop chopper. Figure 111-27 is


a block diagram of the chopper system, Figure 111-28 is a photograph


of the chopper without its housing from the side, mounted on the spider's


inner ring in the aluminum baffle, and Figure 111-29 is a photograph


of'the chopper from the top. The following discussion takes up the basic


mechanism, its ad3ustment, and the relevant electronics.


The four inch aluminum secondary mirror is j inch thick; inch of
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Figure 111-28: Chopper A. Side ViewW


Figure 1I1-29: Chopper B. Top View.
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that is turned down to a 3-5/8 inch diameter, into which four radial #8
 

holes are evenly spaced. The mirror slips into a recess in the secondary's


mounting plate and is located and retained by four 8-32 nylon screws run­

ning through the tapped recess wall. To hide the mounting plate from the


detectors, its outer diameter is 3-15/16 inch. On one side of a diameter,


on the back of the plate, a 3/8 by 3/8 by 2-3/8 inch bar, with three tapped


8-32 holes, machined from the same piece, protrudes; a similar bar with
 

clear holes clamps the bottom edge of the spring between them. Pins were


added to guarantee parallel mounting, as even small misalignments smear


out the resonance. The top of spring is sandwiched between the mounting


bracket and the upright of a T-shaped piece by six bolts and pins, while


the top of the "T" clamps to a bar on another, 1 inch plate that carries


the three solenoid coils. Made of fully hardened, .014 inch, 301 stain­

less steel, the spring, when clamped so that the unrestrained length is
 

.200 inch, has a frequency of 13.6 Hz; for an 18 throw, the mirror ro­

0 
tates 0.5


The mounting bracket attaches to the yoke with three spring loaded


bolts on either side. A pair of push screws, which butt onto a small piece


of stainless shim stock to prevent their gouging the aluminum bracket,


flanksa central pull screw. To focus the telescope, the pull screws are


adjusted; to collimate, both pull and push screws are adjusted. Focusing


is checked with an Erfle eyepiece mounted in the focal plane with the


telescope in a gantry. Collimation is achieved with the telescope assem­

bled and operated with the main telescope's focal plane monitor detecting


an LED moved into the chopped beam from different positions along the


octagonal collar.


The drive coils came from relays (Guardian Electronics, Series 200)


"Page missing from available version" 
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is simply off.
 

In Mode 1, the electronics sample and hold the peak of the sensor
 

output, corresponding to maximum mirror velocity or central mirror posi­

tion. Tins Approadh w&s taken in place of rectification and RC filtering


in order to provide a quick response to changes in the chopper's ampli­

tude. The resulting amplitude stabilization time constant is only 4 2


full chopper cycles. The sample begins a set time after zero-crossing by


the sensor. A set time later, when the mirror position peaks, a correc­

tion is applied to the drive current. Since the force on the drive coil


is proportional to the square of the current, we use a square-root cir­

cuit after the sample and hold to make the feedback linear. If the sam­

pled velocity is too great, the drive coils shut off altogether. An oscil­

-lator starts the chopper when Mode 1 is requested. In Mode 2, the same


oscillator furnishes the reference signal and times the reverse drive


that holds unwanted chopper motion to a low level, set by a comparator.


When switching into Mode 0 or 2, the reverse drive actively opposes mir­

ror movement. 
At room temperature, the coils present 25 ohms and operate on about 
62 mA, dissipating about 100 mW; the Q equals roughly 200. In flight and 
cryogenic conditions, however, the coils drop to around 2 ohms; the 16 mA 
needed dump only mW into the system, a very small load from both back­
ground anc cryogenic standpoints. Q improves somewhat at low temperatures. 
3. Baffles


Tight baffling is essential in infrared telescopes, due to the IR
 

background from the telescope structure, which is considerable, even when


cooled. Moreover, for folded optics, like our Cassegrain, stray light
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streaming past the secondary can flood the focal plane, unless precautions


are taken. We employ three different baffles, shown in Figure 111-25, to


eliminate virtually all unwanted rays.


Our baffle, a large aluminum cylinder 17.50 inches in diameter, lines


the inner dewar wall from its base, where it surrounds the primary and
 

fastens to the primary's mounting plate, to its top, which is also the


spider-for the secondary mirror and chopper drive. Machined from a single


3/4 inch aluminum plate, the spider has 4 radial legs with beveled lower


faces, to deflect scattered paraxial rays. The legs support, in turn, a


four inch inner mounting ring for the secondary assembly. In addition,


the aluminum baffle contains four rings, .468 inches wide, which block


rays diffracted along the baffle's inner wall. Above the spider, a stain­

less baffle of the same diameter is bolted; it extends to the aluminum 
octagon at the dewar's top, where it is held in place by small bolts with 
Teflon spacers. The baffle assembly's entire inner surface is painted 
with Nextel 101-C0 Black Velvet Coating, a 3M paint composed of silicon 

dioxide and carbon black, to ensure absorption of stray light. The baffle
 

also serves to guide the cryogenic transfer lines to the helium vessel


with a series of holes in the inner ring baffles. In summary, the baffle


tube provides a uniform, cold, black outer surface for the optical sys­

tem, a rigid, precise mounting for the secondary, and a well-defined beam


for the primary.


The secondary's conical baffle blocks stray light entering the system


while accepting the desired beam as it converges toward the secondary from


the primary. The outer diameter of the widest part of the cone is six in­

ches, which also represents the true amount of primary obscuration. Ma­

chined from a single piece of aluminum, the cone is 1/16 inch thick, has
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a half-angle of 15 , and is coated on both surfaces with Nextel. The-.


cone's smaller end is tubular and mounts to the spider's inner,-mount­

ing ring.


-. .F-inally-, protruding- -from -the hole--in, the primary-,- the Cassegrain 
baffle accepts the beam converging toward the focal plane from the


secondary. This tubular baffle's base attaches to the mirror mounting


plate and extends upward 11.00 inches. The lower 7.75 inches hold six


ring baffles, whose inner diameters increase with height to accommodate


the secondary's edge ray; a 3.24 inch extension, press fit over the lower


tube, contains internal steps which continue to widen with height above


the primary. Thus, the entire Cassegrain baffle matches the effective


focal ratio, broadening from 1.75 inches near the base to 3.00 inches


at the top. Again, the material is aluminum and the surfaces are painted


with Nextel.


4. Calibrator


To provide a means of calibrating the detectors and monitoring the


primary for air ice formation, we installed a retractable black body. The


sample unit consists of a Ledex 28 ohm push solenoid (123422-032) and a


4-3/B inch long stainless arm, pivoted above the solenoid's actuator. Op­

erating as a lever, a solenoid motion of about .07 inch at a point .19


inch from the pivot produces a motion of 1.56 inch at the lower end of


the arm, sufficient to swing into the modulated beam. Along the arm, two


1N4002 diodes (see III. E. 3.) sense temperatures 2-7/8 and 3-3/4 inches


from the pivot, while an MV5020 LED at the end of the arm furnishes a


source for verifying optical operation through the focal plane monitor.


The arm is painted with Nextel Velvet Coating to approximate black body
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emissivity. Teflon coated Constantan wire minimizes conduction from the


octagon to the diodes; a 3/8 inch Pie bearing, run dry on a 1/8 inch
 

shaft, allow rotation in cryogenic conditions. The solenoid shaft mount,


housing, and electrical connector mount are bolted together and extend
 

through one of the 1-1/8 inch openings in the octagonal collar.
 

The mean temperature of the arm observed by the detectors when ex­

tended is roughly equal to that of the lower diode. During Flight C-1,


this diode reported a temperature of about 120 0 K, producing a brightness


in the 100 micron photoconductor's bandpass, assuming unit emissivity, of


- s
3 x i0 W/cm2 -sr; when various efficiencies and beam size are considered,
 

a flux density of 7x 10-16 W/cm 2 -14, or 2.4 x 1 04 Jy results. This produced


a deflection of 1.1 V at the output or about 2.2 x 104 Jy/V. However, un­

certainties in lower arm temperature and emissivity, filter efficiencies,


and beam size probably introduce errors of about 50% in the calibration.


when used as an ice monitor, we compared the focal plane monitor's


response to the LED with the arm extended into the beam to-the response
 

with the arm retracted. A large ratio indicated little scattering, while


a decrease in the direct beam coupled with an increase in the scattered


beam produces a smaller ratio and warns that condensation of air as fog


above or ice on the optics has taken place.


5. Visible Star Telescope


The simply state difficulty of "knowing what it's looking at" con­

fronts anyone observing from a remote platform. For most astronomers, the


solution lies in the field of visible stars, which provide easily detect­

able point sources of radiation whose positions and movements are well­

known. The predecessor of our 16 inch telescope, the 12 inch telescope
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we call Gondola B (Hoffmann, et al, 1971b), used a star cajera boresighted 
to the telescope structure. Several disadvantages attended its use. First 
of all, the various mechanical provisions for picture taking - shutter 
activation,_ film transpor-t, and time-marking., add-to--command channels and­
reliability worries. More important, synchronizing the exposures and the


infrared scans introduces errors. Finally, photographic analysis, which


includes magnitude and distortion estimates, increases the workload after­

ward. For the new instrument, a 4.25 inch Newtonian reflector was con­

structed and mounted on the telescope framework. The mirror's 21-1/2 inch


focal length produces a focal ratio of 5.06 and a consequent scale at the,


focus of 6.30 /mm. we utilize an EG&G PV-100A photovoltaic silicon photo­

diode with an active area filling a 2.54 mm diameter. Therefore, our beam


I 
size was 16 , comparable to that of the main telescope. Although the pho­

todiode responds between 0.35 and 1.05 microns, it peaks at 0.95 microns;


thus, the instrument has also been named the "l-micron telbscope". The


detection system is discussed further in III. G. 5.
 

The visible star telescope was designed for easy assembly, adjust­

ment, and testing in the field. The 48 inch tube incorporates the 25 inch


telescope proper and a 23 inch extension to reduce stray light; the two


segments bolt together at a small flange. Two split clamps embrace the


tube and mate with slotted blocks that permit continuous adjustment in


both elevation and cross-elevation with respect to the main telescope. An


LED (Motorola MV5020) mounted on a removable cap can be installed over


the objective end before flight. Pulsing the LED with a switched 6 V bat­

tery expedites flight line testing of the detector. Finally, the detection


unit attaches easily through a tapered, beveled, anodized aluminum face


plate that slips into a telescope-mounted receptacle. A bolt positions and
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locks the assembly securely. Figures I11-1, 111-2, and 111-21 show the


visible star telescope's location.


We boresighted by clamping two Tensor lamps to an aluminum beam at


a separation of 23-3/4 inches, equal to the distance between the optical


axes of the two telescopes. The aluminum beam, in turn, was oriented


parallel to the line joining the telescopes' axes, mounted on a tripod,


and placed 500 feet from the gondola. By flashing each lamp at about


3 Hz and controlling its level with a Variac, we were able to acquire and


center one lamp in the main telescope, and then to ad3ust the visible star


telescope's attitude until the other lamp was detected. When the latter's


signal peaked, its mounting bolts were tightened and the process was re­
peated to insure that each telescope was pointed at the proper lamp. This 
procedure aligns the telescopes to better than 2 , even if the lamps are 
misplaced by up to 3-1/2 inches, which is unlikely. 
The visible star telescope performed superbly during flight, identi­

fying stars as precisely as the 16 beam permitted. Despite an unexpected


blow during landing, which dented the tube extension and crushed the ex­

ternal preamplifier chassis box, the optics and electronics were quickly


repaired. Clearly, this simple, light, versatile and rugged instrument


will be invaluable on future flights.


G. Detection System


1. Detector Block and Filter Block


The detector block embodies the focus, both physically and figura­

tively, of the structural, cryogenic, and optical systems. To work proper­

ly, the block must be designed to exploit its highly specialized environ­

ment to the fullest. Structurally, it must furnish the detectors with a
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firm, defined mounting and orientation. Cryogenically, it must-convey- the


low temperature of the LHe both efficiently and continually.:Optically, it


must exclude unwanted radiation, in both frequency and solid angle. This 
- sedti~frd eal- firs-with The stiHicturd-and 6ogfical '6nsideationsand --­
then discusses the cryogenic aspects. Individual detectors are described

in the following sections.


Figures 111-30 and 111-31 are photographs of the detector block from


the side and from the top, respectively; Figures 111-32 and III-33,are


the corresponding photographs of the filter block. Overall, the two units


are assembled separately; then they are bolted together and positioned in


the helium vessel. After cables are routed and the vessel is readied, we


fksten the detector/filter block assembly to the mirror mounting plate,


the fundamental reference surface for the optics and the most direct route


to the mounting ring segments on the inner dewar wall (see Figure III25).


Dealing with each unit in more detail, I shall begin with the detector


block. The basic problem was the integration of four detectorsrwith dif­

ferent Fabry optics and mounting arrangements, into a symmetrical, com­

pact configuration at the focal plane. To accomplish this, we divided-a


region 2-1/4 inches in diameter into quadrants, each one assigned to one,


6 
of the four IR channels. The quadrants, all made of copper for maximum


thermal conductivity, have waffled bottoms and rest on a waffled disk,


which we have called the "waffle", 2-1/4 inch in diameter by 3 inch thick.
 

Apiezon N-Grease, a highly recommended (and rather expensive) heat sink­

ing compound, is applied between the surfaces; clamping is achieved by


We use both electrolytic tough pitch, a common industrial copper, and


OFHC (oxygen-free high conductivity) copper in the block. Experiments at


low temperature (Powell, et al, 1957) show that at 40K, the former con­

ducts about 300 W/m- K. Two OFHC alloy samples are lower and higher, re­

spectively, so we use the tough pitch value for thermal conductivity.


6 
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cooling fin. A carefully machined disk, 2-5/8 inch in diadete, conialhs'


five apertures, four for the IR channels and a cenfral h&idi.foihefocal


plane monitor's solid fiber bundle. Each aperture's minimum diameter stops


down incoming-radkat-io to jstinclude te secondary 'mirror's f/5.7 beam; 
above this stop, the apertures widen to accommodate the various filters.


We have tried'to standardize filter diameters to-.400 inch so that dif­

ferent or replacement filters can be easily installed. The filters, in


turn, are topped by thin aluminum retaining rings, which rise about .010 ­
inch above the disk's top surface. There, twin phosphor bronze springs,


anchored by 2-56 socket cap screws, gently clamp the retainers in place'.


On the other, lower disk surface are epoxied thin fiberglass baffles thiat


extend to within I0.i0 inch of each detector's optics, preventing radia­

tive crosstalk. A layer of foil baffles the solid fiber bundle. Finally,


the entire disk is bolted to the mounting flange by eight 4-40 bolts


on a 2-3/8 inch bolt circle; Apiezon N-Grease is used to improve thermal


contact.


The mounting flange, 5-3/8 inches in diameter and 3/16 inch thick;t "


contains four bolt circles. Moving radially- outward, the first is for


bolts from the filter disk. The second, at 3-1/4 inches, contains four


holes to allow cold helium gas to move from the concentric space between


the detector and filter blocks to the central volume above the filter


disk and through the Cassegrain baffle-. Next, a 4-1/2 inch bolt circle


contains tapped holes with stainless helicoils to receive 10-32 bolts


withV3/8 inch fiberglass spacers from the mirror mounting plate. The 
spacers are machined to tilt the entire assembly 0.470 to correct the


collination of the bolometer and the SBPC Fabry optics. On the same bolt


circle are clear holes for 10-32 holes to the detector block; '0i/8 inch
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spacers correct for an-uneven detector block mountin. flange, making the


two flanges parallel. Finally, a groove 5 inches in diameter in the bottom


surface positions a tube of 1/16 inch thick copper; the two parts are


hard-soldered together.


The thin copper tube extends 8 inches downward where it is hard­

soldered to the filter block cooling fin. Shaped to dip into the down­

side of the helium can, the 1/16 inch thick fin represents the final link


in the transfer of heat away from the filter disk. To the fin are at­

tached the cryogenic heater resistor, the Cinch connector for the cryo­

heater power, temperature, and level sensing cable (the "thermometer


cable"), and the signal and bias cables, for heat sihking. Overall, the


filter block surrounds the detector block in a cold 3acket, reducing its


sensitivity to radiative or advective temperature fluctuations that might


cause the detectors to drift. Moreover, the uninterrupted, highly conduc­

tive paths of copper to the helium liquid, regardless of elevation'angle,


maintain- uniform, low temperatures at both detectors and filters.


A crude but inclusive model of heat transfer among the block elements


and their surroundings is shown in Figure I1-34. D6minating the cooling,


by design-, are the copper fins, while block heating occurs mainly by ad­

vection of warmer gas. This model encouraged,us to rebuild an earlier


helium vessel-detector block configuration that involved longer, inter­

rupted heat sink to a closed, doughnut-shaped can. No major revisions


seem appropriate after the system's successful performance in the labora­

tory and aloft.


2. Cornell University Photoconductors


At present, sensitive detection between 30 and 300 microns depends on
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bolometers and extrinsic (or impurity) germanium photoconductors. The for­

mer, described in III. G. 4., are thermal detectors with a uniform spec­

tral response; extrinsic photoconductors display explicit quantum beha­

vior. As we see in Figure ITT-4, the detectivity increases gradually and


decreases abruptly as wavelength increases. The slow climb demonstrates


that photoconductors respond to photons, not the radiant flux, per se.


Since more photons are required for the same flux as wavelength increases,


the responsivity, when defined as photon events per watt, increases di­

rectly with wavelength. However, photons beyond a characteristic wave­

length possess in~ufficient energy to vault the barrier imposed by the


forbidden gap; at this point, responsivity suddenly falls. This qualita­

tive behavior of ideal photoconductors permits us to fabricate detectors


of widely varied absolute and spectral responsivities.


As outlined in a thorough review paper by Putley (1964), three types
 

of electronic transition lead to photoconductivity. Intrinsic detectors


are ideally pure semiconductors. When photons of adequate energy elevate


electrons from valence to conduction bands, free electrons and holes are


created, improving the conductivity. Extremely small band gaps are demand­

ed as wavelength increases; beyond 10 microns, the best performers are ex­

trinsic photoconductors. Such devices are doped with impurities, whose


quantum structure includes levels in the forbidden gap of the host mate­

rial. As the levels approach the band edges, ionization into the conduc­

tion band, producing free electrons, or from the valence band, leaving


holes, requires less energy and moves the threshold to longer wavelengths.
 

The "shallow" impurity levels of boron and gallium in germanium make


these materials useful beyond 50 microns. Finally, free carrier photo­

conductivity relies on the poor coupling at low temperatures between elec­
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trons and the semiconductor lattice. When excited by photons, the free'


carriers increase their mean energy above their thermal energy and usually


exhibit higher conductivity. Absorption by free electrons increases as X2


until the light frequency equals the frequency of electron-lattice col­

lisions; at longer wavelengths, it remains constant.7Thus, free electron


photoconductors show a response that increases steeply and levels off as'


the wavelength lengthens, without a long-wavelength cutoff.


The gallium-doped germanium (Ge:Ga) detector was developed by Moore


and Shenker (1965). Since gallium is a Group III impurity, its impurity'


level lies above and harbors electrons from the valence band, leaving
 

holes, the mobile carrier, behind. The intervening band gap is 10.97


milli-electron volts, corresponding to a threshold wavelength of 113


microns. The spectral response curve in Figure 111-4 shows that the long


wavelength cutoff is less sudden than in other doped-germanium detectors,


with some response out to 200 microns. This "tail" is of little direct


use to IR astronomers, although it may indicate physical processes of


interest to developers of very far-IR photoconductors. The curve was mea­

sured by Jeffers and Johnson (1968). Peak responsivity falls close to


100 microns, with half power points at 50 and 130 microns.


To optimize the sensitivity of a photoconductor, particular atten­

tion must be paid to the concentration of dopant and to contamination by


other impurities, which may neutralize the desired carriers and reduce


their lifetimes. Gallium, it turns out, is the most easily introduced do­

pant both in quantity and purity. The proper concentration depends on the


cross-section for ionizing radiation of the impurities. As the energy gap


7In classical Drude theory, c = a0"(I W2 2)-I, where 0 0 is the conducti­

vity at zero frequency, w is the light frequency, and T is the electron


scattering time.
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decreases, the effective radius of the impurity increases, so that the


8


cross-section grows as the inverse square of the energy gap. For Ge:Ga,


- 2
we have 1.05 X .0 cm per impurity (Moore, 1975). In principle, one


might assume that increasing the impurity concentration to insure capture


of all photons impinging on a detector is reasonable, but when over


-3
10 15 cm dopant atoms are added, collective effects (banding) among-the


impurities occur. In practice, concentrations above 2 x 10 cm-3increase


resistances, and consequently, noise, to a higher, less acceptable level,


while the goal in detector design,is reducing the fundamental statistical
 

noise of generation and recombination of electron-hole pairs (g-r noise).
9


- 3
Thus, dopant densities of roughly 10 cm prove to be optimal.


The response of detectors, both quantum and thermal, to radiation,


conforms to the general differential equation, following Putley (1964);


dAN _ N " dt = flM , where (111.2)


AN is the change in either free carrier number or temperature, 
AiJ is the radiant flux increment,


n is the efficiency of the detector, in terms of change in free carrier


number or temperature per unit radiant flux, and


T is the time constant for recombination of free carrier or temperature 
equilibration. 
For AJ = AJ0 = constant, the change approaches some limiting value'AN.,v as 
8The Bohr atom shows this clearly: Since the Bohr radius is proportional 
to the principal quantum number, n, squared, and since n 2 is also the ratio 
of the ground state to the impurity level ionization energy, Bo/Ei,the area 
of the Bohr atom is proportional to (EJEI)2. 
9


A maximum in detector resistance as a function of impurity concentration


occurs at 2 x 105 cm 3for Ge:Be. For Ge:Ga, the maximum would occur at
 

- 3 .
1015 cm See Moore, (1975).
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' =
AN AN (l - ) , where


(111.3) 
AN = flAJOT 
Clearly, high efficiencies and long carrier lifetimes or thermal time con­

stants produce the greatest variations. However, in IR astronomy, the back­

ground is so similar to the source in radiant flux that chopping is neces­

sary, resulting in a varying J. If we assume a sinusoidal variation at ang­

ular frequency w, or AJ = AJ0 (l + e it), the solution to (111.2) becomes


e i t +
AN nAJOT(l + , where


(1 + W22) ,wierf (111.4)


6 =tan-'(-T).


The factor (1 + w 2T2 )-1 is known as the attenuation factor; for slower


thermal detectors, as we shall see when we discuss bolometers, we must pay


it strict attention. However, in photoconductors, T is on the order of


10- 7
 to 10- 8 seconds and chopping frequencies rarely exceed 103 Hz, so


that wT is much smaller than 1, and the change becomes


i t
AN = IAJoT(l + e ) = TAJ, oT<<l. (111.5) 
Physically, the photoconductor faithfully mimics the radiation, with nei­
ther attenuation nor phase lag. 
The consequent change in conductivity is 
J
AC = e-AN =eTnT , where (111.6)


V v 
v is the detector volume,


p is the carrier mobility (velocity attained per unit electric field),


and


e is the electronic charge. Then, because resistance R is inversely re­

lated to conductivity C, we have


-dR + du aM (111.7) 
R a J 
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Substituting from (111.6), we find that


dR RTIT R


dAJ 7F
-J


At a given bias voltage, a current will flow across the photoconductor.


When the voltage-resistance behavior (generally non-ohmic, it must be


tested under different background powers) is found, and when the radiant


flux is determined and expressed in units of power, the responsivity can


be written, following (111.8). For additional general information on


photoconductors, see the review article by Putley (1964).


The Cornell photoconductors, henceforth known as CUPC's, are nomi­

nally identical Ge:Ga crystals cut from a single boole supplied by the
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.
Nucleonic Products Corporation, with a specified doping of 2 X 1014 cm


They were fabricated, along with their optical modules and detector block 
mounting adaptors, by Dennis Ward in the early months of 1976. He gives 
the laboratory measurements listed below, when subjected to a background 
power of 1.1 X 10- W, at an effective wavelength of 85p, in a cryostat 
at 4.2 OK. 
Quantity Units Detector E Detector F 
IR Channel 1001 5011 
-NEP W/Hz1 8.7 x i0 9.6 x 10- 1


Responsivity mA/W 850 1070


-
Noise Current A/Hz 7.4 x 10 l' 1.0 ' I0 -1 
Bias V 0.27 0.24 
Detector Resistance Mohm 28.8 21.2 
For photons at 85 microns, a background limited infrared photo­

conductor (BLIP) has an NEP of
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2 Y Background power - Energy per photon


-1.05 x 10- W/Hz.


Consequently, the detectors are roughly nine times worse than BLIP,


providing us with an idea of their quantumuefficiencyi 1. At least part


of the loss occurs through reflection and transmission effects, but the


integrating cavity, a right cylindrical depression in which the photo­

conductor is mounted, probably improves the calculated efficiency of


0.37 considerably.I 0 Moore (1975) mentions the importance of contact


technology in reducing excess noise; the soldered contacts of the CUPC's


are one suspected noise source.


The detectors are mounted on small copper blocks (see Figures 111-26


and 111-31) which attach to the optical modules, described below. One


clear hole, oversized to permit adjustment, is provided for a 2-56 bolt;


shim stock can be placed on the facing work surface for trimming along the


optical axis. The cubic detector presents an edge to the beam to increase


internal reflections and resides in a semi-cylindrical cavity, machined


from the block, to further concentrate the radiation. A short copper cy­

linder supports the detector through an indium solder 3oint and is one


of the two contacts. The cylinder, in turn, is isolated from the block by


a layer of GE varnish and to its side is soldered a first lead. The other


contact is also by indium solder joint on the opposite face, in which a


thin lead is anchored. Both leads pass through small holes in the block,


insulated and constrained by GE varnish; posts on the other side provide


solder lugs for wiring into the detector block below.


The copper optical module (Figure 111-26) uses a mirror to intercept


10This figure is based on the geometrical and optical properties of the


detector, with multiple reflections included and an assumed cross-section


2
per impurity atom of 1014 cm . The detectors are 2 mm square.
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the f/5.7 beam from the secondary and concentrate it on the detector, de­

flecting it about 34 . Made from an aluminized, piano-concave lens of 9.9


mm diameter, the mirror has a focal length of about 9.5 mm, thereby pro­

viding the detector with"f/l Fabry optics. The mirror sits on an alumi­

num holder, attached by flexible cryogenic epoxy, which can rotate around


and translate along the axis perpendicular to both incident and reflected


beams for adjustment. Since mirrors are quite efficient at IR wavelengths


(about 98%), losses are small; when losses due to misalignment and mis­

match are included, Ward estimates rI= 0.80 for the optical modules. The


modules themselves are bolted and heat sunk (with Apiezon N-Grease) to


mounting adaptors which mate with the waffled detector block surface._


Overall, the design embodies flexibility; detector exchange involves one


2-56 bolt and two solder connections.


The filter disk, described in III. G. I., carries the filters and


baffles for the detectors. For the CUPC at 100 microns the long wave­

length limit is defined by the detector itself, which loses response


abruptly beyond its peak, dropping to half power at around 130 microns.


The shorter wavelengths are blocked by an 0.077 inch thick BaF 2 crystal


which reflects strongly between 30 and 60 microns at room temperature.

When chilled to 4 OK, however, this restrahlen reflection band moves

to somewhat longer wavelengths and the cut-on becomes sharper. In our case, 
BaF 2 transmits 50% of peak transmission at 75 microns. For X < 18p, a 
diamond scatter filter (Armstrong and Low, 1973) applied to one face of 
the crystal removes radiation; above it is a .004 inch black polyethylene


filter for X < 3p, excluding visible light. Respective transmission coef­

ficients for BaF2, diamond scatter, and black polyethylene, averaged over


11Restrahlen bands are caused by resonances between the incoming photons


and a transverse lattice phonon mode.
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the passband, are 0.81, 0.80, and 0.90; the combination gives a filter


efficiency of 0.58. When the Fabry optics are included, this drops to


0.46.


Tor the 50 micron &PPC, both low and high pass filters are required;


since the Ge:Ga detector remains sensitive out to about 130 microns. The


low pass filter is a .080 inch thick disk of KRS-5 (42% TlBr and 58% TII)


which blocks half of its peak transmission around 70 microns. The rather


high (2.3) index of refraction requires anti-reflection coating to reduce


losses; our filter was optimized for 50 microns. The high pass filter is


a .046 inch CaF2 filter, whose restrahlen band ends abruptly at around 40
 

microns, with a half power point at 45 microns. As before, diamond scatter
 

and polyethylene filters block wavelengths shorter than 15 microns, where


the restrahlen band begins. The respective transmission coefficients for


CaF 2, diamond scatter, polyethylene, and KRS-5 are 0.85, 0.90, 0.68, and


0.78, while the Fabry optics pass on 0.80. A total efficiency of 0.32 re­

sults.


The detectors are biased by 0.27 V, obtained from a 1.4 V El Eveready


battery behind a voltage divider in the preamp box. Between each detector


and ground is 1.9 M of load resistance (from two Daven 3.8 M ±1% wire­

wound resistors in parallel), across which the modulated current generates


a voltage (see Figure 111-35). No cold preamplifier steps up the voltage


on any of our channels; low-noise coaxial cables carry our signals direct­

ly to the externally mounted preamplifier.


3. Santa Barbara Research Center Photoconductor


Like the CUPC's, the arsenic-doped silicon (Si:As) detector purchased


from the Santa Barbara Research Center operates on extrinsic photo­

conductivity. Silicon's band gap, however, is 1.1 eV, compared with 0.7 eV
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for germanium; consequently, the impurity levels lie further from the


bands. For example, the holes in Ge:As are bound by 12.7 milli-eV, in


Si:As by 49 milli-eV. Si:As differs in another way from Ge:Ga in that


the dopant is a Group V element and donates electrons to the valence


band. The result is a detector which cuts on abruptly at 24 microns and


remains useful down to around 1 micron. Specifications, provided by


the manufacturer with a chopped 500 0 K black body, a 295 0K background


putting 4.5 x 10- 9 W on the detector, and a 5 0K cryostat, follow:


Quantity Unit SBPC 
IR Channel 2011 
NEP W/Hz 4.2 x 10 
-1 
Responsivity A/W 2 
Noise Current A/Hz 8.4 x 10 
- 14 
Bias V 25 
Detector Resistance Mohm 9000 
An invar disk 0.375 inch in diameter and 0.126 inch thick contains .


a conical cavity in which the detector resides, electrically insulated


by a sapphire wafer (see Figure 111-26). Contacts are made to the top and


bottom of the crystal; the leads are threaded through the block to stand­

offs. The manufacturer furnished a 20 M resistor on the invar disk for


testing purposes, but an in-line standoff enables us to use two of our


Johnson noise-limited Daven wirewound resistors in series for 7.6 M of


load resistance. Three E146X Eveready 8.4 V batteries in series bias the
 

photoconductor at the recommended b 24 volts. The invar disk is bolted


by two 0-80 fillister head bolts to the bottom of a well in the block,


one of the copper quadrants described in III. G. 1. A channel takes the


leads from the well to Teflon-insulated standoffs on the outer rim of the
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block. Lastly, two tapped holes on either side of the well receive 0-80


bolts that retain the Fabry lens clamp.


The Fabry optics consists of a KRS-5 concavo-convex spherical lens


produced by the Unique Optical Company. With an anti-reflection coating


of .004 inch polyethylene (applied by Ken Armstrong of the'University of


Arizona), the lens transmits 96% at 20 micron. The lens lies in the focal


plane; an annular flat on the concave side affords a mounting and refer­

ence surface. With a diameter of 12.5 mm and a focal length of 11.25 mm,


determined by the f/5.7 beam of the secondary and the detector area, the


lens is close to f/l and produces a blur circle of about 0.1 mm, about


5% of the detector size. With the lens clamp in place, a 7 mm clear aper­

ture remains, somewhat reducing the lens speed.


The Si:As detector defines the long-wavelength cutoff by its own


loss of responsivity. A long-wave-pass silicon multilayer interference


filter. .040 inches thick, was obtained from the Optical Coatings Labora­

tory, t6block radiation below 18.4 microns, its half power point. The


pass band was specifically chosen to cover a region of low atmospheric


emisivity and to avoid the CO2 band between 13"and 18 microns. The cut­

on' is quite steep, rising from 10% to 90% transmission in only 0.47 mi­

cron. Filter and lens transmission factors, averaged over an 18.4 to


24 micron bandpass, are 0.46 and 0.93, respectively; consequently, T


0.43 overall.


4. Infrared Laboratories Bolometer


A composite germanium silicon bolometer, fabricated by Infrared


Laboratories, constituted our fourth infrared channel. We used it at 100


microns, in order-to compare it directly with one of our Ge:Ga photo­
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conductors. Unlike photoconductors, bolometers are thermal detectors; as


long as wavelengths small with respect to the crystal chip are absorbed


efficiently, the response is independent of wavelength. Other conse­

quences of thermal detection include lower operating temperatures (for


Low bolometers), longer time constants, and the need to consider and to


optimize heat flow between the crystal and its environment. An early paper


by Jones (1953) contains the general theory of bolometer performance,
 

which was applied by Low to the germanium bolometer in his classic pub­

lication a decade later (Low, 1963). My discussion digresses with a


sketch of the theory, following Jones and Low, and then returns to our °


particular detector's characteristics and integration Jnto the experi­

ment.


We must distinguish among the electrical power P, the product of


voltage E and current I, that is dissipated in the detector, the steady
 

background power Q, and the chopped signal power AQ. Normally, P >> Q


and AQ, so 'we have the following approximation:


G(T - To) = P + Q + AO p , where (111.9) 
G is the thermal conductance between bolometer and block, dependent on-
T but not on T,o 
 
T is the temperature of the bolometer element, and


T is the temperature of the block.
o 
 
Physically, heat transport to the block balances the incident power. In


order to assess the effects of a signal on the ratio of voltage change


across the crystal to energy change in the crystal (in other words, the


responsivity), we take the derivative of (111.9) with respect to T - To
 

AT. Q is constant and drops out; the change in power dissipated in the
 

detector depends on the resistance, which depends in turn on AT, so, for
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constant detector bias current,
 

dP dP dR dP 2 
T- Ra = 1 Rc = 
 aP, where (III.10)
AT dR 

a = d logR/dAT, the temperature coefficient of resistance. 

For germanium, between 1.1 and 4.2 0K, the resistance is proportional to 
the inverse fourth power of temperature, so a = -4/T. In Jones's termi­

nology, this is a negative bolometer, since a< 0. Therefore, (111.9) be­

comes


G UP = dAT (111.11)


Physically, the difference between heat leaking from and deposited in the


detector equals the .signal power's change per change in temperature. The


voltage behaves similarly, since


dE dE dR dE

 (111.12)
dAT dR dAT dR = I = Ea 
The responsivity, in V/W, is the ratio 
S E (III. 13)


G - aP


A thermal time constant, T, can be defined as the ratio between the heat


capacity, C, and the net rate of energy change, expressed by (III.11); we


obtain


c 
T - (111.14)
G - aP 
We immediately see the critical nature of G, the thermal conductivity.
1 2 
G must be small to improve. the responsivity, but large to prevent an over­

ly sluggish time constant. The situation improves with a small C, which


12In a general treatment, this quantity includes radiative and convective


losses, too. For Low bolometers, conduction in the leads should dominate,


restricting them to a vacuum environment.
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engenders a small T without making G too large. So, bolometers are made


as small as possible, but must compare in size to the beam from the Fabry


optics and should be considerably bigger than the wavelength in question.


A high Jal is also desirable, to increase responsivity. The problem be­

o


comes tractable with extremely low temperature, around 2 K, operation.


The very small heat capacity and good thermal conductivity in the crystal


create a reasonable time constant. A high value of jal and better control


over G yield high responsivity. Finally, the moderate doping of the ger­

manium crystal my gallium is most effective at low temperatures.


Doping is executed since pure germanium is rather transparent to far-

IR photons and displays a lower Ii. impurities strongly couple photons


to the lattice through scattering1 3 and optimize the value of lal; as


in photoconductors, gallium is introduced because it can be done with


purity and precision. The boole used by Infrared Laboratories had a bulk


resistivity, p, of 0.10 ohm-cm, which corresponds to a mobility-concentra­

-
tion product for the holes, Phnh, of 6 x 1019 (ohm-cm-coul) , since


1/P = C = elhnh . (111.15) 
Using 2 x l0 cm2/V-sec for Ph (Moore and Shenker, 1965), nh = 3 x 1014 
cm- 3, as compared to 2 x 104 cm- 3 for the Ge:Ga photoconductor. One may


ask how photoconductors and bolometers differ, ignoring the obviously dis­

similar modes of operation. This is discussed in papers by Zwerdling, etal


(1968 and 1972). One salient distinction is the presence of "compen­

sating impurities", in our case, donor impurities whose electrons migrate


to the acceptor, or gallium, atoms. This process is known as impurity


'hopping conduction, which can be triggered by IR photons. Eventually,


Scattering refers to a complicated mechanism whereby energy absorbed by


charge carriers is distributed rapidly among the normal modes of vibration


in the crystal lattice, which itself does not absorb in the very far-IR.


13 
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such conduction creates phonons, which heat the lattice. If the donor.


concentration is not too high, the waveIunctions will not overlap much,
 

so that thermally-activated tunneling between impurities is possible.


Should the concentration exceed about 2 X 10 cm- 3 , however, the wave 
functions overlap and bands form, permitting easy conduction relatively


independent of crystal temperature. Therefore, the reliance on hopping
 

conduction to thermalize photons and the control over heat loss to ex­

hibit temperature changes distinguish the bolometer from the photocon­

ductor. For bolometers, higher impurity doping is permissible; the boole
 

used by Infrared Laboratories was only specified by a bulk resistivity,


so that the actual doping, apart from the mobility-doping product, was


not known.


Individual bolometers are evaluated from load curves compiled by


measuring voltage changes as the bias current is varied. Two operating


points on this curve are relevant: the points of optimum responsivity


and of optimum signal-to-noise. The former can be found through de­

riving the optimum responsivity value and finding the point on the


curve with that value; Low (1963) shows how this is done. The latter


is located by checking signal to noise ratios at intervals along the load


curve. If different from the optimum responsivity point, the actual


responsivity must be derated, since a different amount of power is being


dissipated in the bolometer.


As delivered, the composite1 4 bolometer measures .59 by .59 by .25


mm and hangs above a copper substrate described below. When chopped at


14To increase absorption further, a layer of silicon, heavily doped with


-
arsenic (1018 cm 3) and 1.2 mm in diameter, is cemented above the crystal;


hence the term "composite" bolometer. At 100 microns, more than 70% of


the incident radiation is absorbed and conducted to the crystal.
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-
20 Hz in a 1.7 OK cryostat, with a background of 10 B W, it meets the fol­

lowing specifications at the recommended (best signal-to-noise) operating


point:


Quantity Unit Bolometer


IR Channel 100P Bolometer


-

NEP W/Hz 3.2 x 10 14 
Responsivity V/W 1.2 x 106 
Noise Voltage V/Hz 3.9 x 10- 8 . 
Bias .IA 0.4


Detector Resistance Mohm 1.5


Other quantities of interest are the thermal time constant, 2.5 millisec­
onds, which produces an attenuation factor (see Equation II.4) of 0.96 
for chopping at 13 Hz, the thermal conductivity G, 0.4 pW °K, and the 
optimum responsivity, 2 x 106 V/W, which indicates a derating factor of 
0.64.


The bolometer is inherently fragile, both mechanically and electri­

cally. Two gold leads suspend the bolometer above the substrate, so that


a direct blow could break the prestrained wire or solder 3oint. Secondly,


the solder 3oints themselves have a low melting point; they demand ex­

treme care in soldering the ungrounded lead. Most subtly, the leads can


be fused by normal bias battery voltage, so care must be taken to include


sufficient load resistance, even when testing for continuity. Therefore,


the bolometer sets a standard for care in handling and testing the entire


instrument.


A copper substrate .276 inches in diameter and .250 inches thick


carries the bolometer. The gr6und lead is directly soldered to the copper,


while the bias lead descends through the substrate in an electrically in­
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sulated standoff. Three clear holes for 0-80 bolts are provided; which


mate with tapped holes in the larger copper quadrant. To control thermal


conductivity, the bolometer must operate in an evacuated cavity. A simple


cryopumping arrangment provides a reasonable vacuum at the bolometer's


operating temperature. A nickel cylinder was hard-soldered in a .079 inch


recess around the bolometer substrate to the copper quadrant, which be­

came 
 the cavity floor. Similarly, a copper capillary was hard-soldered


through a hole in the cylinder to accommodate the bias lead which ter­

minated in an insulated standoff near the quadrant rim. Finally, the ca­

vity's top, a crystal quartz lens, was attached to a shoulder at the top,'


of the cylinder with Armstrong A-12 epoxy, a rugged, cryogenic adhesive;


the same epoxy sealed the bias lead in the capillary. We used nickel for


the cylinder because its coefficient of thermal expansion is close to


that of quartz, eliminating shear across the epoxy joint.


Electrically, the quadrant served as ground, while thd bias lead's-
 -

standoff was common to the load resistor and the preamp input. An Eveready


E163 4.2 V battery, through two 3.8 M Daven wirewound resistors in


series, was used to deliver 0.4 pA at 0.6 V to the'detector (see Figure


111-35). The circuit differs from the photoconductors' in that the pre­

amp amplifies the voltage variations across the detector rather than a


load resistor.


The plano-convex quartz lens, mentioned above, concentrates the beam


on the bolometer 0.295 inch below its front surface. With a clear aper­

ture of 0.280 inch, the focal ratio again is close to one; the trans­

mission is approximately 0.66, averaged over the passband. Low temperatures


change the focal length very little, since the front surface's radius of


curvature and the change in the index of refraction compensate each other.
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To define a passband around 100 microns for a thermal detector, both long


and short wavelengths must be blocked. A BaF2 , diamond scatter, and black


polyethylene combination, identical to that used by the 100 micron photo­

conductor, cuts on at 75 microns and averages 58% transmission. On the
 

other side, a wire mesh interference filter built by Paul Harvey cuts on


gradually between 140 and 100 microns, with a half power point at about


120 microns. The mean transmission in a 75-140 micron passpand is 0.43.


Combining the lens and the filters, we obtain a transmission of 0.16.


This concludes the description of detectors in the focal plane. The


photodiodes for the visible star telescope and the focal plane monitor


are located in their respective preamp modules. A summary of their per­

formance falls in VI. A., along with a helpful tabulation, Table VI-I.


5. Visible Star Telescope Detection


The detection system for the visible star telescope consists of a


silicon photodiode, a preamplifier, and a container designed to minimize


radio frequency interference (RFI), microphonics, and cooling by the cold


stratosphere. After describing these components, I shall discuss how the


output was processed.


The photodiode (EG&G PV-100A) resides in a cylindrical mount, secure­

ly locked on the focal plane, and operates photovoltaically, without bias


voltage. The p-n junction develops a current proportional to incident ra­

diation, up to saturation, from the near-UV to roughly one micron. The


response curve appears in Figure 111-4. The current subsequently flows


into a transimpedance amplifier formed by an Analog Devices 42K opamp


and a Burr-Brown 3522S opamp. The overall gain is around 400; the time


constant for the amplifier is 35 milliseconds. This output signal is
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telemetered to the ground and amplified by two in a signal filter that


precedes the computer. A two-channel Sanborn chart recorder receives


the signal, along with the bleep, forming a legible sequence of timed star


sightings.


The preamp is housed in a small chassis box suspended by blocks of
 

styrofoam in an outer chassis box. Erie RFI filters, grounded to the outer


box, lie on the signal, ground, and ± 15 V leads between the preamp and


the connector to the outside world. The photodiode sends its current to


the preamp via a short length of Microdot low-noise coaxial cable; this


precaution, when coupled with care in wiring and mounting the preamp,


obviates serious microphonics. The stratospheric cold is countered by


heating and insulation. Two parallel 1.8 K resistors, driven by the ± 15


volt supply, are heat sunk to the Analog Devices opamp, whose operating


range stops at -25 °C. The Burr-Brown 3522S operates to -55 0C, so it


requires no assistance. Then, the low thermal conductivity Dow styro­

foam impedes heat flow from the preamp and a lining of aluminum tape dis­

courages radiative losses. A compact and simple package results.


The system noise, as observed on the strip chart record, is close


to .04 V peak-to-peak (p-p) or .014 V root-mean-square (rms). Satura­

tion occurs for a 5 V signal, due to the NCAR telemetry discriminators.


Assuming we can pick out a signal equal to the rms noise, our dynamic


range is about 360, or 6.4 magnitudes. Where shall we deploy this range?


The number of stars needed to locate our IR scans fixes the desired sen­

sitivity. The paucity of extremely bright objects argues for letting them


saturate the system. With these principles in mind, we address the ques­

tion in more detail.


A digression I must make concerns the spectral response of the photo­
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diode, which includes near-IR as well as visible wavelengths. This means


that simply relying on visual magnitudes for deciding how much sensitivity


will be needed will not work. Compounding the problem is the uncertainty


in the spectral response at stratospheric temperatures. Figure 111-4


shows that the long wavelength cutoff becomes sharper and moves to slight­

ly shorter wavelengths, while the responsivity peak decreases a bit and


levels off at 0.9 micron. Data blueward of. 0.8 micron is simply not avail­

able from the manufacturer. However, the deviation of response with tem­

perature is negative below 0.6 micron, implying a UV enhancement with


colder conditions. The properties of silicon, increasing of and decreasing


penetration by shorter wavelength photons, may be temperature dependent.


I dwell on this point because B stars, whose Planck curves peak at or


less than 0.27 micron, are detected by the system as if the photodiode's


near-LV responsivity remains roughly as high as the visible.


For our magnitude corrections, I have assumed the detector was at
 

ambient temperature, 221 OK, and assigned the three bands for which near-

IR colors exist (Johnson, 1966) efficiency factors relative to the room


temperature responsivity peak of 0.47 A/W at 0.95 micron. The V band at


0.55 micron is 55% of peak, the R band at 0.70 micron is 71% of peak, and


the I band at 0.90 micron is 94% of peak. To construct a correction to


the visual magnitude, MVr, I convert the colors for the appropriate spec­

tral type and luminosity classification to intensities and use the fol­

lowing formula:
 

f.55 + IR/IV (.71) + IT/1V (.94)1 (1-f)

IC R I (111.16) 
(.55) 
where 
IR/IV is the converted V - R color, 
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II/Iv is the converted V - I color, and


f is the fraction of radiation longward of 1.05 micron, as determined


from the appropriate effective temperature.


I is then expressed in magnitudes to give MC, a correction that can be


applied to a star of known spectral type whose detection by the visible


star telescope is suspected. The method, as applied to the eight bright­

est observed non-variable stars on Flight C-i, obtains the results in


Table 111-4, below:


TABLE III-4: BRIGHTEST STARS OBSERVED ON FLIGHT C-1


NAME SPECTRAL OBSERVED OBSERVED PREDICTED Mv
VVOLTAGE MAGNITUDE MAGNITUDE
TYPE 
 
V m MC 
a Aql A7 IV 5.3 0.0 -0.7 0.8 
y Aql K3 II 2.5 0.9 1.1 3.1 
B Del P5 IV .72 2.2 2.0 3.7 
1 Her B3 V .56 2.4 2.4. 3.8


E Del B6 III .42 2.8 2.6 4.0


j1 Aql K3 III .4-1 2.9 2.8 4.8 
55 Cyg B3 Ia .24 3.4 3.5 4.9


57 Cyg B5 V .24 3.4 3.4 4.8


* 
Saturated.


As can be clearly seen, the brightest, a Aql, saturated; the other seven


were used to obtain a standard deviation of 0.15 magnitudes for the pro­

cedure.


Errors in the procedure arise from many sources. First, the UV re­

sponse of the detector is not well-known. Second, the beam profile of the


visible star telescope has not been determined, so that stars grazing the


beam may give lower signals. Third, for fainter stars, spectral informa­

tion is often crude, and is usually given without luminosity classifica­
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tion. Both, but especially the latter, affect the magnitude correction.


Finally, estimating the signal level from the strip chart record or the


digital output introduces error. Despite these problems, a few faint but


extremely red variables were correctly identified, including T Aql, whose


runs between 10.6 and 11.0.


Returning to the original question of setting the gain, we consider


the number of stars accessible to the .06 square degree beam of the tele­

mV 
 
scope. In the normal operating mode, scans of several degrees are made in


cross-elevation while pointing east or west, so apparent stellar motion in


hour angle builds up sky coverage. If, for example, we swing through 5


degrees of arc with our roughly 1 degree beam, we cover about one square


degree. Consequently, to locate our scan, the visible star telescope


should report a few stars per square degree. The average star density


for b< l! 0 °1 has been taken as that at b = 15°1; there are 0.6, 1.7, 
and 4.9 stars/square degree brighter than mV = 7.0, 8.0, and 9.0, re­
spectively (Allen, 1973). As explained above, the detector responds more


to late- than early-type stars. By adopting the special distribution of


spectral types near the galactic plane1 5 , I can adjust the star densities


to reflect the undetected early-type stars. If we acquire, as we believe


we did on Flight C-1, stars to the following depths in mv: BO - 7.7, 
AO - 7.8, FO - 8.0, GO - 8.1, KO - 8.2, K5 - 8.5, M0 - 8.7, and 
M5 - 9.4, we should see 3.6 stars/square degree. Away from the plane, 
the number is somewhat lower; for the mean density over the entire sky, 
2.3 stars/square degree are within reach. At any rate, the requirement


of locating at least one star per scan is met comfortably. Moreover, with


See the Handbook of Military IR Technology (Wolfe, 1965) for a useful


set of tables on star distribution, both spatial and spectral.
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6.4 magnitudes of range, any AO star, for example, of mV < 1.4 saturates


the system. As stars that bright are few and easily identified, this is


no problem. In short, the gain of 400 is about right for our purposes.


By checking the strip chart record, I find 18 stars in a typical
 

scan through Cygnus during a 55 second period within 10 degrees of the


plane. Since the gondola rotated at about 1 az/second, this amounted


to about 550 az or 220 at 66.50 el, which meant, in turn, a coverage of


about 5.5 square degrees. Thus, 3.3 stars/square degree appeared, in good


agreement with the predicted number. On the flight, when the azimuth


stabilization failed, the visible star telescope provided adequate star


identifications in the unintended "continuous drift" mode, even when far


from the galactic plane. The noise level did not exceed twice that pre­

dicted; a slow, well-behaved baseline drift did not degrade the signals.


In V. B., we shall see how the data reduction was anchored by the above


procedure.


6. Fiberoptics and Low-Noise Cables


Responsible for bringing the signals out of the heart of the detec­

tor block of the main telescope to the preamp are the fiberoptics and the


low-noise cables, for the focal plane monitor and the IR channels, respec­

tively. Descriptions follow, in that order.


Centered in the detector block is a 1-3/4 inch length of .135 inch


diameter clad rod or rigid fiber bundle. The rod extends through a .156


-inch 	 aperture in the filter disk at one end and faces the end tip of a


flexible light guide at the other, across a 1/16 inch gap. A wrapping of


aluminum foil baffles the clad rod, preventing the scatter of visible


light into the IR detectors below the filter disk. The flexible light
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guide (American Optical LGM-2-72) itself has stainless steel end tips and


is sheathed in PVC. The detector end tip resides in a stainless steel,re­

ceptacle, retained by a set screw; after a six foot journey across the


helium vessel, up the side of the dewar, and through a vacuum coupling


in the collar, the preamp end tip nestles in another receptacle in the


preamplifier, retained by a small slotted plate.


At visible wavelengths, each pair of ends accounts for a 30% loss,


due to the effective packing fraction of bundles and to Fresnel reflec­

tion. The short clad rod has negligible attenuation, but the six foot


flexible bundle absorbs about 40% at .55 micron. Therefore, had the bun­

dle been perfect, 30% of the light incident at the focal plane would


arrive at the preamp; actually, due to handling and cryogenic cycling,


perhaps 1/3 of the fibers are broken, so the transmission is more like


20%. Despite such losses, the visible channel played a critical role as


an ice detector and during the boresighting of the visible star telescope.


Bringing small signal voltages from the detector blockto the preamp


frustrated numerous efforts before the proper means was found. The con­

straints are many:


1) Thermal conductivity must not be excessive, since the cables are a


direct heat shunt.


2) The long path among different structures and along the inner dewar


wall is vulnerable to microphonics which must be eliminated.


3) Coax is required since crosstalk must be avoided.


4) Reliability through handling, assembly, and cryogenic cycling is


needed.


We finally settled on Microdot "Mini-Noise" coaxial cable (250-3808),
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which admirably meets constraints 2, 3, and 4. The Teflon dielectric is


treated to reduce, by two orders of magnitude, the noise caused by shock


and vibration; Teflon is strong and behaves well at low temperatures.


After a careful treatment of the heat transfer problem, I discovered


that the cable would tend to equilibrate with the dewar wall, and that at


altitude, most of the conducted heat (about 1 W) would be dumped high in


the dewar, where the gradient is steepest. Thus, direct losses of cryo­

gen would be minimal. To guarantee that the cables would be cold on arri­

val at the block, we tied them firmly to the copper cooling fin of the


filter block at the lowest part of the helium can's downside and taped


them securely to the dewar wall. In comparison with previous attempts with


delicate Ultraminiature Coax from Lakeshore Cryotronics, no marked dif­

ference in hold time was observed, while immunity to microphonics and


reliability increased enormously.


In order to conduct vacuum tests in the dewar, the connectors in
 

the collar, for the signal, bias, chopper, and temperature cables, had


to be hermetic. Four ten-pin bulkhead feedthroughs (Deutsch DTKlH-12­

10), with pins encased in glass, were soldered into brass cylinders,
 

which slide into the holes in the collar and seal with a circumferential


O-ring. At the detector block end, 15-pin connectors (Cinch DAM-15) are


used. -We provided adequate strain relief for all connectors, especially


where unavoidable sharp bends were made. Both signal and bias cables


use the Microdot coax.


7. Preamplifier and Bias Battery Unit


At the termini of the fiber optics, signa and bias cables outside


of the octagonal dewar collar, a moderately sized, modified chassis box
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houses the preamplifier, the battery box, and -several other devices, Well


insulated, the enclosure is heated to furnish an agreeable environment for


batteries and components amidst the stratospheric cold. The arrangement


conveniently gathers signals and housekeeping data into one 19-pin con­

nector for a cable that runs through the elevation shaft to the signal
 

module. I will discuss the preamp first, the battery box second, and then


conclude with other details.
 

The general requirements for the preamp are concisely presented in


Wolfe (1965),


"The primary objective in preamplifier design is to produce an ampli­

fier that will increase the detector signal to a level capable of being


transmitted over a cable, possibly exceeding 10 feet in length, without


degrading the signal-to-noise ratio available at the detector. The pri­

mary requirements of such an amplifier are low noise, high gain, low out­

put impedance, large dynamic range, good linearity, and relative freedom


from microphonics. The amplifier must be compact, since it is usually


mounted near the detector, and must be carefully shielded to prevent the


introduction of unwanted signals by stray fields."


To begin, the preamplifier was designed by William Hoffmann and fab­

ricated by Jim Mueller, both of Steward Observatory. Spectrum Research


of Tucson reproduced the circuit on 1/8 inch thick fiberglass circuit


board, which mounts in a tightly-fitted, edge-bolted box of 1/8 inch


aluminum plates, measuring only 7-1/2 by 4 by 7/8 inches. Inside, five 
pairs of aluminum partitions support the printed circuit board and divide 
it into six areas. Five of these preamplify the signal channels, four 
infrared and the focal plane monitor; the sixth provides a temperature 
compensated DC reference level for the individual preamplifiers. Thus,


the rigid circuit board and snug mounting eliminate microphonics, while


the internal partitions and elosely fitted enclosure exclude crosstalk


and interference. Moreover, its compactness allows us to shield, insu­

late, and mount it in the larger chassis box in an adequate, straight­
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forward manner. Figure 111-35 shows their relationship when assembled.


The four infrared channels (see Figure 111-36) are identical except


for gain and time constant. Siliconix ultra-low noise FET's (2N4867A)


receive the signals and achieve an open loop voltage gain of about 22.


Chosen for extremely small amounts of flicker (1/f) noise, these compo­

nents contribute only 10 nV/Hz at 10 Hz, well below the detector noise.


The next stage provides current gain with a second Siliconix FET (2N4867,


not specially selected for low noise, they have about twice as noisy as


the other FET); its source output is connected to the inverting input of


the Fairchild A776 opamp. Finally, the opamp's output feeds back to the
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source of the input FET, completing the loop. RF , a metal film re­

sistor, builds up feedback voltage; an RC filter, RSCS, leads to detector


ground for AC signals. GE tantalum capacitors and a 4.99 K resistor are


involved; they define the AC gain and the low frequency 3 db point. For


DC operation, the capacitors are open to the path to ground, the V 
 = 
-8.4 V supply, includes a 499 K resistor. For Flight C-l, the preamp


assumed the following configuration:


IR CHANNEL RF CS 
 AC GAIN DC GAIN 3 db POINT 
Mohm 1F Hz


1 2.49 10 500 
 6 3.2


2 2.49 
 2000 500 6 0.016


3 .500 
 10 100 2 3.2


4 2.49 10 500 6 
 
Attenuation at the chopping frequency of 13 Hz amounts to only 3%, 
 with


a phase shift of 140 for all but channel #2, where these quantities are


essentially zero, due to the long time constant. The entire amplifier,


Essentially, we have a follower circuit, where the gain is proportional


to ( + YR) 
, 
where F and S refer to feedback and source resistors,


respectively. The output is not inverted, since the first and third stages


do invert.


3.2 
16 
ji" 
5LON 
Figure 111-35: Preamp/Battery Box A.
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produced by the photodiode is converted to a voltage. The noise amounts


to 5.3 x 10 15A/Hz at 13 Hz, measured with open inputs, equivalent to an
-

11.5 magnitude star for the 16 inch telescope.


Alongside the preamp lies a copper box containing the preamp-and bias


batteries (see Figure 111-35), a pair of double pole relays, and the ther­

mostatic heater circuitry for both the battery and preamp boxes. Mercuric­

oxide cells are used because of their quietness, but they must be operated


above 5 °C. The specific batteries used for bias are given in the appro­

priate section for each detector. Teledyne relays (712D-26), controlled by


the preamp heater power command, switch bias power off during flight to


provide a reference for the DC voltage measurement that is used to deter­

mine the detector resistances, which indicate background levels. The ther­

mostatic heater circuit uses a "cool" thermistor (see III. E. 3.) to de­

tect decreasing temperatures by increasing its resistance;- the growing


voltage drop eventually flips a transistor switch that allows current to


flow through power dissipating components in proportion to the need for


heat. A chassis mount 10 W resistor and a 2N3740 25 W power transistor are


heat sunk to the battery box, and a TIP34C 80 W transistor is mounted to


the preamp box. Nominally, the heater operates on 200 mA; the 24 V gondola


supply then delivers 4.8 W to the circuit. At maximum, 1 A or 24 W is


available. The nominal wattage keeps the battery box at about 13 0C and


the preamp box at -12 °C under stratospheric conditions, which is accept­

able.


Layers of "green foam", a rigid polyurethane foam manufactured by


CPR/Upjohn Corporation with a thermal conductivity of 0.020 W/m-°K, faced


with aluminum foil, line the inside of the chassis box, affording two in­

ches of insulation over most of the preamp and battery box surface. Fiber­
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glass pillars with tapped holes rigidly connect the two boxes to the bot­

tom of the chassis box, which is gusseted by 1 inch aluminum angle. We


gain access to the units by removing the chassis box top, retained by


short studs and nuts, and extracting the top layer of foam. The preamp


and battery cases have covers that can be dismounted without further dis­

turbance, permitting quick checkout and battery replacment. Three fasten­

ers attach the chassis box to the dewar: two 10-32 bolts meet tapped


holes in the octagonal collar, and one 5/16-18 bolt mates with a clear


hole in the dewar's upper circumferential mounting ring.


Other components in the box are arrayed along the left side of


Figure 111-35. Two- and four-pole toggle switches control the preamp and


bias power, respectively; a divider reduces by 80% the bias battery volt­

age for the CUPC's. Finally, an array of RFI filters interrupts all leads


departing from the chassis box. The signal leads successively encounter


470 ohm resistors inside the box, Erie 9920-100-6002 capacitors feeding.


through the box (0.15 1F to ground), and 100 ohm resistors outside the


box, where a small chassis box carries a 19-pin connector for a cable to


the electronics box. The 3 db point for incoming radiation is around 10


kHz; the circuit was tested to confirm that no oscillation or excess amp­

lification occurred. For the higher current heater power circuit, Erie


1225-002 filters, rated at 3 A, block RFI. Lastly, Erie 1200-020 filters


handle the preamp power and temperature sensor indicator leads, whose low


DC currents are not amplified.


Cables inside the chassis box are carefully restrained to avoid both


strain and microphonics. Low noise Microdot coax runs from the collar


feedthroughs to the preamp input, and RG-188A/U coax carries the bias and


output voltages. Grounds are all referred to one set of lugs on the chas­
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box near the RFI filters. When flight ready, the entire unit can be


turned on by flipping two toggle switches and plugging in one cable at


the bulkhead connector box.


This concludes the description of--the-detection system and of the


entire gondola. The next chapter introduces corresponding pieces of


specialized ground support equipment and the procedures for testing and


staging the package for flight.


CHAPTER IV


Testing and Staging


A. Ground Support Equipment


In an experiment involving remote sensing and remote control, the


ground station plays a role no less vital than the balloon-borne package.


Also, since most of the instrument was built in-house, we needed an array


of test equipment as the components were developed. Finally, the flight


rigging brings nearly everything into play as all systems in our strato­

spheric observatory are integrated and checked. In this chapter, I'll


start by taking each system in the order followed in Chapter Three and


briefly describe the corresponding ground support equipment. The second


part takes up the lengthy tests we undertook in 1975 and 1976 at the


University of Arizona and at Hughes Aircraft/Tucson to prove the system.


Flight staging at the NSBF is the topic of Part C.


Electronics System


The electronics contains the telemetry and telecormuand capability


plus the main batteries. For ground testing, we simulate the ground sta­

tion at the NSBF with our own electronics (see Figures I1-6 and IV-l),


shock-mounted in Zero aluminum-enclosed racks. Up and down links are re­

placed by a special set of cables that run from the Zero boxes to the


Elco connectors on the interface module; the batteries are relieved by


a power cable from a dedicated power supply. A second small test plug


plus connector permits direct control and monitoring of some gondola func­

tions after the above cables have been removed to permit connecting the


telemetry. The two Zero boxes also hold other support apparatus.


Beginning with the front panel of the left-hand box in Figure IV-l,
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GROUND SATION SIMULATOR


(D4 
Tbamr Se lya 
Fwani GrOtOv, 
Figure IV-1: Ground Station Simulator. 
"Page missing from available version" 
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signals, while a homemade low frequency function generator at the bottom


of the rack fills a similar role. Meanwhile, the back panel holds two cir­

cult card testers and a dual module tester for convenient checkout of the


standard Vector cards and modules. They are powered by the ground station


power supply at the bottom, which takes AC line current and delivers 28


VDC at 15 A, 30 V at 2 A, 5 V at 2 A, ±15 V at 200 and 700 mA, and 175 V


at 700 mA, thereby acting as a surrogate power module. Another dual mod­

ule and three circuit card testers are held in a table-top rack. Addi­

tional electronics associated with testing and the computer are discussed


in Part C.


Gondola Pointing and Suspension Systems


To determine whether azimuth and elevation systems behave properly, a


means of suspending the gondola is necessary. During our laboratory's res­

idence at the University of Arizona's warehouse, a pyramid with four legs,
 

built of 2 inch steel pipe, bore an electric hoist at its apex, which


lifted the gondola. Our present lab in the Flandrau Planetarium basement


features an empty elevator shaft with just enough area to accommodate the


package, and a hook thoughfully left by the contractor supports the hoist.


Another device employed in checking the pointing is the telescope simu­

lator, a pair of 160 pound concrete weights and a massive aluminum tube


that can be bolted to the elevation shaft to substitute for the telescope.


To add realism, a balloon simulator is inserted above the active bearing;


it tries to rotate the gondola as the balloon might do, Finally, styro­

foam pads, a stool, and removable casters protect the electronics box,


bearing box, and telescope, respectively, when on the floor for servicing


or assembly.
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Structural System


A trio of mechanics' levels is utilized for passively balancing the


gondola, while a couple of dynamometers (spring scales) is used to adjust


the clutch in the elevation system and the active balance drive. Testing


of the tent for leaks is discussed in Part C. The crush structure's quali­

ty could only be predicted by tugging at various points, estimating land­

ing conditions, and calculating crude strengths. The same was true for


the main framework, but its generous overdesign was proven sufficient in


the first impact.


Cryogenic System


Cryogenics requires a great deal of ground support equipment. Part


B takes up the drama of cooldown, but let me introduce the cast of charac-
 
I
ters here: 
 
1) Cryogen - Liquid nitrogen, LN2 ; and liquid helium, LHe, are ex­

ploited to chill the telescope by direct contact. Heat from the telescope


boils cryogen and more heat is absorbed as the gas heats up to near am­

bient temperatures and escapes from the dewar. We have handled storage


dewars of various types and sizes: LN2 in vacuum jacketed containers of


25, 50, and 160 liters capacity, and LHe in LN2 jacketed vessels of 25,


50, and 110 liters capacity. The bitter cold of these liquids requires


some care in handling, so that insulated gloves and eye protection are


recommended. 
2) Cryogen manifolds - while large storage dewars often have built­

in supply and pressure relief valves, the smaller ones require plumbing

for safe-and efficient removal. For LN2 , a stainless tube soldered within 
a larger manifold of copper fittings is coupled to the dewar neck with a 

short piece of rubber tubing. Dry nitrogen gas under pressure flows into 

t
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a tee and forces the LN2 out of the dewar via the stainless tube. While
 

large LHe dewars have nested O-ring seals, one of which fits the trans­

fer line, small vessels lack them, so we use our own Quikonnect vacuum


coupling. The coupling is -soldered- to a-short metal tee-which is coupled 
to the dewar neck by the ubiquitous lengths of rubber tubing.


3) Pressurization - At times, a sealed dewar builds up sufficient 
gas pressure to force liquid out without assistance. However, this entails


a certain lack of control over the flow rate, so that pressurizing the


supply manifold is preferable. A small air pump does work, unless excess


humidity freezes, blocking the line. A better approach involves dry nitro­

gen or helium in large cylinders, suitably reduced through regulators,


monitored by pressure gauges, and relieved by pop-off valves or hand-held


clips on an in-line tee. By manipulating the diaphragm and output valves


on the reducer, a range of flow rates for optimum cooldown can be main­

tained.


4) Transfer lines - For LN2, a simple, bent stainless tube inserted


into the lid port, down the aligned holes in the baffle, and into the he­

lium vessel's fill channel works adequately. A cryogenic ball valve on the


upper end of the line allows throttling or quick shutoff. For LHe, a cus­

tom made stainless line from Cryogenic Associates, the company that con­

structed the dewar, has performed flawlessly for four years. Shaped like


an inverted U, an inner tube transports the LHe and an outer tube creates


an evacuated space in between. The horizontal outer section is a flexible


stainless bellows, which helps enormously when placing one end in a large


supply dewar and threading the other into the telescope while standing far


above the floor.


5) LN2 Removal - After the instrument has been pre-cooled, we can
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either permit the LN2 to evaporate or actively pump it out. Since the


former can take days, we usually try the latter. A massive Stokes Micro­

vac pump, capable of moving 80 cubic feet/minute, terminates a sequence


that begins with the LN2 transfer line whose end sits in the liquid and


passes through an LN2 storage dewar, which collects the cryogen, and a
 

heat exchanger, a soup pot of water immersing a copper coil and resting


on a hot plate.
 

6) Vacuum lid - To test the detectors in the lab at the 1.7 OK


assumed by the LHe in the stratosphere, we must create low pressure in


the dewar. A special vacuum lid, similar to the flight lid in insulating


properties and layout, has a ; inch thick aluminum disk gusseted by a 3
 

inch channel instead of a light stainless superstructure. Usinq this lid


and the Stokes pump, extreme cold tests are feasible.


7) Sensors and controls - The internal cryogen level sensor is ex­

plained in III. E. 3. other level sensors for use in storage dewars con­

tain 18 ohm carbon resistors at the end of long stainless tubes. The re­

sistor is part of a Wheatstone bridge; immersion in cryogen increases that


arm's resistance so that no current flows across the bridge. This is reis­

tered by an ammeter in a box at the top of the tube. Also, a cryogenic


solenoid valve can be put in series with the LN2 transfer line and can be


controlled by an ad3ustable circuit with hysteresis, which switches at


levels sensed by diodes and trimmed by pots. The same device can be made


to oscillate at low frequencies and drive a relay for other applications.


Optical System


Focusing and collimation of the main optics and boresighting the vis­

ible star telescope are the fundamental procedures requiring support


equipment. A gantry to which the optical assembly, the telescope minus the
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helium vessel and detector/filter block, can be bolted, permits us to 
reach the focal plane behind the primary mirror., Here we mount a wide­
angle, 32 mm focal length Erfle eyepiece which inspects a plexiglass 
reticle, ruled on & milling machine and illuminated by a pair of LED's. 
The gantry, in turn, is hinged to one edge of a rolling laboratory cart. 
This crude altazimuth mount serves to acquire Polaris, whose image we


project on the reticle at the focal plane. Focusing the instrument for


the optimal image is accomplished by moving the secondary along the op­

tical exis. We use a modified plastic slide rule to measure the distance


from the inner diameter of the collar to the edge of the beam by sliding


an LED on the moving scale into the beam. Tilting the secondary into the


plane perpendicular to the optical axis, as indicated by the beam edge,


achieves collimation. We can also check the chopper throw this way. Bore­

sighting the two telescopes at the NSBF made use of the main telescope's


focal plane monitor and a pair of Tensor lamps flashed at low frequency


by the LN2 flow control circuit from a nearby hilltop (see III. F. 5.).


Detection System


Dewars manufactured by Infrared Laboratories and at Cornell Univer­

sity were used to test detectors before integration in the detector block.


We require, of course, typical soldering iron sources and rotating sector


wheel choppers, and a Fourier spectrophotometer provides data on filter


characteristics. The dewars, including the main telescope dewar, are evac­

uated by either of two pumping stations, with both roughing and diffusion


stages, one of which is mounted in a Zero box for field operations. A spe­

cial source for detector testing in the Hughes chamber was also construc­

ted. Deferring to military jargon, this "target" consisted of a boxlike


frame bolted above the dewar with enough room for the flight lid to swing
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open. The sides were sheets of masonite, and the top was a 31 by 51 inch


copper plate with copper tubing for LN2 soldered to one, surface. The LN2


flow control acted as a thermostat for the target; diode thermometers


triggered the circuit. Two apertures, on- and somewhat off-axis, admitted


radiation chopped at different frequencies to the telescope. These sig­
nals were clearly detectable over the low background generated by the


cryogenic copper. Test details follow in Part B.


B. Laboratory and Chamber Testing


Of the six systems discussed above, four either could not be tested


non-destructively (most of the structural system) or are checked through


standard procedures I need not describe here in detail. Before final tele­

scope assembly, the optics are focused and collimated; the latter is re­

peated afterward. Prior to departure for the NSBP, the entire gondola is


integrated in the laboratory's elevator shaft. All electronics and the


gondola pointing and suspension system undergo thorough examination. The


cryogenic and detection systems require the greatest attention, along with


those structural units with moving parts that might fail under strato­

spheric conditions. Three types of testing, related in more detail below,


are performed: "lab cryo tests", in which the flight dewar is chilled, L­

and/or pumped, "chamber cold tests", in which a given electronic or me­

chanical component is tested at stratospheric temperature and pressure,


and "chamber cryo tests", in which the cryogenic dewar is placed in a


stratospheric environment.


Lab cryo tests are conducted with the goal of proving the detection


and cryogenic systems of the telescope itself. Although unrealistic in


that the lid remains closed, they provide much useful information and oc­
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cur in house. The cooldown procedure for these experiments has evolved


over the past two years. Figure IV-2 shows the entire array of equip­

ment described in Part A, with the flight lid in place; the initial cool­

down is essentrally identical for the vacuum lid. To reduce water vapor


content in the sealed dewar's interior, a day or two of flushing with


about ten 225 cubic foot bottles of 99.995% pure nitrogen gas precedes


the fill. The nitrogen cylinders are topped with Victor regulators and


three are combined by a manifold to provide a single, uninterrupted


stream of dry gas which enters the dewar via one of two ports in the


center of the flight lid or on the edge of the vacuum lid. Flushing con­

tinues as the LN2 fill begins and throughout the entire testing or pre­

flight procedure in order to maintain a positive internal pressure, which


discourages the entry of ambient air. We initiate the LN 2 fill by insert­

ing the nitrogen transfer line and pressurizing the supply dewar manifold


with another cylinder of dry nitrogen. About 30 liters are required to


chill the vessel sufficiently to hold a few liters of liquid; slow trans­

fer (between 2 and 4 lbs/square inch, or psi, of pressurization) is supe­

rior since one would prefer that gas leave the system as warm as possible


to reap the maximum amount of cooling. When accumulation begins, we ac­

celerate slightly (4-5 psi) and fill the vessel about halfway, or with


about 14 liters. Roughly 80 liters, including the partial fill, are con­

sumed before the telescope's temperature stabilizes, after which the cry­

ogen boils away very slowly, about 1/3 liter/hour, allowing ample time


for detector tests at 77 K.


Normally, we push on, so we run the transfer line and supply dewar in


reverse, pumping with the large Stokes pump through an in-line heat ex­

changer, a clear section of Tygon tubing as a visual flow monitor, and a
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Figure IV-2: Cryogenic System. Arrows show the flow of


liquid and gaseous nitrogen and helium among the dif­

ferent dewars, cylinders, pumps, etc. Where arrows


merge or 'where arrowheads are opposed, more than one


process is indicated. For instance, before and after


precooling with LN2 , the LN flows into and out of the


telescope dewar, respectivedy.
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cryogenic solenoid valve. About two hours are needed to empty the vessel;


at the end of the process, the telescope is tilted to puddle the remaining


cryogen near the fill line tip., Flushing with LN2 occurs continually and


speeds up as the pumpout -terminates, wh-ch-we -do instantly with-the-sole­

noid valve to avoid sucking air into the telescope. Then, we start to


-A 
flush with 242 cubic foot bottles of 99.998% pure helium gas to drsplace


the nitrogen; after roughly four hours, we commence the LHe fill. The LHe


transfer line replaces that of LN2; at least two people are involved in


guiding it into both research and supply dewars gently and simultaneously.


Another cylinder of He gas pressurizes the supply dewar manifold, and a
 

gauge reading in ounce/square inch, or osi, is inserted next to a tee,


so that the "fill operator" can regulate the transfer rate. Again, care


must be taken during the touchy transfer line insertion to prevent air


from entering; both telescope and transfer line are flushed generously


with helium gas prior to and during insertion.


At this point, we relax a bit and let the LHe boiloff cool the dewar


toward 4.2 OK; should the boiloff be sufficient, we can slow or stop the


flush for a time. Again, the LHe vaporizes instantly at first, so a slow


transfer rate is preferable to maximize heat absorption by the gas. After


2-1/2 hours and 55 liters of LHe, transferred at about 8 osi, we begin to


accumulate cryogen in the vessel. Increasing the rate to 12 osi, we fill


the can completely with 28 liters and consume about 45 liters doing so.


The transfer rate is controlled by the fill operator (se& Figure 111-5)


who adjusts the regulator diaphragm and output valves, monitors the pres­

sure gauge, relieves excess pressure at the control tee, and watches the


level sensor's output on a one-channel Varian strip chart recorder. If no


additional supply dewars are needed, filling the can takes two more hours;
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if one runs out, the tricky process of removing the transfer line and set­

ting up a fresh dewar can add at least half an hour and cause additional


losses in accumulated cryogen. After the fill is complete, the vessel


loses about one liter/hour, giving us a day or so of hold-time. The level


sensor, whose heater resistors can be put on a timing circuit with an 11%


duty cycle, keeps track of LHe loss during lab testing. Topping off is


performed daily and takes approximately two hours and 35 liters of LHe.


If temperatures below 4.2 OK are desired, mainly for bolometer tests


or stratospheric simulation, we must pump on the liquid helium, which


brings the vacuum lid into play. After the dewar has stabilized at ambient


pressure, we connect the Stokes pump to the lid through a helium pumping


manifold, which contains coarse vacuum (400 inches of H20) and fine pres­

sure (50 mm of Hg) gauges plus bellows, needle, and bleeder valves. We


typically bring the dewar's internal pressure down to 12 mm Hg in about


2-1/2 hours, simulating the package's climb out to 90 thousand feet, al­

though we have pumped down to 8.4 mm Hg, or 100 thousand feet. This con­

sumes another ten liters of LHe, after which losses do not exceed 2-1/2


liters/hour, even with disruptive tilting to low elevation angles or ex­

treme changes in pumping speed during the lab tests. Losses in flight are


definitely less, and our experience with Flight C-i indicates that boiloff


did not surpass 1-1/2 liters/hour, since we still had cryogen when the


flight ended.


During the entire cooldown, we periodically move the calibrator arm


into and out of the beam with the LED switched on to check for ice or fog


formation. Any sudden increase in scattered with respect to reflected ra­

diation suggests trouble; the only way out is to warm the dewar by flush­

ing with helium gas until the ratio drops and recool. For this and other
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reasons, we must keep extra cryogen and flushing gas in reserve, because


delay in procurement makes cooling more difficult and increases the chan­

ces of ice formation. In fact, once the cold test is underway, the invest­

ment of time and money (LHe costs several dollars/liter) demands compler


tion.


On the other hand, chamber cold tests are much less traumatic. For­

tunately, a small Conrad environmental chamber is located in the Lunar


and Planetary Laboratory adjacent to the Planetarium. Capable of mimicking
 

the stratosphere, it is perfect for testing the performance of electronic


and mechanical gondola components, such as the inertia wheel, preamp/bat­

tery box, calibrator, and active balance. Easy to operate and quick to


turn around, this chamber has pinpointed several problems prior to inte­

gration.


Finally, when the time came to check out the whole telescope with an


open flight lid, the availability of a large (23 feet long, 7 feet wide


and high) environmental chamber 3ust outside of Tucson was an incalcula­

ble blessing. This Conrad "walk-in" could achieve 100 thousand feet and


-65 0C, although the temperature rose slowly as pumping proceeded, since


forced air cooling became less effective. Despite this difficulty, the


performance was adequate for our purposes. By placing the telescope, fully


charged with LHe and suitably rigged, into the chamber and pumping, we


learned the few critical facets of cryogenic behavior that ultimately led


to success. In addition, a target mounted over the dewar opening permit­

ted detector system testing with an open lid.


Once the gondola is cold, lab and chamber cryo tests are concerned


with the proper functioning of electromechanical components in such


unit as the lid mechanism, chopper, and calibrator. Problems we often
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encounter involve bearings that seize, time constants -that change, or
 

shorts that appear due to materials that freeze, stiffen, or differen­

tially contract at low temperatures. Although some problems are caught


by the small chamber cryo tests mentioned above, many other remain for


the more realistic simulation at Hughes. Next, the main purpose of the


cryogenic system, after cooling the telescope, is to keep the detectors


at a stable temperature, since even small fluctuations change detector


properties enough to confuse or ruin the data. Chamber and lab cryo tests


uncovered and confirmed a fluctuation problem, and a later chamber cryo


test showed that a solution had worked.


Finally, the detection system needs review. Vulnerability to micro­

phonics can be observed best in the lab situation, where the telescope is


accessible. The same arrangment, with the lid closed and at a measurable


temperature, provides a roughly computable background level. Direct mea­

surement of their resistance casts the detectors in the role of thermo­

meters and thereby indicates the rough background level as well. Compari­

son with the noise found in a narrow bandwidth by a lock-in estimates


the quantum efficiency and the responsivity. With the chopper running,


any offset - assymmetry in the telescope's radiation field - is per­

ceived by the detectors as a signal, and can also be used to determine


the responsivity; inversely, one can quantify the offset. Of course, the


calibrator's emission, as figured from its diode thermometers, can be


exploited to calculate the responsivity, too. This combination of ap­

proaches yields a good idea of the detectors' behavior. Witht the target


in place in the Hughes chamber, further experiments at a higher background
 

level are possible, as it carries two sources of known temperature on­

and off-axis and chopped at different frequencies. Unfortunately, due to
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the large size of the telescope relative to the chamber, we did not at­

tempt to map the beam profile of the whole instrument, hoping that a ce­

lestial point source would be available. Another test we did perform was


the construction of a load curve for the bolometer at the expected operat­

ing temperature of around 2 OK in order to select the proper bias voltage.


During lab and chamber cryo testing, the fundamental electronic


tools are a PAR 124 lock-in amplifier, a Tektronix 434 two-channel storage


oscilloscope, a Weston 1240 DVM, a Darcy 440 VTVM, and a homemade AC sig­

nal averager for broadband (3 db points: 0.1 and 100,000 Hz) conversion of


rms to DC with 0.47 and 10 second output time constants. These units mea­

sure noise levels and overall detector voltages and resistances to carry


out the above tests.
 

The major tests, excluding small chamber cryn tests, ran from April


1975 up to the first flight in August, 1976. The flight preparation is


described in Part C.; the tests are summarized below:


21-25 April 1975 - Lab Cryo Test


As the first test for the integrated telescope, we sought basic in­

formation on the cryogenic and detection systems. While the.LN2 procedure


went smoothly, the LHe fill was hard to control. The two original Ge:Ga


photoconductors developed open circuits and microphonics were serious, but


crosstalk was not a problem. A ma3or effort was launched afterward to re­

duce microphonics, design a level sensor for LHe, and streamline assembly


procedures.


2-7 December 1975 - Lab Cryo Test


Meant as a rehearsal for the first chamber test at Hughes, we again
 

wanted basic performance information. Cryogenics was less of a problem,


but microphonics remained, the ultraminiature cryogenic coax used inside
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the dewar failed mechanically in several instances, the rebuilt chopper


proved vulnerable to random excitation, and the calibrator arm, exposed


to extreme cold from bomloff gas, froze. Indicated improvements included


replacing the dewar leads with Microdot low-noise coax, changing bearings


on the calibrator, and adding a second mode to the chopper electronics.


11-13 February 1976 - Chamber Cryo Test


Finally at Hughes, a number of problems arose. Cryogenid handling


difficulties away from the lab undermined our schedule for a chamber test,


which was postponed to the next series. Calibrator, lid seal, and pre­

amp problems sent us back to the lab for two weeks of small changes.


22-27 February 1976 - Chamber Cryo Test


Except for air iceup of the primary, which we successfully reversed


by warming, flushing, and recooling, the cryogenic handling went very


well. However, just before entering the chamber, we attached the target


and tilted the telescope to about 20 degrees elevation angle onto a Dexion
 

skid built so that it would fit inside. By tipping the telescope with


ambient pressure and a full charge of LHe inside the dewar, we set up


a powerful convective cell as cold gas flowed over the warmer upper walls


of the dewar interior. Surprisingly effective heat transfer led to the


sudden loss of cryogen. We continued with the test anyhow and discovered


an additional failure of the lid bearings in the cold. This debacle sug­

gested that we try to tip. the telescope after pumpdown.


3-8 March 1976 - Lab Cryo Test


We conducted a lab test with the vacuum lid in place and pumped the


dewar down to around 10 mm of Hg. Tilting the telescope to low elevations


did not cause sudden boiloff, so an arrangement for lowering the instru­

ment by remote control after the chamber had been evacuated had to be de­
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vised. A crude but effective mechanism using lead weights to unbalance


the telescope on one side and an electric hoist to let it lean over and


to pull it back up was built and installed in the chamber.


30OMarch-l April 1976 - Chamber Cryo Test


Back at Hughes, we exposed two more serious problems. While the


cooldown went well and microphonics had been conquered, ice formed on


the primary while at float; pressure in the chamber and temperature


fluctuations in the detector block, serious enough to affect the bolo­

meter, became obvious. Solutions involved the addition of a tent with


a thin membrane to the main structure and the rebuilding of the helium


vessel. The latter lost its doughnut configuration and became a simple


pot, and complementary modifications of the detector and filter block


brought them into their present form.


31 May-4 June 1976 - Chamber Cryo Test


Done without a target in order to answer the basic remaining ques­

tions, the final Hughes test was rather successful. The new helium vessel­

detector/filter block combination removed serious temperature noise, and


a prototype tent, designed to fit into the chamber, kept the air at bay.


Cryogenics proceeded smoothly, all four detector channels worked without


microphonics, chopper and calibrator and lid operated properly, and the


preamp achieved a reasonable configuration of gain and bandwidth. This


cleared the way for our first flight without further tests in Tucson.


C. Flight Staging


Once in Texas, the final integration of the gondola took place.


Again, I shall present the preparations systematically:
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Electronics System


Before flight, all module circuit boards were cleaned,and! all -cables


were inspected for connector integrity, shorts, and opens. The,, the ground
 

station simulator participated in an exhaustive set of test instructions,
 

involving each module. Closer to launch, the focus shifted to the real,


ground station's control room, where testing continued through the actual


telemetry, whichwas installed by that time in the right bay of the elec­

tronics box. The battery pack, already in place, was charged; until then,


the simulator provided power.


In the control room, integration of our data-handling equipment with 
the NCAR system proceeded. Figure III-10 shows the general configuration.-
The NCAR discriminators separated the FM and PCM channels, although the 
entire video signal was taped as a precaution. The NCAR PDP-11 computer 
provided on-line printout on a Decwriter of some functions and routed


others for recording on tape. The output from an array of digital-to­

analog converters (DAC's) was displayed by a two-channel oscilloscope
 

and by chart recorders. Our own GA SPC-16/65 computer and associated Wang­

co tape drive captured the FM channels through an eight-channel signal


filter followed by an analog-to-digital converter bank. The former am­

pli-fies and filters signals from either the FM telemetry or the simulator­

to' supply the proper voltage range to the computer and to remov compo­

nents above a 3 db point of 4 Hz at the gondola. Such frequencies are--. ­

higer than our scan rate would produce. Beyond the computer lies the,


"signal/sense and print" module. Actually a small computer, the unit ac­

cepts azimuth and elevation scan information plus one signal channel and


the time from a Datametric SP-425 A/B time- code generator and searches,


for profiles corresponding to either chopped or.unchopped signals. Azi­
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muth and elevation scan scales can be adjusted with external pots, as can
 

the trigger level and the time delay between accidental triggering and


reset. Resetting can also be done manually. Outputs for an HP 5055A digi­

tal pinter and a DVM are provided; the former normally prints the signal


level, azimuth and elevation scan locations, and the time. 
Overall, the mission of our GA computer, aside from handling incoming


data, is to introconvert among gondola, magnetic, terrestrial, celestial,
 

and galactic coordinates to expedite observing decisions. Its memory also


contains a catalog of bright stars and prominent infrared ob3ects, in­

cluding visible planets, to aid in position finding and source hunting. A


standard Teletype machine lets us communicate with the computer. On the


other hand, the job of the NCAR PDP machine is to manipulate all of the


telemetered data; it is preprogrammed to print out selectively on a Dec­

writer printer whatever group of outputs we are interested in at whatever
 

interval is convenient.


Gondola Pointing and Suspension Systems


Staging of the package took place in a tall, octagonal building known


as the Stratoport. Several hoists were provided form which the gondola


could be suspended and tested with plenty of elbow room. Aside from sub­

jecting the pointing system to a rigorous, fully loaded checkout, flight


rigging includes setting the magnetometer table, adding the "Tim fitting"


to the flight train for the launch vehicle to grasp, ad3usting the "ski­

binding", and weighing the whole package.


Structural System


The ma3or effort here was the construction of the crush structure be­

low the package, to which NCAR-supplied cardboard crush pads were at­

tached. Above the telescope, the tent was bolted to the framework; then
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came the arduous task of completing the airtight space between the -rect­
angular base of the tent and the circular top of the dewar. After about


a week, we succeeded in sealing the system adequately. With everything
 

bolted in place, we balanced the whole instrument, beginning with the


telescope'and continuing with the rest of the gondola. At the same timd,


active balance and slip clutch adjustments were made. Other mechanical


devices, such as the lid and tent drives, were double-checked as well.


Of course, we conducted a thorough inspection of all framework fasteners


for tightness and locking devices.


Cryogenic System


We performed the cooldown as described in Part B. The major diffi­
culty was ice formation, as sensed by our calibrator; the problem wor­
sened over the three days spent at LHe temperatures, despite greater care 
than ever in flushing and keeping positive internal pressure. On the eve 
of the flight, we warmed the dewar to remove the ice, but it reformed as 
we cooled back down below the freezing points of air. Numerous constraints 
forced us to fly anyway. The afternoon of the flight, we draped another


tent over the entire telescope and inflated it with helium gas to pre­

vent condensation in the humid east Texas air on the half mile trip to


the launch pad. As an extra safety measure, eight small bags of dessicant


were hung inside the external tent. Just before launch, we jettisoned the


external tent and dessicant bags, shut off the flush gas, and opened up


the opposite port on the flight lid, allowing a diffuser to break up the


strong stream of boiloff gas generated by cooling during climb out. Ex­

cept for the ice buildup, the cryogenic system operated well, although it


demanded considerable effort during fills. Improvements are discussed in


Chapter VI.
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Optical and Detection Systems


After telescope assembly in the first days in the field, we only ad­

justed the collimation and boresighted the visible star telescope. Once


the detector/filter block was integrated into the optical system and in­

serted in the dewar, it was totally inaccessible, obviating any further


action.


- Chapter V follows with flight results. Chapter VI summarized per­
formances and suggests improvements, most of which are underway at pre­
sent, the 1976-77 academic year. 
CHAPTER V -
Flight and Results 
A. Flight C-I


We brought the package to the National Scientific Balloon Facility


in Palestine, Texas at the end of June, 1976 and began flight prepara


tions. A summer flight was propitious for several reasons. Due to our la­

borious cryogenic procedure, launch delays are extremely costly in both


money and effort. Happily, the best month for launch weather is July, fol­

lowed closely by August and June. Secondly, the short duration of our


flights, one night, means that we can tolerate the steady float winds of


summer. Finally, the Galaxy is best situated for Northern Hemisphere ob­

servers in the summer and fall. The galactic plane, as the main goal of


the survey, determined the bulk of the flight plan, as described below.


Our requested float altitude was 30 km, so a 3.1 million cubic foot


Winzen balloon, made of 1.2 mil or 30 micron Stratofilm polyethylene


film, was chosen for the job. The predicted float winds - 45.males/h6ur


from the east - indicated 8 to 9 hours at float before descent and re­

covery near Midland, Texas, a hospitable region preferable to the more


mountainous terrain further west. Launch time was set for 7:30 p. m. Cen­

tal Daylight Time (CDT), bringing us to float at 9:30 p.m. Since sun­

rise on the balloon was at roughly 6:30 a.m. CDT, roughly eight hours of


darkness, excluding twilight, were available.


Upon reaching float, our first target was to be the galactic plane


in Cygf'us, which was rising through our preferred elevation range (50­

70 ) at the time. This region embraces several bright stars and strong


IR sources by which we hoped to orient the gondola precisely and cali­
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brate all channels. NML Cygnus (stellar object) and HFE 72 (a source de­

tected by Gondola B: Hoffmann, et al, 1971b) were primary goals as we


0


planned to move eastward from 1 = 75 . The sequence moved into Cepheus,


00


at 1 = 100 , at around midnight, CDT, and into Cassiopeia, at 1 = 1100,


by 1:00 a.m. At 1:30 a.m., the plan called for slewing around to the


southwest into Aquila and moving along the plane from 1 = 300 to 800 as


the region set through our preferred elevation range. By 3:45 a.m., the


ma]or objective of surveying the plane from galactic longitude 300 to


115 was to be met, and more exotic sources were to be sought. They in­

cluded M33 (a galaxy), the Crab Nebula (a supernova remnant), dust clouds
 

in Taurus and Perseus, NGC 2264 (a young cluster), and R Monocerotis


(a "cometary" nebula containing a near-IR source). Jupiter, the only


well placed planet at any time of night in early August, 1976, was cho­

sen for absolute flux calibration at 4:30 a.m. Our philosophy throughout
 

was to accomplish the primary mission, a survey of the galactic plane,


first, should unforeseen problems develop later in the flight.


Actually, the gondola was launched at 8:21 p.m., CDT, on August 4,


1976. The flight diverged from the plan for a number of reasons. (See


Table V-1 for the flight chronology and Figure V-1 for the flight path.)


Most important, the inertia wheel failed, leaving us with control over


elevation angle only. Also, the float winds were slightly stronger and


had backed a bit, adding a southerly component which aimed the package


toward the extremely rugged Big Bend Country of Texas and Mexico beyond.
 

Lastly, the telemetry deteriorated after the first few hours. Termina­

tion was executed about two hours early, at 4:40 a.m. Useful astronomi­

cal data was obtained between 11:23 and 11:51 p.m., CDT, bracketed by


useful engineering data right up to termination. This portion of the
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TABLE V-i: FLIGHT CHRONOLOGY


. 
CDT FLIGHT TIME EVENT(Flight C-1, August 4-5, 1976) 
8:21 p. m. 0:00 Launch 
8±40 0:19 Power On 
9:13 0:52 Pass Tropopause 
9:35 1:14 Open Lid 
10:00 1:39 Release Telescope in Elevation 
10:02 1:41 Lift Stow Bolt 
10:07 1:46 Slew to 580 Elevation 
10:17 1:56 Set Gain and Chopper Mode 
10:31 2:10 Reach Float Altitude 
10:35 2:14 Attempt Azimuth Stabilization 
11:23 3:02 Slew to 66.50 Elevation 
11:55 3:34 End Scans, Slew to 50 Elevation 
12:16 a. m. 3:55 Active Balance and Noise Tests 
1:30 5:09 Onset of Occasional Telemetry Noise 
2:30 6:09 Onset of Frequent Telemetry Noise 
3:42 7:21 Tilt Tests of Cryogenic System, Slew to 250 
Elevation in Steps 
4:08 7:47 Slew to 90 Elevation in Steps, Observe 
Balloon 
4:36 8:15 Close Lid 
4:40 8:19 Power Off 
4:50 8:29 Separation 
5:35 9:14 Impact 
The local time in Texas, Central Daylight Time, is five hours behind


Universal Time (UT). The Local Sidereal Time 
 (LST) at launch was 15:53.
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line drift, which we now believe to be due to the scattering of balloon


radiation by air ice on the primary mirror. A set of earlier, half-degree


steps in azimuth on the strip chart record indicated a positive - in­

cr&ing in &imuth - sense of ritation. Moreover, the dverall sense cf­
the high-gain magnetometer trace removed the other ambiguity in azimuth,


since the reading of 1270 could easily have been 1800 away at 3070. By
 

associating the positive part of the trace with north, the decreasing


zero crossing had to be 1270. Summing up, we knew that we were rotating,


we knew which way we were rotating, and we had a rough but unambiguous
 

null direction for the high gain magnetometer.


Concurrently, I pursued the second means of attack, the stars re­

corded by the visible star, or 1-micron, telescope. As described in III.


5. , the silicon photodiode responds to radiation between .35 and 1.05


microns and the system produces clear signals for stars as faint as


eighth magnitude. In order to compare observed with expected signals


on the basis of a known visual magnitude and spectral type, I defined a


special magnitude incorporating very near-IR corrections. During flight,


the Sanborn two-channel chart recorder monitored the bleep (time signal)


and the visible star telescope. Using this record to find the brightest


stars detected in the half hour of interest, I retrieved their digital


output for greater precision. The two strongest signals were close to­

gether in the sky, as demonstrated by a crude analog computer: a trans­

parent grid superimposed on a circumpolar star map. y and a Aquilae (Ta­

razed and Altair), it turned out after a few weeks of analysis with the


help of our General Automation SPC-16/65 computer, had been scanned three


revolutions, or twenty minutes, apart. Once this was known, the celes­

tial scan was metihodically nailed down by about one hundred more iden­
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tifications of detected stars. The GA computer, by transforming gondola
 

into celestial coordinates for direct printout or for comparison with a


small star catalog in its memory, expedited the process immensely.


In order to achieve the root-mean-square positional error of about


7 arcminutes, I took two steps. First, as the gondola's rate of rotation
 

was not constant, zero crossings by the high gain magnetometer every three


minutes could not provide sufficient azimuthal information. By retrieving


the low gain magnetometer readings from the NSBF tape and synchronizing


zero crossings, an azimuth accurate to a few tenths of a degree could be


interpolated. Also, more faint stars close to our rough traectory were


added to the computer's star catalog; more weak signals on the strip chart


were matched with stars in the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star


Catalog (1966) and the Atlases Borealis and Eclipticalis (Becvar, 1972-74).


These procedures led to a consistent set of corrections to the telemetered


elevation and the assumed high gain magnetometer azimuth; the corrections


permitted us to compute accurate IR positions.


A sample of the strip chart record appears in Figure V-2. The lowest


channel traces the bleep, or time signal; small excursions represent sec­

onds. The high gain magnetometer is next; since time runs from right to


left, the non-constant segment of the trace depicts a decreasing zero


crossing at an azimuth around 1270. Moving upward, the 100 micron channel


appears, with both a true signal and a segment of baseline drift noted.


The three remaining channels at 50, 20, and 100 microns complete the


record.


The trajectory appears in Figure V-3 as a series of ellipses - cir­

cles in the sky distorted by the circumpolar projection - separated by


about six minutes of time in right ascension, the gondola's period of ro­
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tation. The brighter stars shown on the trajectories were identified;


fainter stars were included in some sparsely populated regions to produce


fairly even coverage. To obtain local zero corrections, each rotation was


divided in two by the magnetometer nulls; nine stars, on theaverage, were


identified per semirotation. I compared true and indicated positions for


each star in the set and averaged the results. The standard deviations


were 7 in elevation and 5 in azimuth, close to what one would expect


from the visible star telescope's 15 beam. Azimuth corrections suffered


little drift during the half hour of data taking, but the elevation did


decrease from about 66.30 at the beginning to 66.00 after two rotations.


Afterward, it was steady. When these zero corrections were satisfactory,


the IR search began, keeping in mind the offset between the IR detector


and the boresighted visible channel in the focal plane.


At this point, I concentrated my efforts on the strongest sightings


in the 100 micron photoconductor channel. Two of these points were near


the galactic plane in Aquila. More analysis revealed that the two spikes


were the same object, corresponding to the radio position of W45, a con­

° 
 tinudm radio source (Westerhout, 1958). W45 lies 2 north of the plane


at 1 = 40.50. Attempts to find W45 on other scans bore fruit; it appeared


on four scans in all.


As the reader can see from Figure V-3, by a considerable stroke of


good fortune, W45 was near the meridian at the proper declination to be


encountered by four of the five scans. They remained quite close together


as they intersected the galactic plane slightly to the east, providing us


with additional opportunities for multiple sightings. The realities of


iAzimuth is determined by the low gain magnetometer as well as the visi­

ble star telescope detection; this makes the position slightly more pre­

cise.
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galactic orientation, however, meant that the opposite transit took place


in the less interesting southeastern corner of Draco. Where the scans


cross the plane in Cygnus, they are separated by roughly one degree, ob­

viating repeated sightings. The scans, or individual rotations of the
 

gondola, are labelled by encircled numbers in Figure V-3. Scan #3, the


small segment preceding scan #4, and scan #8, are incomplete rotations.


The numbering begins with scan #3 due to the arrangement of the data


tapes; the earlier scans, confused by attempts to correct the azimuth


stabilization problem, may be analyzed at a future date. Figure V-3


also shows HII regions from the catalog of Sharpless (1959) that were


subsequently detected by the radio continuum search of Felli and Church­

well (1972). Of course, it locates the nine sources we observed, too.


C. The Observations


Due to air ice on the mirror, the 50 and 20 micron channels con­

tained no useful data, and a helium leak in the bolometer's vacuum ca­

vity rendered the bolometer insensitive. Therefore, only the 100 micron


photoconductor, our IR channel #1, yielded detections. In the half hour


of undisturbed scanning, a total of nine sources in which we have rea­

sonable confidence (3-) were observed-and are presented in Table V-2.


Column 1 carries a sequential number, based on,right ascension and pre­

ceded by "AC", denoting Arizona-Cornell. Columns 2 and 3 furnish right


ascension and declination for Epoch 1950.0; columns 4 and 5 provide


galactic longitude and latitude. Where multiple sightings, enumerated


in column 6, are involved, a flux-weighted average of individual scan


positions is shown in columns 2 through 5. Column 7 gives our confi­

TABLE V-2. IR SOURCES DDTECTED ON FLIGHT C-I


AC 4 a 6* 1 	 b SCANS CL FLUX IDENTIFICATIONSt 
h m 0 0 0 # SIC Jy OPTICAL INFRARED RfADIO 
1 18 54.1 +8 O1 40.7 +2.6 
 4 	 11.9 3460" S76,L40.6+2 6 AFGL2284 	 W45,DA466,FCG9,CC40.5+2.5,FFI853+07,


ADGO40.5+2.5,PG40 5+2.5


IA 18 55.1 +8 11 41.0 +2.4 1 7.2 3020. 
 MOR44,LMI41,CTB61,HC15,4CP08;5;3A


2 19 04 3 +7 48 41.7 +0.2 1 3.4 1420 	 ADG041.4+0.4,HR39,DWC041.5+0.4


3 19 07.6 +8 19 42.5 -0.3 
 2 4.6 1540-	 ADG042 5-0.2,HR44,DWC042.5-0.21


4 19 08.4 +7 49 42.2 -0.7 2 5.6 1810 
	 ADG042.1-0.6,HR42,D4C042.1-0.6


5 20 21.6 	 +49 39 86.1 
 +7.2 1 3.5 1460 L85.99+6.80


6 20 31.3 	 +45 27 83.7 +3.4 1 
 4.0 	 1700 S112,J69,BCV, rC44,HBMR21,NK2.07,FF2032+45


L83.77+3.32


7 20 36.0 	 +46 27 
 85.0 	 +3.3 1 4.8 2000 S115,DWB180-190 FC46,HBMR22,NK2.10&2.11,MUL19


L84.81+3 88 3C416.1,BEN61,W71


8 20 39 8 +41 54 81.8 -0.0 
 1 	 3.9 1660 	 AFGL2631, DR23,PD23,W75,CTB96,FF2039+41,


HFE70 WrN81.6+0.0


1950.0 Coordinates.


I REFERENCES


ADS Altenhoff, et al, 1970 PC Felli and Churchwell, 1972 NOR Moran, 1965


AFGL Walker and Price, 1976 Fr Fanti, et al, 1974 MUL Muller, 1959


BCV Becvar, 1964 HBNR Higgs, et al, 1964 NK Kawa)iri, 1970


BEN Bennett, 1963 HC Holden and Caswell, 1969 PD Pike and Drake, 1964


CC Clark and Crawford, 1974 HFE Hoffmann, et al, 1971b PG Price and Graf, 1976


CTB Wilson, 1963 HR Hughes and Routledge, 1969 S Sharpless, 1959


DA Galt and Kennedy, 1968 IRC Neugebawer and Leighton, 1969 W Westerhout, 19.58


DR Downes and Rinehart, 1966 J Johnson, 1955 WEN Wendker, 1970


DWEnickel, et al, 1969 L Lynda, 1965 3C Edge, et al, 1959


DWC Day, et al, 1970 LMM Large, et al, 1961 4CP Caswell, 1966
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dence level in standard deviations, as discussed later in this chapter.


Column 8 relates the peak flux in Janskys, while columns 9, 10, and 11


list possibly related objects at.optical, infrared, and radio frequen­

cies. The lower part of Table V-2 identifies 30 catalogs or surveys by


a code that is used in the upper part of Table V-2 and in Tables V-3,


V-4, V-5, V-6, and V-7. I have also used this code in the text for this


part of Chapter V. The following are most frequently cited:


S, for Sharpless, (1959),


FC, for Felli and Churchwell, (1972),


W, for Westerhout, (1958)t


FFE, for Hoffmann, et al, (1971b),


ADG, for Altenhoff, et al, (1970), and


L, for Lynds, (1965).


Tables V-3, V-5, V-6, and V-7 are keyed with symbols to Figures V-4,


V-9, V-10, and V-12, respectively. Figures V-5 and V-ll show our scans


superposed on radio continuum maps from Felli and Churchwell, (1972). All


coordinates in Tables V-3 through V-7 refer to Epoch 1950.0. In Figures


V-4, V-6, V-8, V-9, V-10, and v-12, the rectangles along our scans re­

present the RMS error for the center of the beam, as derived from the


star identifications along that scan. Each detection is covered in more


detail in the following set of descriptions.


Sources ACI and ACIA


Of the sources we detected on Flight C-1, the one in which we have


the most confidence is ACI. Not only did it display the strongest sig­

nals, but we observed it four times, and it has been detected previously
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at optical, infrared, and radio frequencies. A rather exhaustive list of


catalog entries for the source follows: from left to right, catalog num­

ber, beam size in arcminutes where applicable, symbol on Figure V-4, a 
and 6 for Epoch 1950.0, frequency or wavelength, flux, and source extent 
are tabulated. 
TABLE V-3: ACI and ACIA

DESIGNATION BEAM SYMBOL U 6 V A FLUX EXTENT


h m o MHz 1 Jy


ACI 
 12 * 18 54.1 ±8 01 100 3460


AClA 12 18 55.1 +8 11 100 3020


L40.46+2.46 0 18 54 +7 45 Optical 8 x 5 
S76 0 18 54 +7 45 Optical 7 x7 
AFGL2284 3xl0 A 18 53.8 +7 50.0 11 103 
20 435 
PG40.5+2.5 0.275A 18 53.8 +7 50.0 10700 -2.4 1.75 § 
ADG040.5+2.5 11 a 18 53.8 +7 50.0 5000 7 9X10


1414 10


W45 34 18 53.7 +7 47 1390 22t 120 x48 
FC19 10 A 18 53.8 +7 50.2 1400 11.8 9x9 
DA466 36 0 18 53.8 +7 59 1420 15 
CTB61 48 + 18 54.6 +8 14 960 19 18x 18 
MOR44 30 18 56.4 +8 7 610 110 114x 114

LMH41 4 0x 54 18 54.5 +8 18 408 50


CC40.5+2.5 
 3 18 53.8 +7 49.7 408 2.7 <3x 3 
'FF1853+07 4 x 114 18 53.8 +7 56 408 4.1 2.Bx 2.8 
2 3 2 5HC15 x + 18 54.6 +8 14 178 27 20x40 
2 3 2 5  
 4CP08.53A x x 18 54.1 +8 11.5 178 27


See Table V-2. %Estimate. §Interferometer: Beamwmdth and extent ina only.
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AC IIA 
30, 
15' -- 7 + 
7 .6 
I5 
45 ' 
31950.0 Coordinates 18' Throw+7'? 30' ' 1 1

53 m 
56 m 55 m 54 m 52 m 
hIs8 
Figure V-4: AC 1, IA. The numbered rectangles along the numbered scans 
show our nominal positions. The square gives the visible HII region


position #1. The triangle is position #2, where many IR and radio


positions coincide. The DA position, #3, is depicted by the hexagon,


and the "+" locates position #4, common to low frequency radio sur­

veys. The filled circle is the flux-weighted average of our scans


#3, 4, 5, and 6. See Table V-3.
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Beginning with spatial information, we see that four distinct posi­

tions emerge from the list. Optically, the nebula tabulated by Lynds and


Sharpless is the brightest of the few emission regions in this heavily


obscured area Six arominutes -to the northwest is the second location, at­

which the near IR and many radio positions coincide. Moving nine minutes


further north, we encounter a third point, recorded in the DA survey,


although their ±12 uncertainty in declination embraces the second posi­

tion. Finally, 20 more to the northeast lies a fourth position, popu­

2


lar among some low frequency observations. Four of our five scans seem


to center on the third position; the filled circle on Figure V-4 indi­

cates the flux weighted average. The other scan, labelled 7, detected a


source about 19 minutes to the northeast, which correlates with the fourth


position. Because the two areas are probably related, I have named the


100 micron sightings ACl and ACIA. However, due to our large beam, the


nature of our scans, and the apparent complexity of the source, all five


scans may have picked up just one extended source or more than two smaller


components. For the same reasons, estimating the extent of the source or


sources from out data would be unwise, except to say that it probably


does not exceed 30 in right ascension.


The listed catalogs are in rough agreement on source extent. Opti­

cally, L and S agree on a diameter of about 7 . Continuum surveys with 
smaller beams above 1000 MHz by ADG and by FC (see Figure V-5) concur on


a 9 circle at the second position, while continuum surveys below 1000


MHz by CTB and HC agree on an 18 dimension at the third position. Both


are embedded in W45, a spur 0.80 wide extending 20 from the galactic 
plane at 1390 MHz. MOR define a similar perimeter for the spur at 610 
2The 4CP position has been included for completeness, but the later HC 
list, also by Ca~well, does not tally it; I assume HC is a revision.
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AC 1, 1A
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RIGHT ASCENSION (1950.0) 
Figure V-5: ACl, 1A - Radio Continuum Map. Our numbered scans and rect­

angles showing our nominal positions are superposed on a 1400 MHz map


from Felli and Churchwell (1972).
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MHz. At the other extreme, CC at Molonglo, selecting small diameter radio


sources at 408 MHz, measured 2.7 Jy within 3 at the second position; FF


at Bologna, searching similarly at 408 MHz in the northern sky, obtained


4.1 Jy from a 2.8 source near the third position. Lastly, PG, using the


Stanford interferometer at 10.7 GHz, observed the finest structure: at


the second position, the source subtended 1.75 in a and contained pos­

1


sibly two smaller peaks, separated by 0.75 
 
Although differing beam sizes make comparison difficult, none of


the radio measurements conflict with the conclusion of Holden and Cas­

(1969) that the extended radio source is thermal, i. e., emits free­
well 
 
free radiation. In the infrared, three sets of observations are availa­

ble: the AFGL catalog, our own data, and the measurement by Harvey, Camp­

bell, and Hoffmann from a Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO) flight3 in 
October, 1976. At 11 and 20 microns, the AFGL catalog lists 103 and 435 
Jy respectively; their 3 by 10 beam probably covers the source. Our


100 micron flux peaked at 3460 Jy on our scan #6; our scan #5 registered


2570 Jy. Scans #3 and #4, at 1660 and 1960 Jy, were weaker and north of


the mean position. Again, our inability to point on Flight C-1 prevented


proper raster scanning and acquisition of a point source for calibration


and beam profile determination, so we cannot determine the peak position


directly or whether we passed through it. Harvey's preliminary data (Har­

vey, 1976) confirm the balloon detection; he reports 3500 Jy ± 50% in an


82-130 micron bandpass and a rough half-power diameter of 2 at position


2. Therefore, our measurements are consistent if we assume that the bal­

loon scans passed north of the main IR source at the second position or


that the region contains several components of similar brightness, of


3Our observation of W45 from the balloon motivated the flight.
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which Source AClA is a possible example, More observations are required.


In summary, Source ACI represents the detection of a galactic HiI


region with a considerable infrared excess in a heavily obscured region


near the plane. The flux peaks at about 3500 Jy in the vicinity of 100


microns; two far IR components are possible from our data. A crude model,


based on a plausible kinematic distance and an rough estimate of the


object's size, is discussed in Part E.


Sources AC2, 3, and 4


Where the five scans passed through the galactic plane in Aquila,


six detections above or equal to three a-took place. Of these, two pairs


are close to known radio sources, while the remaining two occurred be­

tween known sources. The large beam and chopper throw, both on the order


of sofrce separations in this complicated region, leave us vulnerable to


confusion. With that caveat in mind, I have identified three sources, one


of which is marginal. Figure V-6, covering all five scans in a region 1.5


degree square along the galactic plane, presents the situation. Included


are the four brightest of six ADG sources in the area; their vital sta­

tistics, along with other observations, follow in Table V-4, with a for­

mat similar to Table V-3:


TABLE V-4: AC2, 3, and 4 
DESIGNATION BEAM a 6 V X FLUX EXTENT 
' h n o ' MHz 1 Jy 
AC2 12 19 04.3 +7 48 100 1420


HR39 9 19 03.4 +7 39.7 3240 4


DWC041.5+0.4 8 19 03.4 +7 41 2700 4 "extended"


ADG041.4+0.4 1 19 03.3 +7 39.1 2695 7 17x12


1414 9


AC 2,3,4


Figure V-6! AC 2, 3, 4. 45 
The numbered rectangles


along the numbered


scans give our nomi-

nal positions. The 
 -0 
triangles depict


the ADG positions


of the four strong­
est sources from 15'


their list in the 
 
map area; the ellip­

ses and circle around 
 
the triangles give 
 
the radio extents +8000' 
at-2695 or 5000 MHz 
 
(see Table V-4). The 
 
numbers along the5


galactic plane are 
galactic longitude. 45 
30 
° +7 15' 
3 
8 T 
42.5-00.2 
4 
-
5 
6A 
5 ADG042.I­ 0.6 
00 
ADG042.0-O0.2 
-
4t 
D 
ADG 0414+ 
00*4 
1950.0 
0911 
Coordinates 
08n 07d6 
19h 
m 004 m 03m 
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TABLE V-4: Continued


* 
DESIGNATION BEAM a 6V X FLUX EXTENT 
h m 0' MHz P Jy 
HR41 9 19 06.0 +7 51.8 3240 6


DWC041.9-0.1 8 19 05.9 +7 52 2700 2


ADG042.0-0.1 11 19 06.0 +7 57.7 2695 7 25x18


1414 1


AC3 12 19 07.6 +8 19 100 1540


R44 9 19 07.3 +8 18 3240 5


DWC042.'5-0.2 8 19 07.3 +8 20 2700 6


ADG042.5-0.2 11 19 07.2 +8 19.9 5000 9 19x 12


2695 7


1414 7


AC4 12 19 08.4 +7 49 100 1810


HR42 9 19 08.1 +7 45.8 3240 2


DWC042.1-0.6 8 19 07.9 +7 47.5 2700 3


ADG042.1-0.6 11 19 07.9 +7 47.5 2695 4 6x5


1414 6


* 
See Table V-2.


The section of the plane between 1 = 41.8 and 42.5 is one of fair­

ly uniform obscuration; neither bright nor dark nebulae are listed in


catalogs by Lynds (1962 and 1965), nor are any arresting features discern­

able on Palomar prints. Parenthetically, our scans neatly fell between


two much stronger sources: W49 on the north and 3C397 on the south (See


Figure V-7 for the radio continuum.) Our scans #3 and #4, at 1540 and


1180 Jy, respectively, probably detected ADG042.5-0.2, a rather extended


source with a flat radio spectrum near the 7 Jy level. The stronger signal


sits closer to the radio peak; with some confidence, I designated it AC3.


The latter scans (#5,6, and 7) were very closely spaced near a path


414-MH IDG.19 0 OBeamam 
\\ a.. .+. 
040 
1HR,1969 
3C397 2 . 
Galactic Plane in Aquila 
Figure V-7: AC 2, 3, 4 --r
 Radio Continuum Maps. The region along the galactic plane in Aquila


is shown at three frequencies. The superposed rectangles correspond to the edge of Figure V-6.
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that encountered three radio sources in the ADG, HR, and DWC lists. In­
spection of Figure V-6 suggests that scans #5 and #7 responded to ADG­
042.1-0.6 at 1810 and 1500 Jy, respectively. This more compact radio ob­

ject produces about 6 Jy at 1414 MHz and decreases somewhat with de­

creasing frequency. At a confidence level roughly equal to AC3, I denote


this source as AC4. Scan #6 sensed signals of 1180 and 1420 Jy at points


between the three sources in its path. The former, at the 3 a noise level


and equidistant from ADG042.1-0.6 and ADG042.0-0.2, will be ignored; the


latter, closer to the stronger source ADG041.4-0.4, shall be called, with


marginal confidence, AC2. ADG041.4-0.4 emits 9 Jy at 1414 MHz and less


at lower frequencies; it covers roughly 19 x 12 . It remains clear, how­
ever, that the signal-to-noise for all these sources is not very high 
and the possibility of confusion must be considered in this crowded re­

gion. Thus, some of the sightings may be spurious; more on the topic


of confidence follows in Part D.


Source AC5


Sources AC5 through AC8 were detected on trajectories that run paral­

lel over a degree apart, so that no multiple sightings were possible.
 

Moreover, AC5 lies farthest from the plane (b = +7.2 ) of the sources on


our list in a spot devoid of known IR or radio sources. However, an elon­

gated, moderately bright nebula, Lynds 35.99+6.80, does reside on the


path, and our signal, 1460 Jy, was high enough to merit attention, with


low confidence, as AC5. Figure V-8 shows the relevant spatial relations.


Source AC6


At 1700 Jy, AC6 represents the detection of another Sharpless HII


AC 5 
+ 500 00' 
Figure V-8: AC 5.

The rectangle gives

our nominal position

A5 t
along scan #5. 
The ellipse shows ­
the position of the ,8 
bright patch of 
nebulosity listed 
by Lynds as

85.99+6.30. 
 30' 
, 
Throw 
, 
 5 
Lynds 85.99+650 
j9
+490 00 1950.0 Coordinates2 21325m'mm 
Z~h

I 22 21m 
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region, #112. A list of previous observations, referenced to Figure V-9,


follows as Table V-5, with the columns arranged as before.


TABLE V-5: AC6


, 
DESIGNATION BEAM SYMBOL a 6 V X FLUX EXTENT 
' h m 0' MHz P Jy 
AC6 12 20 31.3 +45 27 100 1700


L83.77+3.32 Q 20 32 +45 30 Optical 13x 13 
S112 Q 20 32.2 +45 29.2 Optical 15 x15 
BCV 20 32.2 +45 29- Optical 9 x 7 
J69 J 20 32.2 +45 29 Optical 12X 12 
NK2.07 6 7 20 32.0 +45 32 8000 2.7 10x 14 
HBMR21 38 El 20 31.2 +45 23 3200 20 30X 30 
FC44 10 0 20 32.2 +45 27.7 1400 13.6 12 X 12 
FF2032+45 4x114 20 32.1 +45 37 408 7.9 6X 6 
See Table V-2.


The HII region is quite circular and fairly bright, with size esti­

mates ranging from 9 to 15 arcminutes. Dickel, et al (1969) divide this


region into two smaller optical areas. Radio position and source extent,


given by FC and NK, agree quite well, while the broader beam of the HBMR


survey defines a larger source and a position about 20 to the west­

southwest. With similar beams, FC and NK measure 13.6 and 2.7 Jy, re­

spectively, indicating a non-thermal source; the 20 Jy found by HBMR


presumably results from including a greater area. Lastly, a 408 MHz


sighting tallies 7.9 Jy from a 6 source centered north of the optical


center. Figure V-il superposes our scan on FC's contour plot; the agree­

ment is good, placing moderate confidence in this identification.


Figure V-9: AC 6. 
The circles about 
the hexagon show the 
mean visible extent 
of the HII region, 
according to three-18different catalogs. 
The rectangle gives


the nominal position


along our scan *4.


See Table V-5. 
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Source AC7


Our third Sharpless HII region, #115, was observed along scan #5 at


a level of 2000 Jy. Again, a roster of observations follows as Table V-6, 
keyed to Figure V-10 and formatted as usual: 
TABLE V-6: AC7 
DESIGNATION BEAM SYMBOL a 6V X FLUX EXTENT 
h m 0 MHz P Jy 
AC7 12 20 36.0 +46 27 100 2000 
L84.81+3.88 20 33 +46 40 Optical 60 x40


S115 0 20 33.0 +46 42.2 Optical 50x 50 
NK2.10 6 20 33.4 +46 51.0 8000 2.3 20X7
t 
NK2.11 6 20 33.5 +46 37.0 8000 2.7 8x-t 
HBMR22 38 7 20 33.4 +46 39 3200 50 Point 
MULl9 33X 41 20 33.6 +46 42.6 1420 47.6 
FC46 10 020 33.5 +46 36.0- 1400 71 ,27x 33 
W71 34 A 20 33.4 +46 52 1390 85 60x 54 
BEN61 14x 276 20 33.4 +46 52 178 60 
3C416.1 72x 460 20 33.4 +46 52 178 60 40x 40 
See Table V-2. tEstimate.


optically, the nebula contrasts strongly with circular, well-defined


S112; S115 is large and amorphous, with considerable brightness variation.


L and S define a diameter of nearly a degree, while the more detailed ca­

talog of Dickel, et al (1969) subdivides the region into nine smaller


sources (DWB 180-185, 187, and 189-190). Radio observations peak at two


locations following the north-south ridge discernable in Figure V-Il,


another excerpt from the FC survey. NK detects both at 8000 MHz, while


beams of increasing size move the peak northward from the southern point


AC? 
30 I5 
Figure V-1O; AC 7. 
The dotted rectangle 
along our scan #5.re­
presents our uncer­ 15 
tainty in azimuth due 
to the vanished de­
rivative in the low Throw 
gain magnetometer I8' Throw 
output at this +47000'" 
particular azimuth. 
The solid rectangle 
is the nominal posi- L W71 
tion. The circle shows Is)// 
the mean visible ex­ 45- OShrpless H 
tent of Sharpless 115. 
See Table V-6. 
BM 115 
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Figure V-11: AC 6, 7 -- Radio Continuum Maps. our scans are superposed


on 1400 MHz maps from Felli and Churchwell (1972). See Figures V-9 and 10.
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0 0 
at +460 36 to the center of the extended source at +460 52 . General con­

currence on overall size prevails; the flux from the extended source seems


fairly constant at 50-100 Jy. Admittedly, the balloon position lies 45 to


the east-southeast of the center, but tWo factors lead me to make the


identification anyway: First, the detection happened just when the low


gain magnetometer was peaking, causing the derivative to vanish. There­

fore, our position along the scan may be in error by as much as a full de­

gree of arc. Secondly, the nebula appears extremely irregular, so that


components removed from the optical and radio peaks are plausible.


Source AC8


Our final source detection, at 1660 Jy, took place on our first scan


through the galactic plane in Cygnus, grazing an extreme rich concentra­

tion of IR and radio sources: The Cygnus X Region. The usual compilation


of other observations follows as Table V-7. It is keyed to Figure V-12


and is arranged as before.


TABLE V-7: AC8 
* 
DESIGNATION BEAM SYMBOL a 6 V X FLUX EXTENT 
h m o 'MHz P Jy 
AC8 12 20 39.8 +41 54 100 1660


AFGL2631 3 x1O0 20 39.4 +41 40.4 11 119 
20 195 
HFE69 12 A 20 38.6 +41 29 100 65000 30 X30 
HFE70 12 A 20 39.4 +42 03 100 22000 Point 
DR23 11 C 20 39.1 +41 46 5000 114 27 X30 
WEN81.6+0.0 11 Q 20 39.1 +41 47 2695 134 25x 20 
PD23 10 0 20 39.0 +41 47 1414 186 27x 40 
W75 34 C) 20 38.6 +41 57 1390 270 60x 48 
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TABLE V-7: Continued


DESIGNATION BEAM SYMBOL a 6 V . FLUX EXTENT 
I h m 0 MHz Jy I 
1200 120x120t
20 37.5 +41 55 960
CTB96 48 
FF2039+41 4x 114 X 20 39.3 +41 54 408 12.2 6x6 
See Table V-2. tEstimate.


Before continuing, a note on nomenclature: W75 and CTB96 refer to


a large area of emission, which PD and DR have subdivided into two ob­

3ects. The former, PD21 = DR21, has been extensively observed in the IR


and is a well known non-thermal source. The latter seems to be thermal


and is included above.


Optically, the region is highly obscured, close to the axis of the


Cygnus Rift. The AFGL and DR/PD positions are separated by about 7


while the position given for HFE70 resides roughly 16 to the north­

northeast of DR/PD23. However, a recent kaper by Emerson (1976) ar­

gues that all of the postions given by Hoffmann, et al C1971b) for


sources in the Cygnus X region - HFE 64-7Q - include a systematic 
error of about 20 in the same direction. Therefore, HFE70 can in­

deed be identified with DR/PD23. FF report a 6.1 subcomponent 5 to


the northeast of DR23, close to our IR position, at 408 MHz. The radio


extent seems to be around half a degree for the DR/PD23 part of W75,


while HFE70 was described as a point source.


The IR flux climbs rapidly from 11 to 20 microns according to the


AFGL measurements; HFE70 displayed a peak flux of 22,000 Jy. Radio ob­
servations by PD and DR indicate a spectral index of -0.2 for the ob­
3ect, an emission measure of 2.3 x 104 pc-cm- 6 , an electron density of 
-
46 cm 3 , and a mass of 1300 solar masses (Pike and Drake, 1966). Wend­

AC 8


15' Qo 4 
+ 420 00'- "e r oe 
Figure V-12: AC 8. +42000' 
The rectangle along scan #4 
gives our nominal position. 
Around the hexagon, the. 
circle and ellipse show the 12' 
rough DR23 and PD23 extents, 45- - Ba 
respectively. The small open 
circle locates the center of 
the extensive emission re­ 18' Throw 
gion, W75. The square shows 
AFCRL, now AFGL, 2631. The I 
circle around the triangle 30 -­
depicts the extent of HFE 
69. The numbers along the 
galactic plane are galac­
tic longitude. See Table 
V-7. 1950.0 Coo inates+t41015'' 14~o ae 
631 
XFF20 
D 3 
H 
I 
N) 
42 m 41m 40 m 
20 h 
39 m 38 m 
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ker (1970) has also observed the region at 2695 MHZ and derived an emis­

- 6
sion measure of 2.6 x 10 4 pc-cm . The W and CTB surveys, with larger


beams, tally 270 Jy and 1200 Jy at 1390 and 960 MHz. Also in DR/PD23, the


H158a line at +5.7 km/sec was found by Dieter (1967), and the H09 line


at +0.2 km/sec by Reifenstein et al (1970). Mezger, et al (1967) adopted


a distance of 1.5 kpc for PD/DR 21 and 23 on several grounds. Again, a


thermal radio spectrum with a large IR excess is suggested. Our own


detection apparently occurred on the eastern edge of the source, since


our flux was roughly an order of magnitude lower than that of HFE.


D. Source Confidence and Statistics


Because of the unusual nature of our scans during Flight C-1, spe­

cial problems arise in quantifying our confidence in the nine sources.
 

At the same time, we en3oy the opportunity to exploit an unbiased sample


of sky up to 44 degrees from the galactic plane. Finally, our "random"


sample of sources, though quite small, suggests the type of object we


are likely to observe at 100 microns on future flights.


Fortunately, the noise that emerged during the half hour of inter­

est appeared well-behaved on the strip chart record, i. e., rather free


from spikes and uniform. Spot checks of digital output obtained when


far from the galactic plane confirmed this observation; the root-mean­

square (a) noise level was close to 420 Jy on several typical records.


Consequently, I use this a, rather than compute separate a's for records


adjacent to each suspected signal, since such adjacent records are slight­

ly noisier, probably due to fainter emission sources near the plane.


Identifying potential sources involved a visual inspection of the


strip chart record. Substantial and repetitive baseline drifts, presum­

ably caused by air ice on the primary scattering off-axis balloon radia­
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tion, were eliminated by virtue of their form and 10-30 second duration.


Noise spikes were isolated by their appearance on several channels at once,


without the proper intervals demanded by the offsets in the focal plane.


Proper signals, on the other hand, display the characteristic "derivative"


signature, due to chopping: sharp, positive and negative excursions of


similar size in an order corresponding to the direction of the scan, be­

tween and 2 seconds apart. All suspected data were examined in the di­

gital output to determine heights and times of the peaks. The signatures


that met the above criteria and whose amplitude equalled or exceeded


I2.8 a I retained; the peak-to-peak amplitude, expressed in terms of a,


relates our confidence in the observation. Where multiple scans detected


signals within 12 of a common center, the square root of the sum of


the a's squared was extracted. The least significant sources, AC2 and


ACS, exhibited 3.4 and 3.5 a deviations, while AC, with strong signals


and multiple detections, displayed 11.9 a. Table V-2's column 7 contains


this information.


Confidence in our source list is buttressed by the correlation of


our positions with previously observed objects at optical, infrared, and


radio frequencies that could plausibly emit far infrared radiation. I


have not adjusted the source significances to reflect spatial correlation,


but the coincidence of the signals with known sources, coupled with the


absence of signals in areas devoid of known sources, can only improve the


odds against spurious detections.


The only other 100 micron survey with substantial overlap is that of


Hoffmann, et al (1971b), done by our present gondola's immediate prede­

cessor, Gondola B. Their survey limit was set at about 10 4 Jy, brighter


than any of our objects. Our source ACS, however, probably represents
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a grazing detection of their source #70 (HFE70). HFE71 and 72 fell be­

tween scans #5 and #6 and between #6 and #7, respectively. Our null re­

sults far from the plane are apparently unique, since most surveys hug


the galactic equator; insofar as Friedlander, et al (1974) report strong


IR sources at high galactic latitudes, we cannot add any support.


As stated above, our 100 micron source positions suffer from stan­

dard deviations of 5 in azimuth or, more strictly, crosselevation, and


7 in elevation, due to the visible star telescope's beam size and the


magnetometer error, except at the magnetometer's peaks, where the deri­

vatives vanish and the errors in crosselevation are much larger, on the


order of a full degree. The latter affected our position for AC7. In ad­

dition, our 12 beam superposes an additional uncertainty of about 6'


on our positions. The flux calibration depends critically on the exact


temperature distribution on the calibrator arm; the given fluxes are


accurate to only ±50%. Finally, the identifications given in Table V-2


include continuum optical, infrared, and radio sources within 25 of the


source positions.


As far as statistics are concerned, the following disclaimer ap­

plies: The sample is very small! Basing general conclusions on nine


sources presents considerable peril, but in the interests of guiding


future surveys, I shal forge ahead.


Over the 32.7 minutes of observing at 66.5 elevation, we covered
 

143 square degrees. Overlapping scans at the northern and southern tran­

sits made about 10 deg2 redundant, so 133 distinct deg 2 , or .041 sr,


were observed. We detected nine sources in this area, so that if the
 

sky exhibited a uniform distribution, roughly 2800 objects brighter than
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1400 Jy would exist. Alternately, I could retain the 143 deg coverage


and count each detection as a distinct source, but that approach would


over-estimate the total population due to the fortuitous multiple de­

tection of ACI.


At any rate, a uniform distribution is extremely unlikely, since


other surveys and general models of IR emission associate 100 micron


sources with the galactic plane, and our own list tallies no sources
 

with Ibl>7.20 . When adding the number of sources in progressively wider


bands centered on the galactic equator, I obtain the following table.


Overlapping scans have been removed from the area tabulated in column


4.


TABLE V-8: SOURCE DISTRIBUTION WITH GAIACTIC LATITUDE


ZONE AREA OF ZONE NUMBER AREA OF SCANS SOURCES/ SOURCES


deg 2 OF SOURCES deg 2 DEGREE2 IN ZONE


Ibl<l ° 720 4 3.3 1.2 860 
° 
 jbj<3 2159 6 11.4 0.5 1080


°IbI<5 3595 8 20.0 0.4 1440 

lbl<100 7164 9 42.9 0.2 1430


The sources are definitely concentrated on the galactic plane; about


one half are within one degree of the plane. A thorough survey within


a few degrees of the galactic equator would turn up on the order of a


thousand sources. The absence of any sources beyond b = 7.20 in a sky


area several times large, 90 deg 2 , suggests that 100 micron sources of


similar flux density are at least one order and more probably two orders


of magnitude less plentiful away from the plane. Note again that this


conclusion derives from our overall confidence in the sources we did


detect. Moreover, the character of the galactic longitudes observed on
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Flight C-I strikes me as rather typical. Hoffmann, et al, (1971b) showed


a general concentration of IR objects toward the galactic center and in
 

the Cygnus X area. Our scans grazed the Cygnus X area and intercepted
 

the plane again in the comparatively IR-quiet Aquila region, producing


a representative sample. These results are in close agreement with a


similar analysis of the data from Gondola B and other observers by Hoff­

mann and Aannestad (1974).


Looking for explicit information in the ensemble of flux data is


less rewarding. The small sample and large calibration uncertainty dis­

courage any statement on source numbers as a function of flux density.


The quantity of sources at 100 microns to be expected from a more sen­

sitive survey, must, for the moment, be inferred from experience at


other wavelengths.


Since a program for a far IR survey flight from a balloon is con­

strained by available time at float, orientation of the galactic plane,


accessibility of calibration sources, and many other factors, the loca­

tion of possibly strong 100 micron emitters would help to plan, conduct,


and analyze a flight. Since extant far IR surveys are either patchy or


unreliable or both, inference from other catalogs, optical, near-IR, and


radio, is required. The most striking correlation I have found involves


the set of HII regions lasted by Sharpless (1959) and observed as con­

tinuum souces at 1400 MHz by Felli and Churchwell (1972). Our scans in­

tercepted three of the 137 regions in the set: S76, S112, and S115; we


responded to all three and denote them ACl, AC6, and AC7. Sharpless re­

gions associated with strong, well known radio sources, extended beyond


100 arcminutes, or residing in areas mapped by Altenhoff, et al (1970)
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were excluded from the Felli and Churchwell sample, but none of our other


sources are associated with Sharpless regions. AC5, however, seems related


to a Lynds (1965) bright nebula; I should add that Sharpless regions are


included in the much more exhaustive Lynds catalog, which we may profit­

ably add to our compilation of possible far-IR emitters.


Extended continuum around 1400 MHz provides another marker. All but


one of our sources was clearly associated with radio emission. The Wester­

hout (1958) catalog has already provided handy nomenclature for areas of


strong IR radiaton. ACI, AC7, and ACS correspond to components of W45,


W71, and W75. The smaller and more sensitive beam employed by Altenhoff,


et al (1970) in a survey from 1 = 335 to 75 defined sources near our


positions for ACI through AC4. The only source for which no one lists


continuum, up to the completeness of the 1976 Master List of Radio


Sources (Ohio State University, 1976), is ACS, but its higher galactic


latitude may have permitted it to evade observation. A third aid, the


AFGL Rocket Survey (Walker and Price, 1976), lists several sources with


strongly rising fluxes between 11 and 20 microns. ACI and AC8, identified


with AFGL2284 and AFGL2631, manifest this behavior; a set of such AFGL


objects would be another useful indicator.
 

Almost as important as the catalogs that suggest far IR emission are


those that do not. The IRC catalog at 2 microns (Neugebauer and Leighton,


1969) contains no objects within 20 of any of the AC sources. Thus, no


stellar, near-IR sources were detected. Similarly, no AFGL sources with


spectra peaking shortward of 20 microns were matched. The emission of 
such objects would be well beyond our present sensitivity at 100 microns. 
Hopefully, our observations will bridge the gap that remains between near­
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IR and radio surveys. Seeking such correlations with a larger sample and


greater sensitivity should prove even more instructive.


E. Discussion


As mentioned in Chapter I, many 100 micron sources are associated


with HIT regions, and many of these are compact HIT regions (as defined


by Mezger, et al, 1967), which are high density cores amidst a more ex­

tensive volume with lower electron densities. These cores are often smal­

ler than 1 pc in diameter and can have very large emission measures, of­

ten exceeding 107 cm-6pc. By virtue of their large flux gradients, these


compact regions are conspicuous to far-IR instruments employing differen­

tial chopping. Emerson (1976) shows that the 100 micron sources detected


by Hoffmann, et al (1971b) in the Cygnus X region are those with the high­

est peak, rather than integrated, flux densities at radio frequencies.


This indicates that compactness, or strong central concentration, rather


than extended, uniform structure, is preferentially detected in the far-

IR.


It is instructive to make a crude luminosity calculation for the two
 

sources-we detected for which distance estimates are available. For ACl,


an OH emission line at 1665 MHz has a radial velocity of +29 km/sec (Tur­

ner, 1976) which corresponds to a kinematic distance of 2 kpc. Mezger, et


al, (1967) give a distance of 1.5 kpc for DR 23, the radio source we iden­

tify with AC8.


Using the following formula from Olthof (1975),


Lneb = 3 1 (V.l)b x 10 3 (D)2 (F IR) 
L@ 
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where D is the distance in kpc and FIR is the integrated infrared flux,


we get the luminosity in terms of the solar luminosity. In the absence


of additional far-IR spectral information and recognizing that the near-

IR flux is rising steeply, I shall assume that the bulk of the IR flux


is contained in a band about three times wider than that of our 100 mi­

cron detector. For ACI, with a flux density of about 3500 Jy at 100 mi­

crons,


2 6  
F 3500 • 10- W 3 , 1.7 x 1012 Hz = (V.2) 
FIR rn-Hz


-
10 10
 W
1.8 x m 
This produces a luminosity of 2.2 X 104 L for ACI, which corresponds

to a BO ZAMS (zero-age main sequence) star (Panagia, 1973). Although

we believe that AC8 represents the edge of HFE70, the flux of 1700 Jy

we detected can serve as a lower limit; a similar computation yields


6 x 103 L® equivalent to a type Bi ZAMS star. For ACl, a PO star 
is capable of producing the free-free radio continuum observed; for


AC8, the stronger free-free emission observed from DR23 suggests an


earlier type star than Bl, in keeping with the higher IR flux reported


by Hoffmann, et al (1971b) and our lower limit. Anyway, BO and earlier


stars can maintain HII regions, so the picture is consistent.


Multi-band observations of these objects would permit a much more


precise estimate of the total luminosity, since the shape of the IR


spectrum could be well determined. The greater sensitivity of our
 

cooled telescope will extend the multi-band photometric work of Olt­

hof (1975) and others to fainter, more typical galactic ob3ects.


CHAPTER VI


Summary and Outlook


A. System Performances and Improvements


Like most scientific projects, our balloon-borne cryogenic telescope


undergoes continuous development. Especially after the first flight,


which pointed to several improvements while collecting a promising amount


of data, a critical review of performances and possibilities is appropri­

ate. This is done in Part A, system by system. A seventh category, data


analysis, is added.


Electronics System


Both our and NCAR's electronics had no problems, except for slightly


less telemetry range than we expected. Likewise, the batteries behaved


properly, despite their age of about three years at the flight epoch;


storage in a refrigerator apparently maintains their nominal shelf life


of three years. Nd important module, telemetry, or battery electronic


changes are contemplated. To expedite telemetry integration, a pair of


telemetry shelves, adjustably bolted together with vertical columns of


threaded rod and slipped into the electronics box on a pair of rails at­

tached with split clamps to the inner structure, has been constructed.


The shelf surfaces contain an array of 2 by 2 inch square holes so that
 

components can be held down with nylon ties and cables can run directly


between the two levelsi


Gondola Pointing and Suspension Systems


The elevation system worked up to par; our star positions indicate


an error of 7 rms in elevation, most of which stems from the visible


star telescope's beam size. The average zero correction was 27 below the
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nominal elevation. On landing, the clutch failed to slip, so at the drive


end of the gear train,- the solder joint joining the small spur gear to its


shaft broke. The clutch has been improved with a better lining and truer


adjustment. The main post weathered the flight successfully, but two of


the three clamshells were lost before impact and the magnetometer cables


were slightly strained when the clamshells separated.


Clearly, one of the two major failures of Flight C-1 was the loss of


azimuth stabilization. Although the magnetometers functioned properly, the


inertia wheel failed to rotate, which the tachometer reported. We suspect­

ed that telescope cables had slipped from a tie point and jammed the


wheel, or that bearing lubricant froze, but a subsequent chamber cold


test revealed that the motor simply shorted out. Disassembly found a tiny


crack in the Teflon insulation of a power lead to the brush ring, which


must have touched the case when cold. Occurring at a tight bend and hidden


when the upper and lower torque motor housings are joined, the fault has


been remedied by relieving the bend and twisting the wires more carefully.


Less generous lubrication of the bearings is also in order.


Another potential difficulty is the large increase in rotational


inertia over the previous gondola due to the weight of the new telescope


and the consequent need for 175 pounds of extra lead weight on the elec­

tronics side to counterbalance the telescope. Although the torque motor


seems capable of handling the load, moving the main post toward the tele­

scope six inches would decrease the need for extra counterweight, cutting


the gross load by 150 pounds and the rotational inertia by about 900 lb­

ft 2 .


Structural System


The main framework survived the flight with only minor bending below
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the lower main square from a lateral blow. Telescope protection was ex­
cellent. The crush structure collapsed rather completely; few straight 
members remained, indicating that shock was absorbed evenly, just as 
planned. The next crush structure will be a copy of the first. The deli­
cate tent superstructure was badly distorted by the impact, but it and 
the seal to the dewar below fulfilled their objective of preventing fur­
ther leakage of air into the dewar, since the ice buildup either stopped 
or sublimed slightly at float. Again, the replacement will be virtually 
identical, except that .016 inch aluminum will comprise the sides in­
stead of .004 inch polyethylene, and will house a lid opening downward 
rather than upward. Below the tent, the polyethylene barrier will also 
be replaced by aluminum, which will provide a floor for the tent from 
its foundation rectangle to just outside the O-ring groove on the octa­
gonal collar. This will eliminate the difficult geometry of the dewar 
exterior below the collar and greatly simplify pre-flight sealing. One 
other change involves the helium vent; in place of the spring-loaded 
cord below an extension of the tent on the downside of the dewar, an 
aluminum tube will carry excess helium from the tent to the bottom of the 
main framework. 
The other major failure of Flight C-l, which seriously affected the


other telescope systems, concerned the leakage of air into the telescope,


icing the optics. Very little ambient air - on the order of a few cubic


centimeters - amounts to enough frost to degrade the experiment, so that


trapped air pockets, imperfect gaskets, and cracks in the lid's rigid foam


insulation represent serious weaknesses. The flight lid was designed with


minimum weight and maximum insulation in mind; we assumed that the flow of


boiloff and flush gas would keep the interior free of air. Nonetheless,
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iceup took place during preparation for the flight. Post-flight analysis


led us to build a somewhat heavier vacuum lid, capable of withstanding


atmospheric pressure, with an insulating layer pro3ecting into the dewar.


This plug, made of polyester fiber (Frostline Company) instead of rigid


foam, is sandwiched among stainless radiation shields. The new lid itself


was machined into a waffled disk from a single 1-1/2 inch aluminum plate;


its thickness and rigidity permit a reliable O-ring seal. The lid is


hinged and clamped by a mechanical arrangement conceptually similar but


more massive than its predecessor, except that clamping pressure is ap­

plied to the lid only at the center via a single aluminum beam instead of


along parallel angles. We intend to pull a vacuum on the system before and


after LN2 precooling to remove ambient air and the nitrogen atmosphere,


respectively. The new configuration replaces flushing with evacuation,


uses a clamped O-ring instead of flexible polyethylene as a gasket, and


features open fibers in place of rigid foam in the lid plug. Coupled with


cryogenic improvements mentioned below, the condensation problem should


disappear.


Cryogenic System


The main dificulty with cryogenics, other than the iceup problem


dealt with above, was the inconvenience of filling the helium vessel. The


need for around 100 liters of LHe for cooldown and 30 liters for refill


meant that the standard 110 liter supply dewar, the largest we could ac­

commodate with the existing transfer line and dewar access, was usually


inadequate, since such dewars are rarely delivered full and lose a few


liters each day. Switching from one supply dewar to another consumes time,


wastes cryogen, and probably introduces more air. A longer, flexible line,


part of which remains in the dewar permanently, is the obvious solution.
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Now, 500 liter dewars, the next standard size, can be exploited, and the


fill line can be connected by a bayonet mounting at the collar, rather


than be inserted with each fill.


In flight, the cryogenic system behaved as the final Hughes test


indicated. The block held a steady temperature, and the LHe lasted
 

through the flight. No additional iceup occurred at float.


Optical System


The optics presented no difficulties during flight; the same held


for the chopper and calibrator. A spectacular success was claimed by the


visible star telescope, whose detection of faint stars along the scan tra­

jectories enabled us to reconstruct the orientation. The landing damage to


its preamp and long ky baffle was quickly repaired.


Detection System


Due to the ice on the primary, neither the 20 micron SBPC nor the 50


micron CUPC detected any sources. They did display, along with the sucess­

ful 100 micron CUPC, long period (about 20 seconds) baseline drifts,


which we believe were caused by scattered radiation from the balloon.


These drifts were most pronounced at 20 microns, where the photoconductor


was driven into saturation. Since the effect was strongest at 66.5° el,


only a few degrees from the edge of the balloon, and diminished at lower


elevations, balloon radiation, scattered by the frost, is implicated.


Moreover, the drifts had characteristic profiles which repeated at the


gondola's rotation period. Finally, the background flux was nine times


that expected from the atmosphere and mtnbrane. These three phenomena


demonstrate that the SBPC behaved reasonably under the overwhelming back­

ground. It should be noted that the balloon itself, presumably at the
 

ambient temperature of -55 °C, had a peak flux at 13 microns, close to
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the SPPC's passband. The constant contribution to the excess loading was


probably scattered from the warmer upper part of the dewar, which equili­

brated at the temperatures shown in Figure 111-24.


The 50 micron CUPC displayed the same drifts to a much smaller ex­

tent, remaining far from saturation. Again, the excess background appar­

ently buried any IR detections. Finaliy the 100 micron CUPC exhibited


these drifts as well, but they did not mask sources as we scanned by in


azimuth.


The bolometer, filtered for 100 microns, suffered from five times the


noise and one quarter the sensitivity found in lab cryo tests. Because we


could not pump on the dewar to achieve 2 OK during flight preparation, no


iimnediate pre-flight measurements were made. We theorize that helium gas


gradually leaked into the bolometer cavity through the epoxy seals under


the lens or around the capillary. Such contamination would,degrade the


responsivity by increasing the thermal conductivity between the detector


and the substrate in the cryopumped cavity.


A typical sample of the strip chart record for the IR channels ap­

pears in Figure V-2; a table summarizing the predicted performances of


all four and the observed performance of the 100 micron CUPC falls on the
 

next page as Table VI-I. Two changes have been made in the focal plane.


The rehabilitated bolometer will be flown without its long-wave blocking


metal mesh filter, so that IR Channel #4 will be wide, from 75 to several


hundred microns. The 50 micron CUPC, IR Channel #2, developed a short in


its mounting block during assembly and has been replaced by a somewhat
 

better Ge:Ga PC from Santa Barbara Research Center. A redeployment


of filters will have IR Channel #1 covering 45-130 microns and IR Channel


#2 covering 75-130 microns on upcoming flights.


TABLE Vt-i DETECTOR SUMMARY 
Detector Characteristics 
Ch. No. Wavelength Type Fabry Optics Filters Half-Power Points Telescope-Filter 
Efficiency 
1 i00 Ge:Ga Off Axis HaF 2 , Black 75-130p .44 
Photoconductor Mirror Polyethylene, 
Diamond Dust 
2 5O Ge Ga Off Axis CaF 2 , Black 45-7011 31 
Photoconductor Mirror Polyethylene, 
KRS-5, Diamond Dust 
3 20p Si'As KRS-5 Multilayer 18.4-24p .41 
Photoconductor Lens Interference 
4 1oop GetGa Crystal Quartz BaA 2 , Metal 75-12011 .15 
Bolometer Lens Mesh Interference, 
Diamond Dust 
Calculated Performance (500 Elevation) N) 
Ch. No. Wavelength Sky Flux at 
100,000 Ft. 
W cm­2 sr - * 
Membrane 
Flux 
W cm-2sr -
Total Effective 
Sky and Membrane 
Emissivity 
Power on 
Detector 
W 
System 
NEP 
W//1z 
System 
NEF 
Jy//Hz 
0 
(230 'K) 
1 100 1.1 ' lO - 6 <7 x 10 - 9 1.7 x 10 ­ 2 3.8 x 10 ­ 9 1.9 X 10 - 13 120 
2 Sop 2.6 x 10 -6 5 X 10 - 0 1.0 x i0 ­ 2 6.5 X I0 - 3.0 x 1O - 13  135 
3 20p 2.8 x 10 - 7 1.5 x io - G 2.0 x 10 ­ 3 5.8 X 10 ­ 9 1 0 x IO - 13.  30 
4 10011 1.0 X 10 - 6 <6 x 10 - 9 1.7 x 10 - 2 1.1 x 10 - 9 2.1 x i0- 1 3  150 
Observed Performance (50 Elevation) 
Ch No. Wavelength Chopper Induced Power on System NEP System NEF System NrB 
Offset, W Detector, W W/V11z Jy/Aiz W cm- sr-1 1- Itz-p 
1001 2.5 'C 102X 10-' 3.2X 10-' 210 7.4 x 10-1 
Traub and Stier, 1976.
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Data Analysis


The unexpected nature of Flight C-l forced us to use the computer


extensively to determine the correct orientation. The small number of


sources and amount of observing time involved permitted a direct, star­

by-star identification procedure. However, should the instrument fly for,


say, six hours, perform at the computed sensitivity, and remain near the


galactic plane, hundreds if not thousands of detections will compel us to


streamline the system.


Basically, the present identification system takes a position in


gondola coordinates, transforms to celestial coordinates when gondola po­

sition and epoch are supplied, and looks for coincidences with a catalog


of star and/or IR sources within an arbitrary angular distance stored in


the computer's memory. After Flight C-l, stars were added in an ad hoc
 

manner, using the Atlas Coeli Catalog (Becvar, 1964) and the SAO Catalog


(Smithsonian, 1966). After future flights, we intend to use the SAO Cata­

log on tape as the star list and run through the sequence of sightings for


identification. A large computer with disk storage will be necessary for


this part. As for IR sources, the correspondences of certain optical, IR,


and radio catalogs indicate that a number of such lists should be com­

bined to form a specialized source list. Candidates include:


1) optical:


Lynds' Catalogs of Bright and Dark Nebulae, (Lynds, 1962 and 1965),


Sharpless' Catalog of HII Regions, (Sharpless, 1959), and


Marsalkova's Comparison Catalog of HII Regions, (Marsalkova, 1974).


2) Infrared:


Cal Tech Two-Micron Sky Survey, (Neugebauer and Leighton, 1969),


AFGL Four-Color IR Sky Survey, (Walker and Price, 1976), and shorter
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lists from balloon survey groups mentioned in Table I-1.


3) Radio:


Master List of Radio Sources (Ohio State, 1976).


Again, we would put these catalogs on disk and look for coincidences with


the sighting list. All positions would be reduced to Epoch 1950.0, as we


do presently. With this identification information in hand, along with


multiple, overlapping scans, an efficient, complete, useful survey will


be possible.


B. Outlook


The success of Flight C-1, despite a number of problems, bodes well


for the improved system. The instrument's simplicity and redundancy are


well adapted to ballooning, which has the demanding character of space


research. We expect to meet the basic observational program of a far-IR


multi-band low resolution survey of the galactic plane and specific. re­

gions of interest off the plane in a series of flights beginning in the
 

fall of 1977. As the results of Flight C-I indicate, several thousand new


sources can be expected at the sensitivity level of that flight, opening
 

a rich spectral region to systematic study.


Looking ahead, improvements on the 210 Jy/Hz noise equivalent flux


level we met at 100 microns could come from two directions. First, new


developments in far-IR photoconductor technology sponsored by NASA as


part of the Infrared Astronomy Satellite program may provide a welcome


improvement in detector sensitivity of a-factor of 4. An additional factor


of 2 is possible by flying at an altitude of 135,000 feet with the re­

sulting lower sky background. Also, extending the flight into daylight


hours, which may not greatly affect far-IR performance, is being consi­
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dered. An extra filter in the visible star telescope will block much of


the scattered visible background to preserve the reference star field.


Flight planning will again concentrate on the galactic plane as the


primary objective; only when the plane is poorly situated for our tele­

scope will we seek ob3ects off the plane. The information gathered from


reducing the data from Flight C-1 will help us choose specific ob3ects or


area for orientation or calibration purposes. For instance, the Cygnus X


region, scanned by Gondola B (Hoffmann, et al, 1971b) and grazed during


Flight C-l, has been carefully examined at optical and radio wavelengths.
 

A good map of the region would refine the previous 100 micron picture and


anchor the data from Gondola C in previous observations. As stated in


Chapter I, in eight flights, a reliable map of the entire plane could
 

be made; this illustrates the effectiveness of balloon-borne telescopes


in survey work. We expect Gondola C to fulfill this promise in the coming
 

flight series.
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APPENDIX A


The Terrestrial Atmosphere and Infrared Astronomy


The development of infrared astronomy has been strongly influenced


by the wavelength and altitude dependent properties of the earth's atmo­

sphere. The wavelength dependence and the gases responsible for the ab­

sorption are shown in Figure I-1; water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone


are the principal absorbers. "Windows" can be roughly defined as spectral


regions where T < 1, or log bX < 0 in Figure I-1. Several windows are


evident between I and 14 microns, including those named J, H, K, L, M,
 

and N at 1.25, 1.65, 2.2, 3.5, 4.8, and 10 microns, respectively. Be­

tween 17 and 40 microns, a broad but poor window exists, labeled Q (17­

25 microns), and Z (28-40 microns). From 40 to 350 microns, the rotational


band of water vapor intervenes, beyond which windows fall at 350, 450,


625, 715, and 860 microns. The emphasis of Figure II-1 is on the alti­

tude dependence of transmission and emissivity. It shows these proper­

ties at 4.2 km, the altitude of a ground-based observatory on Mauna Kea,


at 14 km, the altitude of a typical airborne observation, and at 28 and


41 km, heights relevant to balloon-borne telescopes. At rocket and sat­

ellite altitudes, the transmission would be essentially unity and the


emissivity would be smaller than 10-6. I shall sketch the development of


each technique after discussing the second major factor in the emergence


of IR astronomy, the availability of detectors.


Infrared detectors fall into two categories, thermal and quantum.


Both have their roots in the early nineteenth century. Thermal detection


began when William Herschel "discovered" the infrared around 1800 by


placing thermometers beyond the red edge of a prismatic solar spectrum.
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(This history follows Smith, (1956) and Kruse, et al (1962)). The thermo­

electric effect was described by Seebeck in 1826, the radiation thermo­

couple was invented by Nobili in 1830, and the thermopile, thermocouples


in series, was developed by Melloni an 1833. Langley devised the bolometer


in 1880. The thermopile and bolometer were the primary IR detectors well


into the twentieth century; they were improved by vacuum operation by


Lebedev in 1895 and by Coblentz in 1920, respectively. Until World War


II, these detectors were uncooled, observations were confined to the


near-IRa shortward of about 30 microns, and studies were concentrated on


strong, nearby solar system objects (see Figure 1-2). After the war, the


Golay cell, a sensitive gas thermometer or pneumatic detector, appeared


and 1000 micron observations of the sun and moon were accomplished. Other
 

thermal detectors were developed in the 1950's, but the germanium bolo­

meter, invented by Low (1963), had the required sensitivity to open, in


principle, the entire IR spectrum. In practice, high altitude platforms
 

were needed as well.


Quantum detectors, in a strict sense, emerged with the photographic


process in the early nineteenth century. Infrared quantum detection began
 

when E. Becquerel noted the effects of IR radiation on emulsions in 1843.1


Abney introduced IR sensitive dyes into emulsions in 1880, and by the


1920's, special plates for the "photographic infrared" - up to about 1


micron - were available. The first systematic stellar studies were made


by Hetzler in the 1930's. However, photographic quantum detection is fun­

damentally limited by slow response time and the problems of background


beyond 1 micron. Bulk photoconductivity, accidentally discovered by Wil-

He also noticed that IR can stimulate or quench phosphorescence. His son,


Henri, discovered radioactivity by means of emulsions in 1898, for which


he and the Curies shared a Nobel Prize.
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loughby Smith, who measured the different resistances of selenium bars in


an opened and closed box in 1873, led to modern quantum detectors, photo­

conductive and photovoltaic devices. The potential of PbS was uncovered by


Case in 1917, and military research during World War II speeded its appli­

cation2 PbS and similar intrinsic photoconductors (see III. G. 2.) had the


sensitivity to open the near-IR spectrum to about 8 microns. Extrinsic
 

photoconductors, based on silicon and germanium, followed in the 1950's


and 1960's, pushing the detector thresholds to somewhat beyond 100 mic­

rons. Research up to 1960 is exhaustively covered in a monograph by Bube


(1960); a rather current summary entitled The Infrared Brochure can be


obtained from the Santa Barbara Research Center in Goleta, California.


The infrared spectral region also represents the technological water­

shed between incoherent optical and coherent radio astronomical detection.


Application of the latter in the IR is impeded by antenna accuracy, local


oscillatory availability and tunability, and atmospheric water vapor (Pen­

zias and Burrus, 1973). However, none of these constraints are funda­

mental. Workers from the University of California at Berkeley (Peterson,


et al, 1974) and from NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center (Mumma, et al, 1975)


have used optical telescopes to make solar system observations with lasers


as infrared local oscillators. The comparison between thermal and super­

heterodyne techniques around 1 millimeter was made by Low (1966).


Therefore, by the mid-1960's, thermal and quantum detectors sensitive
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over most of the IR spectrum had been developed. However, at that time,


almost all observations had been ground-based. Soon thereafter, new plat­

forms carried these detectors aloft, as displayed in Figure 1-3.


Strong and Stauffer (1962) have written a general review of IR techniques


for this period.
4 
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Ground-based Observatories


Early work in IR astronomy was reviewed by Murray and Westphal (1965)


and by Auguson and Spinrad (1965). The most influential work in the near-

IR was that of Johnson and collaborators at the University of Arizona;


they observed thousands of stars in many bands and set up a photometric


system (Johnson, 1966). In the late 1960's, another major work, the In­

frared Catalog, or IRC, was published (Neugebauer and Leighton, 1969).


Using a 62 inch telescope with an epoxy-resin mirror, they surveyed most


of the sky at 2.2 microns. Most ground-based research was confined to


the 20 micron window and shortward, but the murky windows at 35 microns


(Low, etal, 1973) and at 350 microns (Low, et al, 1970, unpublished ob­

servations cited in Harper, et al, 1972) were explored from high alti­

tude observatories in the early 1970's.3


Ideal sites for IR astronomy are at high elevations and have very


dry air above. In the United States, the Western states offer the best


conditions. Much of the research has been conducted on Mauna Kea in Ha­

waii, White Mountain in California, Mt. Lemmon and Mt. Hopkins in Ari­

zona, and mountains in Colorado and Wyoming. Abroad, observatories in


the Swiss Alps, the Pyrenees, the Canary Islands, the Chilean Andes, and


in New Zealand have carried out IR observations. A recent book by Allen


(1976) covers the near-IR, ground-based effort in some detail.


Airborne Observatories


The American effort commenced in earnest in 1965, when NASA's Air­

borne Science Office modified a Convair 990 (CV-990) four-engine air­

liner and a Lear two-engine executive jet for experimental purposes. The


former, named the Galileo, could fly at 40,000 feet for about five hours4
 

Two very poor windows lie at 200 and 225 microns (Mankin, et al, 1973).

4The Galileo suffered a mid-air collision and crashed near Moffett Field


in 1973.
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while the latter reaches 50,000 feet and stays up for around two hours.


Aboard the CV-990, Kuiper, et al (1967) compiled a solar atlas from 0.85


to 5.1 microns and searched for water vapor in the atmosphere of Venus.


However, the real breakthrough into the far-IR came in 1968, when Aumann,


Gillespie, and Low (1969) observed Jupiter and Saturn with a bolometer


open from 1.5 to 350 microns; the resulting IR excess over the value pre­

dicted by insolation rbpresented a ma3or finding. A year later, Low and


Aumann (1970) detected the galactic center, M42 and M17, and external gal­

axies NGC 1068 and M82 from the Lear between 50 and 300 microns.


By then, the American program included a KC-135 (a military Boeing


707) flown by the AEC and AFGL and utilized mainly for eclipse observa­

tions and atmospheric research. In England, a Comet IV airliner, similar


to the CV-990, was in operation. The French had installed a 32 cm tele­

scope in a Caravelle airliner, slightly smaller than the CV-990, and in


1972, they placed an identical telescope in a Mystere 20, much like the


Lear. Lena (1970) reviewed these earlier airborne observatories. A new


era opened with the Kulper Airborne Observatory (KAO), dedicated in 1975.


A 36 inch telescope mated to a sophisticated acquisition and tracking


system permits arcsecond pointing and versatile scanning programs; the


instrument is mounted in a C-141 four-engine military cargo plane capable


of maintaining 40,000 feet for about eight hours with 30 tons of equipment


on board! The KAO has opened up the entire IR spectrum to detailed photo­

metric, spectrometric, and mapping pro3ects. In fact, we were-reassured


to learn from our colleague, Paul Harvey (1976), that ACI, the prime


sighting of our balloon flight, was detected by his photometer at a com­

parable flux level from the KAO in October, 1976 (see Cameron, 1976).


The general advantages of airborne over ground-based observatories
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are less and drier air above and mobility. The former factor is clearly


shown in Figure II-i and results from the reduction in precipitable water


vapor from around 750 microns at Mt. Lemmon in Arizona to about 8 microns


at the ceilings of the larger jets and to about 2 microns at those of the
 

smaller jets. Mobility is often an enormous advantage, especially in rare


events like occultations, since the aircraft can fly to an optimum loca­

tion virtually free of weather problems. The benefits of airborne over


higher altitude experiments involve the large payload, which includes the


astronomers, the accurate pointing, and the high reliability and rapid


turnaround of equipment. The hourly cost is relatively low and instrument


recovery is not a problem. Nonetheless, enough residual atmosphere remains


to restrict throughput, lest the background swamp the signal. Also, the


nature of aircraft limits the beam to certain portions of the sky; best


results are obtained when one ob3ect is examined in detail1 making navi­

gation tractable. Sky surveys with bigger beams and study of extended


sources are the domain of balloon and rockets.


Balloon-Borne Observatories


The pioneering efforts in balloon-borne astronomy were made by


Strong's group at Johns Hopkins and by Schwarzschild's group at Princeton.


Strong organized the manned "Strato-Lab" planetary spectroscopy mission


in 1959, finding water vapor on Venus, and rearranged the gondola for


the unmanned "BAL-AST" series from 1962 through 1964 (Strong, 1965).


Schwarzschild followed up the balloon-borne solar observatory Strato­

scope I with Stratoscope II. The first of two flights in 1963 set an


upper limit for water vapor in the Martian atmosphere (Danielson, et al,


1964, and the second obtained IR spectra for nine stars, in some of which
 

water vapor was found (Woolf, et al, 1964). Since then, balloon infrared
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astronomy has evolved in a number of directions (Hoffmann, 1977). Survey


instruments are throroughly covered in I. D. High resolution mapping began


with the University College, London group in 1971 (Furniss, et al, 1972),


and progressed markedly with the 1-meter telescope first flown in 1974


(Fazio, et al, 1974 and 1976b) by a team from the Center for Astrophysics


and the University of Arizona. Cosmic background studies were performed
 

by Muehlner and Weiss (1973) from MIT, by Woody, et al (1975) from the
 

University of California at Berkeley, by Robson, et al (1974) from Queen
 

Mary College, and by Mercer, et al (1976) from Leeds College. A discussion
 

of their measurements can be found in Rowan-Robinson (1976). Diffuse emis­

sion has been observed by Hayakawa, et al (1976) from Japan, at 2.2 mi­

crons, and by Serra, et al (1977) from France and by Low, et al (1977) of


the University of Arizona in the far-infrared. Finally, a number of ex­

periments have been designed for solar work; see Kiepenhauer and Mehl­

tretter (1965), Zander (1974), Huguenin (1974), and Strong (1974).


The advantages of altitudes accessible to balloon-borne telescopes


are much lower emissivity than at aircraft altitudes and nearly complete


transmission. These advantages can be exploited with either much greater


throughput for survey work or shorter integration times for mapping. Bal­

loons can lift large packages (up to several tons) for long periods (up


to several days) and within relatively low budgets and time periods. These


qualities make gondolas attractive test beds for space instrumentation.


Rocket-Borne Observatories
 

The Naval Research Laboratory initiated rocket research when Tousey


flew a UV spectrograph on a V-2 in 1946. Twenty years elapsed before


rockets were used for IR research, due to the lag in cryogenic and detec­

tor technology. These problems were eventually solved, and groups at NRL
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and Cornell University collaborated on a near-IR, LN2 cooled diffuse back­

ground experiment in 1965. Sky brightness upper limits and the earth's


nighttime limb darkening were measured (Harwit, 1969). A second attempt


scanned the Orion and Crab Nebulae. Then, an LHe cooled telescope, built
 

by Cornell, was flown in 1967 with detectors covering the entire IR spec­

trum, from 5 to 120 and from 400 to 1600 microns, in order to measure the


cosmic background and other diffuse radiation. Houck, et al (1972) sum­

marized the four flights that were eventually made. A similar instru­

ment was built by NRL, sensitive between 10 and 1000 microns (Shivanandan,


1972). A third group at Los Alamos (Blair, et al, 1971) made three flights


to measure the background radiation between 1970 and 1972.


The other noteworthy achievement of IR rocket astronomy, especially


relevant to this thesis, was the near- to mid-IR survey undertaken by the


Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (formerly the Air Force Cambridge Research


Laboratory) between 1971 and 1974. A 16.5 cm telescope with four channels


(4, 11, 20, and 27 microns) made nine trips above the atmosphere and


mapped 37,000 square degrees (90%) of the sky. About 2,000 detections


were made, forming the only catalog of the greater part of the sky be­

tween the IRC and centimeter-wavelength radio surveys (Walker and Price,


1976).


The main advantages of rocket observations is their extreme alti­

tude, beyond virtually all of the atmosphere. At their ceiling, rocket­

borne telescopes can achieve absolute flux measurements, since no window


is needed and chopping is not necessary. However, rocket flights are


quite short; a typical experiment yields 300 seconds of data. Yet, the
 

very low background on the detectors improves their performance, making


the short period more productive.
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Space Observatories


Ultimately, IR satellites, the Space Telescope, and the Spacelab will


carry the rocket-borne platform to its logical conclusion. The first of


these, the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS), a ]oint U. S., U. K., and


Dutch venture, will survey the sky from 8 to 120 microns with a 60 cm


aperture and 2 beam (van Duinen, 1977). An IR photometer, proposed for


the Space Telescope, will handle the whole 1-1000 micron range, with


diffraction-limited -esolution and a thousandfold better sensitivity than


the KAO (Neugebauer, 1977). Spacelab, aboard the Shuttle, may be involved


in two pro3ects: a 1 meter liquid helium cooled telescope (Gillett, 1977)


and a 2.8 meter uncooled telescope (Moorwood, 1977). I should mention


here that a classified Air Force spacecraft executed a partial survey at


4, 10, and 20 microns, but the results are still unpublished (Harper,


1976).
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APPENDIX B


Emission Mechanisms
 

Blackbodies, with temperatures lower than 150 0OK, are the most impor­

tant source of far-IR radiation. Solid particles, like opaque gases, con­

tain huge numbers of atoms which inexorably distribute incoming photons


until the body can be characterized by a temperature or small range of


temperatures. An elegant derivation of the blackbody spectrum can be


found in Harwit (1973) pps. 130-2; a Planck curve is shown, for compari­

son, in Figure 1-4. Perfect blackbodies absorb photons of all frequencies


and emit a blackbody spectrum of the appropriate temperature. Usually, the


spectra are less tidy, with variations due to non-unity emissivities and


temperature ranges within the object or the ensemble of objects.


When dust grains absorb stellar radiation and emit in the IR, the


effect of particle size, which is usually assumed to be much smaller than


the wavelength, must be considered. The magnitude of the effect is ex­

pressed as a dimensionless efficiency, with respect to the grain's cross­

section; whether the wavelength dependence of this efficiency is closer


to X-1 or X-2 is of great importance in deducing the amount and tempera­

ture of radiating dust from observations and in models of dusty HII re­

gions, for example. Discussions of this question, among the many concern­

ing grain size, shape, composition, and location, are frequent in the IR
 

literature: van de Hulst (1957) is an early source, while Wackramasinghe
 

and Nandy (1972) and a number of papers in Wzckramasinghe and Morgan ­
(1976), especially Bussoletti, et al (1976), bring the subject up to date.


Of increasing importance beyond 100 microns, free-free radiation


refers to Bremstrahlung, the photons emitted by electrons accelerated in
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the field of another charged particle. To occur, the medium must obviously


be ionized, so that the presence of hot stars or violent activity is re­

quired. Radio astronomers call free-free radiation "thermal" to distin­

guish it from the more exotic synchrotron process, although both involve


electrons in tenuous plasmas deflected by electromagnetic fields. Probab­

ly the clearly thermal source of most ionizing photons, hot stars, and


the absence of blackbody reradiation at radio frequencies determined the


usage. 

Fortunately, free-free spectra have a distinct character; when op­

tically thin, at high frequencies, the flux is nearly independent of fre­

quency. This occurs because radiation from tenuous clouds is proportional 

to the free-free opacity, which, in turn, is proportional to A2 (in 1/A). 

The flux is also related to the radiation field in the gas; since low 

IR frequencies and high HII region temperatures are involved, the Ray-

leigh-Jeans approximation holds, with its A-2 dependence. Multiplied, the 

flux is constant, except for the logarithmic term. At low frequencies, the 
radiation is no longer proportional to the optical depth, since the medium 
becomes optically thick, and the spectrum falls as - 2 . 
Most observed far-IR sources peak around 100 microns, where the ther­

mal emission from dust overwhelms any free-free component. Beyond these 

IR excesses, the thermal contribution drops precipitously, as the inverse 

dependences of both emissivity and blackbodies with wavelength combine. 

Around 1 mm, free-free contributes noticeable to some IR sources, such as 

DR 21 (Righini, 1975). Moreover, around some very hot Be stars and several 

cool stars (NML Tauri stars), circumstellar free-free dominates the photo­

spheric continuum beyond a few microns. The turnover point in the free­

free spectrum provides critical temperature and emission measure informa­
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tion. For a more complete discussion, see Kraus (1966) pps. 311-3 or


Harwit (1973) pps. 231-3. Figure 1-4 shows a free-free curve similar


to that of the Orion Nebula.


Synchrotron radiation is one of the non-thermal mechanisms, in the


parlance of radio astronomy. Cause by relativistic particles, usually


electrons, that spiral around magnetic fields, the synchrotron quanta


are actually cyclotron quanta, strongly forward concentrated and blue­

shifted. Again, Kraus (1966) pps. 313-8 and Harwit (1973) pps. 233-9 con­

tain clear descriptions of this mechanism. Figure 1-4 shows the spec­

trum of 3C 147, with wavelength dependences characterisitc of synchro­

tron self absorption at low frequencies and the convolved effects of a


monoergic synchrotron electron spectrum and the declining power law


dependence of the electron population with energy at higher frequencies.


Line radiation, while of little importance in broad-band far-IR


observations, except with regard to the terrestrial atmosphere, will


beof increasing importance as far-IR spectroscopy becomes established.
 

Already, fine structure ionic lines have been observed by Ward, et al (1975)


and Baluteau, et al (1977). Recombination lines should be observable,


if sufficient resolution to overcome the dominance of thermal over free­

free radiation is used (see Churchwell, 1972, and Chaisson, 1976). Mole­

cular transitions, both in gases (planetary and stellar atmospheres and


the interstellar medium) and in solids (planetary surfaces and inter­

stellar grains) are more easily observed IR phenomena, on which an ex­

tensive literature exists.
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